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Abstract

A patient's care needs often extend past discharge from an acute hospital setting. At Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH), inpatient case managers, acting in a discharge planning capacity, help
develop and coordinate the execution of plans, specifically tailored for a patient, to ensure these care
needs are met. Case managers, and case management leadership, must confront multiple sources of
workload variability across different time and scale perspectives.

Case managers are assigned a relatively invariant number of cases by floor. Inter-floor workload
variability exists because the "typical" case on one floor may require more or less work than the
"typical" case on another floor. Inter-case variability is also present; for a given case manager,
the concept of a "typical" case has limited value. Some cases require essentially no work from a
discharge planning case manager, while other cases can consume many hours, either on a single day,
or spread across multiple days. The case characteristics determining the amount of work required of
a case manager are not solely, or even primarily, clinical. Instead, discharge disposition, insurance
considerations, patient preferences, and a wide array of psycho-social factors, as well as complex
interactions among case characteristics, drive the workload for any single case. Finally, the total
amount of work required, across all assigned cases, can vary dramatically from day to day.

In any discussion of case manager workload, variability, in all of its dimensions, is a fundamental
characteristic. From an operational improvement standpoint workload variability has to be fully
considered, understood, and accommodated. The current static staffing scheme, based on the number
of beds a case manager is responsible for, does not adequately address the observed variability in
daily workload. Therefore, the ultimate objective of our work is to develop a candidate staffing
scheme and staffing guidelines incorporating requisite dynamic element to address variability in a
case manager's daily workload and/or reduce observed upside variability.

Since the requisite understanding of workload variability will always prove elusive without a
meaningful way to measure workload, in the first, necessary step for our work we develop a method
of measuring the amount of work performed by a case manager, for a given case or on a given
day. Though the scale for our work metric requires more refined calibration, it allows one to say
with a high degree of certainty that "this case required more work than that case" or "this day
represented a higher workload for a case manager than that day". The source of the score for a
case or day is the work documented in case manager notes. We develop an automated scoring
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procedure to retrospectively score cases based on the text of case manager notes. At the heart of our
text-analytical engine is an augmented bag-of-words approach that preserves the relevant context
for a case manager note. Using a regression tree to operate on our text feature vector for a case
note results in validation set scoring with an R2 of 0.98 at the case and day level.

In validating our scoring methodology case managers were asked to rank a group of cases in order
of increasing workload. This ordinal ranking was compared to the ranking derived from our work
score and yielded a value for Kendall's coefficient of concordance, W, of 0.98, indicating exceptional
agreement.

Results using our score provide further indirect support for the validity of our scoring methodology.
For example, the top decile of patients by work score accounted for 40% of the total work scored.
This is in line with case manager reports that a relatively small number of patients require a
disproportionately large amount of case manager time.

Our validated work score is then used as a response variable for explanatory and predictive modeling
of case manager workload. The predictor variables are derived from a phased framework we
developed over the course of our work. That is, distinct phases can be identified on a discharge
planning plane as a patient progresses to ultimate discharge. For the majority of cases it is possible
to identify, unambiguously, which phase a case is in. Counts of the number of cases in each phase at
04:00 form our predictor variables in projecting the amount of case manager workload required for
the upcoming day.

Each phase is associated with both a characteristic amount of work and, as importantly, whether
a given case will require any case manager work on a given day. This allows us to introduce the
concept of an active census or active caseload. It is this concept that allows us to capture a key,
under-considered source of variability - whether a case will require any work of a case manager on a
given day. Using a regression-based model, the work for a case manager can currently be predicted
with an R 2 of 0.51 and a case can be predicted as active with an R2 of 0.66. With classification
based on a boosted tree, a day can be correctly predicted as high, medium, or low workload with
an accuracy of 81%. Two class misclassification error rates (high-as-low or low-as-high) of 7% can
currently be achieved. Finally, in a synthesis of all of our work, we present the outline for a dynamic
case assignment scheme based on pooling and balancing the number of cases in each phase between
case managers within a pool. This can help attenuate the magnitude of high workload days and
reduce upside variability.

Thesis Supervisor: Retsef Levi
Title: J. Spencer Standish Professor of Management, Professor of Operations Management
MIT Sloan School of Management

Thesis Supervisor: David Simchi-Levi
Title: Professor of Engineering Systems, Institute for Data, Systems, and Society
Department of Civil Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter serves as a brief introduction to the environment in which our work was performed, as
well as providing an outline of the primary phases completed during the course of our work. The
chapter ends with a brief, essentially qualitative, discussion of possible methodological extensions of
our work, and associated analysis techniques, beyond the specific context of inpatient discharge
planning at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH).

From a high-level perspective the motivation for our work was simple. MGH's case managers, and
case management leadership, report that the daily workload for case managers is subject to marked
variability. Cursory objective indications, such as variability in the daily number of case manager
notes, support this claim 1.

Our aims include a rigorous analysis of workload variability in order to develop operational im-
provements focused on staffing policies that incorporate a feasible dynamic component. In fact,
workload variability, sometimes extreme, is an inherent feature of the essentially static nature of
current staffing and case assignment policies. To explain, case managers are responsible for patients
in an assigned pool of beds. Due to high capacity utilization at MGH this results in a relatively
invariant daily case manager caseload; the number of occupied beds fluctuates in a very narrow
range on a day-to-day basis. However, the number of cases that require work on a given day, the
type of work for each case, and the amount of work for a case varies widely; caseload is not a useful
indicator of workload on a daily basis.

The fact that caseload is not equivalent to workload is widely recognized, as is the fact that
workload variability and unequal distribution of workload can have serious negative impacts on
operations[13] [12] [95] [38] [105]. Though our work does not investigate the effects of workload

variability on patient length-of-stay(LOS), it is possible that sub-optimality in daily case manager

resource allocation (staffing) could introduce delays to patient discharge. What is certain is that

workload variability can lead to job dissatisfaction and eventual burnout for frontline case managers.
This state of affairs, and any resulting staff turnover, has negative impacts for the system.

In order to effectively grapple with workload variability, it is first necessary to develop a method

to quantify workload. As other researchers have noted, there is no generally accepted system for

'A complete discussion of the utility and deficits of case manager note counts used as an indicator of workload is

provided in Chapter 4
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quantifying case manager workload in a tertiary inpatient setting like MGH[14][38][95]. Therefore we
develop and present a methodology allowing automatic, retrospective scoring of the work completed
for a case by a case manager. Our work score or metric is then used as a response variable in
developing predictive models of the work that will be required for a set of cases in the succeeding day.
Finally, we use the insights gained from our work to develop a candidate dynamic case assignment
scheme and guidance for staffing policies.

To close out this introductory section and provide a better appreciation for the context in which our
work was completed, it is worth considering other systems for quantifying workload in a healthcare set-
ting. It may seem that a natural analog to our efforts are the various workload quantification systems
used to inform staffing decisions for attending nurses; many of these types of systems exist with an
extended use history and associated research efforts[98] [89] [33] [46] [47] [64] [103] [66] [83] [100] [105]. Os-
tensibly these are "objective" systems, but workload measures and staffing recommendations arising
from different systems do not necessarily exhibit a high degree of correspondence. [48] [84][104] [100] [42]

The reason for any disagreements among systems likely stems from an oft-used, but not necessarily
well-defined attribute of a patient, provider, or system - acuity[45]. As Brennan and Daly point out,
acuity has many attributes, such as physical, psychological, care needs, complexity, and workload.
Our efforts focus on the use of work or workload as the base concept. The other attributes of acuity
may or may not map to the work a case manager has to perform for a case.

1.1 Background

This section provides a brief overview of MGH, past MIT-MGH collaborative efforts, and inpatient
case management at MGH 2

1.1.1 Massachusetts General Hospital

By any number of metrics, Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) is consistently ranked as one of
the top hospitals in the United States [27]. In addition to serving as a teaching hospital, affiliated
with Harvard Medical School, and providing primary care services for the community, MGH enjoys
worldwide renown as a leading tertiary healthcare institution. In its mission to deliver care of the
highest quality, MGH serves nearly 50,000 inpatients and 1.5 million outpatients annually [27].
In addition to being the largest hospital in New England, MGH is also a leading research center,
conducting the largest hospital-based research program in the world [27].

1.1.2 MIT-MGH Collaboration

Spanning more than a decade, the history of the MIT-MGH Collaboration can aptly be described
as storied, productive, and mutually beneficial. Beginning as a relationship between MGH and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Sloan School of Management, since 2011 MGH has
also served as a partner organization with MIT's Leaders for Global Operations (LGO) program.

2Chapter 2 provides a more detailed discussion of case management, particularly in the context of MGH
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The collaborative efforts are built upon a simple, yet powerful premise: striving to improve the

operational efficiency and effectiveness at MGH while maintaining the highest standards of care for
the patients served by MGH. The team involved in operational improvement initiatives comprises
MGH leadership, MIT Faculty, MIT Sloan School of Management - Operations Management Group
post-doctoral fellows, and LGO students completing a six-month research internship at MGH[29].

The scope of the collaboration has expanded since the earliest efforts to develop and imple-
ment improvements for perioperative processes, efforts that included bed allocation/assignment
management[65] and surgical inpatient flow optimization[79][110] [56] [108] [119]. Other recent efforts
have been aimed at prescription management in a primary care setting[116] and rationalizing infusion
clinic appointment scheduling procedures[111]. This is just a small sample of the collaborative
efforts and all have helped improve patient access to the care MGH can provide. The structure
provided for the MIT-MGH Collaboration helps augment the speed with which potential areas
for improvement can be identified and investigated, thereby allowing any protracted process of
implementation to begin that much sooner. The work described in this thesis marks the first foray
into the realm of inpatient case management for the MIT-MGH Collaboration. It is hoped that
this work can form a foundational part of a canon of future work in this area, not limited to MGH,
primarily by revealing promising directions for further work.

1.1.3 Inpatient case management at MGH

Both because this is the first work in the area of case management for the MIT-MGH Collaboration,
and because the very term case management may denote fundamentally different functions and
processes depending on the setting, Chapter 2 provides an extensive description of inpatient case
management at MGH. As an introduction, case managers primarily perform two critical roles at
MGH: utilization review (UR) and discharge planning (DCP). In the UR role case managers help
ensure that a patient, upon admission, requires the acute level of care that MGH can provide. As
the patient progresses, from a clinical standpoint, UR case managers help to ensure that patients
continue to warrant hospitalization. The UR role is important in helping to determine if the
hospital's limited resources are being used to serve patients whose needs cannot be met more
appropriately in a sub-acute setting. Further, UR case managers act as de facto patient advocates
in coordination with payors by helping to make sure services rendered will be covered by payors.
The target benchmark caseload for a UR case manager is 50 cases.

DCP case managers work in coordination with other members of the care team to ensure a patient's
care needs are met after discharge from MGH. Often a patient, though not requiring the level of
care that MGH is suited to provide, may have extensive needs extending past discharge day. DCP
case managers balance myriad factors, including needs, preferences, insurance considerations, and
psycho-social factors, to develop a safe discharge plan tailored specifically for a patient. The primary
focus of this work is on the DCP function performed by inpatient case managers at MGH.

As with UR case managers, a typical benchmark caseload exists for DCP case managers - 25 cases.

However, case managers on some floors may have fewer or more cases. This varying benchmark is
in recognition of the fact that the "typical" case on one floor may require more DCP work than the
"typical" case on another floor. For example, floors with a high percentage of patients undergoing

elective procedures generally have well-characterized discharge needs and DCP paths. Similarly,
insurance considerations, because of pre-authorizations associated with elective procedures, usually
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do not factor as prominently into the workload for DCP case managers on these floors. In contrast,
on floors associated with unplanned admissions, the DCP case manager must contend with emergent
issues resulting from an interplay of patient/case characteristics and a patient's needs upon discharge.
Depending on how these factors interact a case could present virtually no work for a case manager
or a case could require many hours of a case manager's time, either on a single day or spread across
multiple days.

The above touches on two sources of potential variability in a case manager's workload, despite a
relatively invariant number of cases. The first of these can aptly be termed inter-floor variability
and traces to a differing prevalence of certain case characteristics between floors. The second type
of variability is inter-case variability where, for a given case manager, one case may consume much
more time as compared to another case.

Another source of variability is inter-day variability. This variability can be traced to two primary
sources. First, on a given day a case manager has multiple cases, each of which can be in a different
stage of the discharge planning process; this mix changes daily. Second, not all assigned cases
are active on a given day. Here active is used as a convention to encapsulate the fact that a case
may be marked by latent periods when relatively little work is done for a case. This is natural as
it takes time for a requisite degree of certainty to emerge about a patient's ultimate needs upon
discharge. Until this modicum of clarity is achieved it is difficult to perform discharge planning for
a case. Further, developing a discharge plan may require coordination with extra-MGH entities.
This coordination is marked by delays as the outside entity performs its own review of a case.

Given the above discussion, it is difficult to determine definitively what an appropriate benchmark
caseload is. Furthermore, variability, across many dimensions, is a fundamental characteristic in case
manager workload. In order to make any operational improvements to DCP this variability must
first be understood. This variability also suggests that a dynamic component for case assignment
is necessary to accommodate any irreducible variability, the amount of which is still significant.
Of course, all of this presupposes a way to accurately measure workload. This thesis details our
efforts to first develop and validate a work score or metric. This metric is then used as a response
variable for explanatory and predictive models, models that can be used to determine when a case
manager may face an excessively high workload in the coming day. Finally, the work metric is used
to help identify a candidate dynamic case assignment scheme aimed at effectively countering the
most deleterious effects of workload variability.

1.2 Project motivation, overview, and key insights

From a high-level, ostensibly objective, perspective the genesis of this project can be accurately
portrayed as a variant of a ubiquitous resource allocation problem formulated as:

Given a finite number of available weekly case manager hours to allocate between
two main case manager functions and across 43 hospital floors with different patient
populations,

What is the proper way to allocate case manager hours to achieve an equitable division of
workload among case managers in a way that limits the deleterious effects of inevitable
workload variability?
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While the succinct, encompassing objectivity of the above formulation cannot be faulted, this may
be an overly abstract way to frame a problem influenced greatly by interpersonal interactions,
patient psycho-social characteristics, family dynamics, and other factors that do not easily yield
to quantification. In fact, despite the necessity of abstractions and abstract analysis to make any
progress on the problem at hand, from the frontline case manager perspective it is just as accurate
to portray the content of this thesis as stemming from attempts to "solve" a morale problem.

To briefly explain, case managers, as described in the previous section (and in greater detail in
Chapter 2) perform one of two primary functions: utilization review and discharge planning. Within
the discharge planning function different case managers are responsible for cases with varying case
characteristics; the "typical" case on one floor may take more or less work than the "typical" case
on another floor. The potentially unequal distribution of work may plant the seeds for a problem.

The preceding should in no way be interpreted as an indictment of case managers because, based
on extensive observation of case managers, even if work may not equitably distributed, this in no
way affects faithful and tireless execution of their mission to ensure a patient's care needs are met,
both while at MGH and upon discharge. Often this work ethic is so pronounced that it can make it
difficult to discern a case manager with a caseload that is excessive; the mission is still completed. It
was in recognition of this work ethic, whether directly observed or inferred from reading thousands
of case notes, which leads to a third way to state the guiding principle of this thesis - "What can
our team do to improve the daily work conditions faced by inpatient case managers at MGH?"

No matter how the problem is formulated, the fundamental requirement for progress toward a
solution is an ability to meaningfully measure case manager workload. This ability to measure
workload allows the requisite current state analysis. Furthermore, a measure of work, referred to
as a work score or work metric in this thesis, can serve as a response variable for explanatory or
predictive modeling at the case or day level. Figure 1-1 provides on overview of the major phases
and sub-phases of our work, although the figure implies a strictly linear course that was not always
the norm.

The initial tack we employed was simple, though admittedly tedious and time-consuming. More than
three thousand case manager progress notes for 1500+ cases were reviewed to identify work events
documented in the notes. Examples of these work events include, but are not limited to, phone
calls to various entities, meetings with patients and families, and referrals placed to post-MGH care
providers. The initial scope of the project was limited; two general medicine floors were investigated
to develop the techniques necessitated by our aim. A simple scoring system, based on observation
and interviews with case managers, was developed to allow assignment of a work score to each
progress note, each case (which may contain multiple notes), and each day (which contains notes
from multiple cases).

The work score serves a foundational purpose for the analysis presented in this thesis. Given this
importance, the assistance of two experienced case managers, unaffiliated with the cases examined,
was enlisted to help validate the scoring methodology. Each case manager was provided 20 cases for
review across the spectrum of scores. The case managers ranked the cases in order of increasing
workload and these ordinal rankings were compared to the ordinal rankings derived from our work
score. Comparing the rankings yielded a Kendall's W (Kendall's coefficient of concordance) of 0.98,
indicating substantial agreement between the work score we developed and case manager rankings,
at least on an ordinal scale. Further refinement and validation is necessary to fully calibrate the
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Develop scoring system

PHASE 1 to calculate the work
score for a case

Develop/adapt
machine-learning /
text-analytical

PHASE 2 techniques for
automated scoring of
cases

Use work metric to
develop a framework

PHASE 3 connecting the work
done for a case to the
case phase

Use work metric and
phased framework to
develop predictive

PHASE 4 model of work score
for a pool of cases on
the succeeding day

Provide

PHASE 5 recommendations for
improving future
Iterations of predictive
model

Manually score 1610
cases based on case
manager notes

Validate automated
techniques

Use work metric to
conduct quantitatively
rigorous current state
analysis

Use work metric and
phased framework to
develop predictive
classifier for
succeeding day's work
(high, medium, or low)

Provide operational
recommendations for
introducing a dynamic
component to staffing
and provide staffing
policy guidelines

Validate scoring system
and work scores
calculated for sample
of cases

Figure 1-1: Overview of research phases and sub-phases

work metric scale in units of tine. but the current validation procedure provided strong support for

the utility of the current scoring system.

Further support for the aptness of the current scoring methodology emerges when the distribution

of work between cases and throughout the workweek is examined. As reported by case managers a

relatively sumall number of cases consuied the greatest amount of case manager time. The top decile

of patients, by our work score, accouinted for 40% of the total work scored. In contrast, the bottom

60% of patients by work score accounted for on the order of 20% of this total, while the 6 1st- 9 01

percentile cases accounted for the remaining 40% of this total. The overall weekly periodicity was

also evident when using our work score, with Mondays anid Fridays exhibiting a marked tendency

to be the highest workload days. This periodicity is easily explained by the differential staffing

patterns on the weekend vis4-vis weekdays as explained in this thesis.

The time-consuming nature of manually scoring notes and cases imposes significant limitations

on extending scoring to other floors. Therefore, the next step in our work was developing a text-

analytical engine to allow reliable automated scoring of case manager notes. The heart of this

engine relies on an augmented bag-of-words (BOW) approach. As described in detail in Chapter

4, a basic textual analysis was completed to identify words indicative of a workload event. This

allowed us to construct a dictionary to use in our analytical engine. This super-dictionary was

refined to form dictionaries for different word categories. A count of the words in these constituent

categories formed fifteen fields of a 29 feature vector constructed for each case note. Other key fields
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of this vector included an overall dictionary word count and a header for the type of note. Together,
these fields provided the augmentation for our BOW-based analytical engine; the mechanism of this
augmentation is in preserving the relevant context for each note, a context that may be lost with a
traditional BOW approach. Using a regression tree we were able to automatically score a validation
set of cases, over multiple trials with a 60/40 training/validation split, with an R2 in excess of 0.97.
Similar performance was achieved at the day-level.

Armed with a validated work score, the next phase of our work focuses on a current state analysis
for the two floors examined. Several key insights emerge from this analysis. First, it is possible to
identify distinct phases that a case progresses through on the discharge planning plane, including an
admit window, a pre-discharge window, and a discharge window. The state of each case within these
phases can be specified at an even more granular level. The phased framework we develop greatly
facilitates the current state analysis and our predictive modeling efforts, introduced below. The
analysis, described in Chapter 5, also indicates that the top decile of cases by work score, though
often greatly outstripping other case groups in terms of aggregate work, appear remarkably similar
to other cases in terms of work done on any given day. When this observation was paired with the

fact only a subset of cases are active on any given day, our concept of an active census emerges.

This concept is a cornerstone of our predictive modeling.

There are many sources of day-to-day variability in case manager workload. The obvious source of

variability arises at the case-level because of differences in case characteristics, including needs upon

discharge, myriad psycho-social factors, and patient insurance. There is also variability between

floors that can be traced to extra-CM work patterns and processes; the case manager work processes

are embedded in a larger system of floor processes so that it is possible a case could require more
work on one floor than on another floor. However, the greatest source of variability is whether a

case is active on any given day or not; that is, does a case manager perform work for a specific
case on a given day? This touches on the key insight from our predictive modeling - the timing of
work (is a case active / how many cases are active?) and the general nature of the work (is the

work performed in the admit window or the discharge window?) explains most of the variability

observed in a case manager's daily workload. Using a conventional interpretation of the coefficient

of determination, R2 , these factors account for 66% of the observed daily workload variability.

This is included in our linear-regression based modeling by using a count of the number of patients
in each state/phase at 04:00 to predict the workload for the upcoming day. On validation sets
admit window work can be predicted with an adjusted R2 of 0.66 and total work with an adjusted

R2 of 0.51. One key patient state/phase used was a count of discharge window cases active the
previous day. The tendency of these cases to be active the current day was an exploitable pattern
for modeling purposes. In essence, this introduces an auto-regressive component into modeling, a

component that exists because of delays characteristic of a request-response cycle. When developing
and executing a discharge plan case managers often query or coordinate with (request) potential

post-MGH care providers / sub-acute facilities. As the post-MGH entities review the case a delay
is inevitable before a response is provided to the case manager. Based on this response the case
manager continues with the current plan or alters the plan.

Other patterns prove not to be currently exploitable for predictive modeling purposes. Further

segmentation of cases into, for example, an early and late pre-discharge window, or by incorporating

outcomes of the previous day's work for a case, will enhance the capability of a regression-based
model. Potentially promising avenues of inquiry, based on preliminary investigation, are explicitly
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identified in Chapter 6. The first key to improving the model is in improving the ability to predict
when a case will be active. This explains why even knowing with perfect certainty that a case will
require a large total amount of work over the course of a patient's entire length of stay is a very
poor predictor of workload on any specific day. Thus, a count of the high-workload census for a
case manager is unsuitable as a reliable signal to "flex" any available resources to a particular floor.

In addition to a regression-based model, a classifier based on a boosted classification tree was
examined. This classification problem may ultimately prove to be more tractable than a model
designed to provide a predicted workload score for the current day. An intricate procedure, employing
hierarchal clustering for partitioning the data set into training and validation sets, synthetic minority
class oversampling (SMOTE), one-sided selection, condensed nearest neighbors, and Tomek-link
concepts was used to train the boosted classification tree[54] [87] [125] [77]3. The results were promising,
but the intricacy of the training procedure may be biased to perform well on the data set examined.
Still, on validation data sets with a high, medium, and low workload classification scheme only 6.9%
of days exhibited a two-class misclassification (high-as-low or low-as-high). The overall classification
accuracy using the three-level classifier exceeded 81%.

The final phase of our work includes preliminary efforts at both developing staffing schemes to
equitably distribute workload across floors and case managers, and introducing a dynamic component
to staffing. Considering the former, a procedure to form a CM-specific index analogous to case
mix indices based on clinical factors[26], and related to hospital resource utilization is provided in
Appendix B. In effect, this index would allow a "typical" case on one type of floor to be compared
to a "typical" case on a different type of floor4 . By facilitating cross-floor comparisons this would
allow appropriate relative benchmark caseloads to be established across floors.

Considering dynamic elements, pooling is examined, not only as a means to decrease total workload
variability, but also, and primarily, to facilitate a mechanism by which the magnitude of work, on
high-workload days, could be attenuated. This work is very preliminary, but the effects of pooling
on decreasing variability are marginal or equivocal when looking at traditional measures. In fact,
traditional measures, such as standard deviation or measures derived using standard deviation, may
not reflect how case managers experience variability in workload. This is true of any measure that
treats upside and downside workload variability symmetrically. Still, pooling floors, treating them
as a unit with multiple case managers available for coverage, offers potential benefits for which a
limit of performance can be specified. Drawing on all phases of this work a "one-switch" dynamic
case assignment scheme (1SDCA) is outlined. Here, the key is to balance, as nearly as possible, the
number of cases in each phase that pooled case managers are responsible for. Cases are initially
assigned with the aim of balancing unassessed (newly admitted) patients. This is the tentative case
assignment. A "one-switch" is possible when a case is ready to enter the discharge window to balance
the number of discharge window cases between pooled case managers. Limiting the reassignment

3 In fact, many other techniques were employed over the course of of our work in an attempt to deal effectively with
imbalanced data sets. Other techniques are discussed in Chapters 3 and 6, as well as Appendix A. In many of our
sub-problem formulations for classification there is a clear majority class and minority class; e.g., 10% high workload
days and 90% low workload days. The work of Chawla, as well as the work of He and Ma, provides a solid introduction
to the problems associated with imbalanced data sets[53][78]. Branco et al. provide a very accessible introduction to
predictive modeling under conditions of distribution imbalance[43]. The primary discussion of potential issues from
the practical perspective of real-world costs associated with misclassification is taken up in Chapter 6.

4 Typical, in the sense of average, only has utility as a concept over long time horizons. As discussed in Chapters 5
and 6, even long time horizons afford little value to the concept of a typical case for the purposes of predicting daily
workload.
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(switch) to, at most, one episode per case, at the beginning of the discharge window5 mitigates most
of the undesirable impacts associated with the loss of case manager-patient continuity.

1.3 Thesis organization and structure

Chapter 2 expands on Section 1.1.3 by describing in greater detail case management at MGH. This
chapter is important in detailing the context in which our work was performed. The practice of
case management is not standardized across institutions so it becomes vital to define inpatient
case management as practiced at MGH in a tertiary hospital setting. The thesis continues with a
literature review in Chapter 3, beginning with a review of systems proposed for quantifying the
amount of work required of a case manager for a case with a given set of characteristics. These
systems are almost exclusively formulated in terms of an acuity score. Chapter 3 also reviews recent
efforts at employing text-analytical techniques on hospital documentation. These efforts are not
specific to the realm of case management, but the review is instructive given the importance of our
text-analytical engine for automatically scoring cases. Finally, Chapter 3 provides a review of key
machine learning techniques used in our work; this part of the review is limited to techniques that,
in our estimation, may be less familiar to readers.

Chapter 4 is the foundational chapter for this thesis. Here a detailed description of how we
constructed the work score is provided, as is a similarly detailed description of our validation
procedure and results. The chapter then presents our text-analytical engine used for automated
scoring as well as the performance of our automated scoring methodology. Chapter 5 provides
a current state analysis using the validated work metric. This chapter is key in introducing the
concept of an active census, as well as the framework developed to unambiguously determine which
phase a case is in; if Chapter 4 is viewed as the foundation of this work, then Chapter 5 is the
bridge that facilitates predictive modeling. Chapter 6 employs the phased framework, specifically to
obtain counts of how many cases are in each phase, to develop a regression-based predictive model
of case manager workload for the upcoming day. As an alternative to this regression-based model,
the performance of a classifier based on a boosted classification tree is examined.

The thesis concludes in Chapter 7 with recommendations, both for future work as well as operational
recommendations. In truth, recommendations are not confined to Chapter 7. Because a large
portion of our work revolved around developing techniques specific to our problem domain, it is more
efficacious to present recommendations in context; i.e., immediately following the discussion where
the recommendations naturally arise. Chapter 7 recounts the most important of the recommendations
for improving both an ability to measure and an ability to predict CM workload. The operational
recommendations are preliminary, but the CM-specific case-mix index in Appendix B, as well as the
1SDCA scheme outlined in Chapter 7, may be the most promising in the near-term.

1.4 Potential methodological extensions of thesis

Though our work was conducted in a very specific setting, inpatient case management at MGH,
it may be possible to adapt some aspects of our approach to other settings. In fact, quantifying

5 Our discharge window convention is introduced in Chapter 2 and rigorously defined in Chapter 5.
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workload as a preliminary step to predicting workload and making better informed staffing decisions
has applicability in a wide-range of service industry settings. Time-motion studies and methods
engineering approaches, of course, are already used in service organizations such as hospitals. Yet,
if the organization already possesses a large amount of data, including unstructured free-text
data, created during the normal course of business, then the techniques we describe may allow an
organization to leverage the use of this data.

While we cannot specify exactly how our approach should be modified for another setting, it is
possible to identify setting characteristics that may facilitate technique adaptation. The concept of a
case has relevance for many realms - law enforcement/investigation, social work, IT help desks, legal
work, and insurance adjustment, to name a few. One characteristic of an environment where our
techniques may adapt well is discontiguous work. In discontiguous work a case is not worked from
start to finish. Rather, work proceeds in fits and starts, either because the information discovery
process allowing subsequent work to proceed, or a request-response cycle, introduces delays.

Another feature suitable for technique adaptation would be when caseload does not correlate
strongly with workload. In some ways this is another result of discontiguous work. More specifically,
on a given day there could be more or fewer cases for which work is required or possible. Work
environments where distinct phases can be identified also offer the possibility of technique adaptation,
particularly when predicting workload. The phases, requiring the development of definitions and
conventions, can also help provide structure for unstructured data. In the context of our work
certain phases we defined were associated with either more work for a case or a higher probability
that a case would require work on a given day.

As service industries and organizations become a larger part of the economy, effectively quantifying
workload as done in our work assumes ever greater importance. Quantifying workload when "non-
routine" service industry work tasks are considered presents challenges as compared to, for example,
manufacturing settings. Here we are using non-routine in a manner similar to Autor et al. to refer
to tasks requiring "problem-solving, creativity, intuition, and interpersonal skills[35][34]." Though
non-routine these skills are often exercised in the context of relativey few work events such as phone
calls, meetings, emails, and documentation.

From case to case the frequency, duration, composition, and timing of these work events can vary
depending on specific case features and complex interactions among these features. As we show,
it is possible to extract information from data available in a service organization to quantify the
work done for a case despite inter-case variability. This quantification is then available to facilitate
predictive modeling and inform staffing decisions to achieve an equal distribution of work and
address workload variability.
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Chapter 2

Inpatient Case Management at MGH

Case management at MGH centers on the performance of two primary tasks: utilization review
(UR) and discharge planning (DCP). Both of these tasks arc critically important in helping to
control hospital costs and maximize revenue while, more importantly, ensuring that the quality
of patient care is not compromised. At the most basic level UR is focused on ensuring efficient,
effective, and appropriately reimbursed use of MGH's limited capacity and care resources. DCP's
focus is on ensuring safe and timely transitions of patients discharging from MGH to post-acute
care settings that meet patient needs; these settings comprise a wide-variety of facility types and
home-care plans. The DCP and UR roles are mutually reinforcing.

It is easy to place and appreciate the importance of UR and DCP in the context of a number of
general trends in American healthcare. One well-documented, broad trend over the past four-plus
decades is the marked decrease in the average hospital length-of-stay (LOS), particularly for older
patients. As an example, among individuals 65 years of age and older, the average hospital LOS
across all conditions has decreased from 12.6 days in 1970 to 5.5 days in 2010[70].

There are many drivers for this reduction in LOS, including the advent of Medicare's prospective
payment system and the growth in post-acute / subacute care options and facilities[75]. DCP and
UR have likewise played a role in this broader trend, as well as becoming increasingly necessary as
the trend progressed[75]. For example, as stated, DCP case managers help ensure the safe transition
of patients to the more appropriate and cost-effective post-acute setting that can meet a patient's
post-MGH care needs that, though not requiring acute care, may still be complex. Safe and timely
transitions help improve community access to acute care at MGH.

At MGH utilization review and discharge planning are performed by a dedicated team of registered
nurses serving as case managers. In their functional UR and DCP roles, case managers also assume
other more general roles as assessor, planner, facilitator, and advocate[11]. No matter the role,
titular or more general, case managers have to constantly strive to balance individual patient needs,
preferences, and insurance considerations, all while supporting the broader MGH priorities and
mission.

This chapter begins with a consideration of the current MGH case management model, placing
this model in the typology of models discussed in the literature[49] [50] [51] [52] [95]. UR and DCP
are then, in turn, discussed in greater detail with a focus on how these functions are performed at
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MGH. This includes a discussion of key interfaces with other entities and functions both internal
and external to 1MJGH. Following this discussion the CM\ division of labor and resource deployment,
both between DCP and UR and within each of these sub-functions. is presented.

The focus of the chapter is then narrowed to consider DCP exclusively as this was the primary

domain of our research. Potential sources of variability in an individual discharge planner's daily

workload, as well as workload variabilit across hospital floors, over an extended time horizon, are

identified. The penultinate section of this chapter provides a brief description of data sources

used in our work. Finally, explicit identification of our problem statement is provided, a, problem

statement infored by our belief that a case managers tiie and accumulated experience are the

most valuable of CM resources.

2.1 MGH case management model

As noted in the literature, there is no standard mnodel of case management in an acute care setting
such as MGH[14][49][95]. In fact, as of 2013 there were no fewer than 6 different accrediting agencies

for case managers and 21 case management-related certificat ionLs[95][90][126]. There are numerous

terms to describe case management miodels (e.g., integrated case umanageimemt., partially-integrated
case managemenit. embedded case nanagement. etc.) but Cesta has suggested that there are three

primary models of case nmanagemnent in an acute setting like NIGH: partially integrated dyad imodel.

itegrated model, and collaborative triad model[49].

The traditional purview of case management consisted of two domains, utilization review and

discharge planning, domains which are the current focus for case management at MNGH. Note that

Figure 2-1 through 2-3 are adapted from Cesta and Mawn[49][95].

Case Manager Case Manager
Discharge Plannhig Utlization Review and Management

Coordination and fac itatlon of care DRG Management

Figure 2-1: Traditional silos of case management - adapted from /49/95I

Before reorganization began in June 2014 the MNGH case management model followed a variant of
the traditional dyad model, with a single case manager performinmg both DCP and UP, activities for

a patient and other menbers of the care team supporting discharge planning. The previous model

is identified as a variant of the canonical dyad model because, typically, the other part of the dyad

is envisioned as a social worker that attends to the psychosocial aspects of discharge planning. The

other part of the dyad really depends oi the patient. Furthermore. based on our observations at

NGH it is not usually accurate, nor advantageous, to segregate discharge planimig into psychosocial
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doiimaiiis aild -other" doillailis as portrayed in Figure 2-1. It is noteworthy that the only exception to

this ill-advised segregation of DCP activities is on Blake 11, the inpatieilt psycliatric floor at \IGH.

For Blake 11 patients the psycliosocial aspect and UR/DCP activities may be iore clearly separable

and, despite the Ci reorgainizationi throughout the rest of IGH, Blake 11 most clearly adheres to

a traditiolial dyad model with one CM handling discharge plaiinning and UR for 24 patients, while

three social workers atteid to the psychosocial aspJects of DCP. including family meetings, for eight

pati(eits each.

Case Manager Social Worker
Discharge Planning P os men

Utilization Review and Management PsYhosocial discharge plannirnCocrdhnationand facilitation d care

Figure 2-2: Traditional dyad mniodel of case inanageient - adaptcd fro'im /49I/u

Beginning iin 2014 NIGH moved to a moodel of case imanagemnent in which UR activities and (ischlarge

planiinlg were separated among differeilt groups of case managers. This model of case muaiagemeit

is a variant of the triad moodel identified inl the literature. Again, the modifier variant is used because

the third part of the triad may chanige depending on the patient (case) and it is usually difficult to

separate out the psychosocial aspects of discharge planning.

It is important to poinit out that the current iodel of case management at NIGH is referred to

as a dyad model with the dyad compiiosed of UR case managers and DCP case managers. The

desigiatioi is at odds with some of the literature but, iin this case the differeice is purely senmaitic.

The seumantic differeice does hint at a poteutially salient aspect of NIGH orgaizationm. To explain.

the registered iurses actinig as case mauagers ultimately have a different reporting structure than

other registered nurses and social workers.

The shift to the current NIGH dyad model was proimipted, in part, by the positive experiences of

other hospitals using the dyadi model, such as Cleveland Clinic amid Baystate NMedical Center[8].
With the shift DCP case nmanagers had imore patieits but did not have to perform IUR activities.

UR case managers had imore cases (typically twice as many as DCP case managers) but performed

only UR activities. The reaction of payors to the mew model has been positive anid there have beeni

fewer denials[8][6]. However, interviews with DCP case mamnagers indicate the trade-offs with the

new mmodel as they typically report experiencing a higher workload and the need to be reactive

rather than having opportunities to be proactive in atteniding to cases[7][1] . The rollout of the

dyad iodel occurred in a stepwise fashion beginmimng o1 8 JIune 2014. During the period covered by

this thesis, the rollout was inearly complete with the exceptioi of Blake It, as previously mentioned.

the obstetrics floors on Blake 13 aid Ellison 13, and the Blake 14 labor an( delivery floor. One case

manager handles UR aid aspects of DCP on Blake 11 while another case manager hamidles UR aid

This sentiment was also expressed byi many of the other (ase mnamagers interviewed over the course of this work:

however, express permission was not obtained to allow attribution in this thesis.
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Discharge Planning Soial Worker
Case Manager Psychosodia assessments
Dischage PlanningNschage PlnningPsychosodial discharge plannirig

Coordinaticn anrd facillitaion of car

Utilization Review
Case Manager

UUization ReAew and Management
DRG Mamgement

Figure 2-3: Traditional triad (collaborative) model of case management - adapted from [49/95I

DCP for Blake 13, Blake 14. and Ellison 13.

Regardless of the terminology used, the current \IGH dyad model of case mauageient is nore

accurately represented by Figure 2-4 froi a DCP case ianager's perspective. Conceptually. the

degree of overlap (area of intersection) with the DCP case manager depends on both the floor and

the patient. Similarly, the size of each actor's circle depends on the patient.

2.2 Utilization review overview

As explained in the chapter introduction. the focus of utilization review (also conilionly referred

to as utilization management) is ensuring efficient. effective, and appropriately reimbursed use of

care resources. Depending on the setting. UR may have prospective, retrospective and concurrent

aspects[25]. At MIGH formal UR focuses on retrospective and concurrent reviews.

R.etrospective reviews are typically coiducted within 24 hours of patient admission to the hospital

and are designed to ensure that a patient was admitted correctly, either as "observation" or

"inpatient"[18][22][24]. For patients with insurance requiring an authorization process these initial

reviews help confiri that the physicians admitting order and payor authorization for patient status

and level of care (LOC) match. Concurrent reviews are performed during a patient's stay to ensure

that a patient's stay remains a nedical necessity and that the level of care being delivered warrants

continued hospitalization. The concurreut clinical reviews are provided to payors at a frequency as

specified by contract throughout a patients stay.

UR documentation is used by payors to authorize reinibursement and, as registered nurses, UR

case managers combine clinical knowledge with knowledge of reimbursement mechanisms, provider
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MGH Care Team
(Physidans, PTOT,Speech, ARN'setc4

Post-MGH Care Liaisions
Insurance Case Mangers Patient / Family
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Patient Financial Service-<

... and potentially adoy /\
eactots

\ischarge Plannin/
%Case Manager Social Worker

Utilization Revie%
Case Manager

Case Manageme nt
Resource Specialists

Figure 2-4: Conceptual representation of case management at NIGH fromi a discharge planning

perspective

options, payor benefits, and payor requirements to create an effective skillset with benefits for the

hospital, patients, and payors. From a high-level perspective UR, provides a component of the
mechanism to ensure that MGH's limited capacity and resources are used to meet the needs of

patients requiring acute care, rather than patients whose needs can be met by sub-acute facilities.
Figure 2-5 shows a generalized process map for UR at MIGH based on CM interviews and observation
of UR case managers.

Referencing the process map, and assuming a non-elective, iplanned. patient presentation to the
hospital for expository conciseness (e.g.. a patient first seen in the emergency department (ED)), the

movement of the patient can be along one of three primary paths. The patient may be treated and

discharged from the ED. Alternately, the patient's condition and/or required interventions, such

as diagnostic tests. may warrant a LOS longer than a typical ED encounter. The patient may be

admitted as an observation case. Finally, a patient's condition may require an inpatient admission

if the attendig pbvsicianl believes a patieit's (oditioi will require a stay exceeding some threshold.
Payors also have varyiig thresholds dictatiig when a patient initially admitted for observatioli

(hould be subsequeitly admitted as an iMpatieit. From an outside perspective this threshold varies

by payor (e.g. 48 hours for Medicare with decisioli to admiit as inpatient typically withiii 24 hours.
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48 hours for Medicaid, variable for private insurance but usually within 23 hours) [20] [18]. From
MGH's perspective if the observation period exceeds 24 hours then an inpatient admission would
usually be triggered.

Though decision-making aids exist to help determine whether a patient should be admitted for
observation or as an inpatient, the initial decision during a patient's stay is not always clear. From
both a payor and hospital perspective the decision-making authority resides with the admitting
physician[24]. The decision to admit as observation or inpatient is not merely semantic. That is,
though the quality of care received is the same under either designation, the admission categorization
has consequences for hospital reimbursement, patient out-of-pocket expenses, hospital regulatory
compliance, and the time/expense associated with any re-categorizations[24] [18].

Though the rules are complex and vary by payor some examples of categorization consequences can
be considered. If observation services are ordered the hospital would receive much less reimbursement
than for equivalent services rendered for an inpatient[24]. The patient, receiving outpatient services,
would also be responsible for any co-insurance payments for outpatient services, payments that may
exceed their inpatient deductible[18]. However, if, for example, a Medicare patient is admitted when
they should have received outpatient services then Medicare auditors could deny the claim in its
entirety, causing the hospital to lose reimbursement and incur the additional expense of appealing
the denial[24]. Furthermore, the time a Medicare patient spends in observation does not count
toward the "three consecutive midnight rule" to qualify for a covered skilled nursing facility (SNF)
stay, and a patient requiring a lower level of care such as SNF placement could bear responsibility
for the costs[20][28]. Finally, auditors tend to focus on short hospital stays (one, two, or three days)
to find inpatient admissions that may be denied as unnecessary. A high frequency of short inpatient
admissions could trigger scrutiny and the sanctions for admission categorization non-compliance
could be severe[24].

The preceding discussion is meant to provide some appreciation for the importance of and complexities
surrounding UR. Returning to the process map, the initial retrospective review occurs within 24
business hours. McKesson's InterQual criteria are used to help verify categorization, medical
necessity and LOC[99][96][19]. The initial review information is then provided, as required, to
payors according to any authorization process to demonstrate a patient meets medical necessity
and warrants an acute LOC. The range of a UR case manager's skill set, from clinical knowledge
to knowledge of specific payor processes, is brought to bear during initial review of a new case in
preparing documentation that will be examined by a similarly trained counterpart in employ of the
payor. Re-categorization from inpatient to observation, or vice versa may occur. In the context of
Medicare, the single largest payor at MGH, the former re-categorization requires meeting very strict
criteria and is expected to occur infrequently; the latter re-categorization can occur at any time[24].
Again, the process for initial review can vary slightly between payors, both public versus private
and across the range of private payors.

Concurrent, or ongoing, reviews are conducted periodically to ensure that a patient continues to
meet medical necessity and LOC criteria. The interval of review may be payor-dependent. InterQual
is still available for use as a decision-support tool, but, in practice at MGH, the clinical review
documentation completed using the UR case manager's knowledge and expertise is more important
than InterQual for concurrent reviews[4] 2 . The InterQual evaluation may still be completed for

2 As the focus of our work was discharge planning, observations of case managers performing UR activites were
comparatively limited.
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the review if the case for continuing hospitalization, based on clinical information, is not clear-cut.
However, this InterQual evaluation is in support of the clinical review and seems to be included
only because some payors may put greater weight on an ostensibly objective InterQual evaluation
in the case of any ambiguity.

In a similar vein, the judgement of the UR case manager assumes paramount importance when
criteria for continued hospitalization are not met but, in the judgement of the care team, the patient
still needs to remain hospitalized. This can occur if there are concerns about a patient's safety
post-discharge. Such cases often necessitate a secondary review as indicated in Figure 2.1. The UR
case manager, synthesizing information from clinical documentation and communication from the
care team, provides the synopsis for these secondary reviews. In other cases a patient may not meet
criteria for continued hospitalization, but a secondary review is not required. For example, a patient
may be ready for discharge to a post-acute facility but there is no facility to accept the patient. In
terms of InterQual criteria this would be coded as CNM-SD ("Criteria Not Met - System Delay")
and a secondary review may not be required[4].

The UR case manager spends a majority of time synthesizing information from a variety of clinical
documentation, acting to protect the interests of the hospital in terms of reimbursement and
compliance and, importantly, acting as an unseen advocate for the patient to ensure they receive
needed care, covered under insurance, by justifying the medical necessity of a stay to payors.
Our observations of UR at MGH were limited, but it is clear that in the UR role the clinical
knowledge that RN case managers possess is indispensable. The UR case managers observed tended
to prioritize their work beginning with initial retrospective review of new cases, proceeding to review
of Observation cases, and then concurrent reviews. The amount of time spent on each activity could
vary based on the day of the week as a consequence of limited weekend staffing.

UR case managers interact with the care team as needed, as well as with Medicare leveler teams at
MGH and Case Management Resource Specialists (CMRS). Given the predominance of Medicare as
a payor at MGH the leveler teams, composed of registered nurses at MGH who review all Medicare
cases, are a valuable resource for the UR case manager. CMRS personnel play a role in mediating
the exchange of information between UR case managers and payors. This includes faxing clinical
review information to payors, faxing daily census and discharge reports to payors, manning a UR
line that payors can call to request additional information on a patient, and helping review UR
documentation for billing purposes[2].

2.3 Discharge Planning Overview

As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the unrelenting pressure to reduce healthcare costs while
maintaining the quality of patient care has led to drastic reductions in hospital lengths-of-stay[75].
True, advances in medical technology, and less invasive medical and surgical techniques, has helped
obviate the need for a portion of some patients' LOS, but in many cases a patient's care needs extend
past the point of discharge from an acute care setting like MGH. In order to meet continuing patient
needs, discharge planners, in consultation with the care team, family, payor representatives, and
potentially many more actors, develop discharge plans that ensure a safe transition to a sub-acute
level of care, including home plans. What is more, discharge planning for MGH is not discretionary.
Instead, it is a condition of participation if receiving reimbursement from Medicare or Medicaid
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programs[10] [69].

While there may be common themes among discharge plans for patients, each plan is tailored
specifically for a patient. The variation in patient needs and non-routine aspects of discharge
planning introduces a certain complexity to DCP that may, in fact, be uncorrelated with a patient's
clinical complexity. From a high-level perspective this complexity can be traced to a discharge
planner's requirement to balance patient needs, preferences, insurance/payor considerations, and
post-MGH provider preferences, all in the context of hospital priorities. For purposes of illustration
this balancing is illustrated sequentially in Figure 2-6.

As long as all of the factors remain aligned then discharge planning can usually proceed along
an uninterrupted path to completion. Certainly, there are some other system-wide considerations
that can affect a patient's path to discharge, particularly in the case of a limited capacity of
long-term acute care (LTAC) or inpatient psychiatric facility beds, and introduce delays and/or
rework. However, in general, alignment means proceeding through each decision point only once.

Figure 2-6 shows only one explicit sub-process, the case manager meeting with the patient, but
each decision point also implies work on the part of the discharge planner. That is, it takes time in
the form of communication and coordination with other entities to gather the information required
at each decision point. When relevant considerations become misaligned this can require the case
manager to restart the DCP process. One other element implicit in Figure 2-6 is time. To explain,
a patient's needs and, in some cases even a patient's preferences or insurance, can change over the
course of the patient's stay. These dynamic, evolving conditions can also cause the process of factor
alignment to restart. What is more, a discharge planner may have 20+ cases, each at a different
point in Figure 2-6.

Of course, Figure 2-6 is a very high-level overview of the DCP process and, as such, the complexity of
discharge planning is grossly understated. The primary reason for this is an inadequate representation
of the patient needs concept. To be sure, a patient has clinical needs, but psychosocial factors are
usually the determining factor in how complex and how much time a discharge plan takes to develop
and execute[14] [38] [91]. Figure 2-7, adapted from a Case Management Society of America working
paper affords some appreciation of how encompassing the concept of patient needs is[14]. It bears
noting that interviews with case managers, in addition to the cited literature, suggest that these
psychosocial factors are much more salient considerations in determining how much time it takes for
discharge planning[6][7]. Not all of the factors shown in Figure 2-7 are relevant considerations for
each patient. However, the important point to bear in mind is that each factor must potentially be
considered in developing a discharge plan. In fact each factor was relevant in at least one of the
1600+ cases that we examined during the course of this work.

While an understanding and appreciation for Figure 2-7 provides crucial insights into the day-to-day
complexities faced by DCP case managers at MGH, the high-level perspective admittedly precludes
practical insights. Figure 2-8 illustrates patient flow from the DCP case management perspective.
It is important to note that patient progression can be traced along three separate planes: clinical
treatment plane, discharge planning plane, utilization review plane. The DCP case manager at
MGH provides the necessary linkage between these three planes.

Referencing Figure 2-8, when there is a new inpatient admission the patient is initially an unassessed
patient. It is possible for an inpatient to discharge from this state and this usually occurs if a
patient is admitted on the weekend (beginning Friday after approximately 1730) and discharges
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either on the weekend or eirly oil a Monday morning. MI DCP case managers are reqnired to

ierforisk arigh-risk' screen within 24 usiness hours but this screen is not required for patients
admitted and discharged over the weekend. For all other patients a high- risk screen is reqired

ithin 24 business hours. The high-risk screen can ie placed in the context of the tsypical phses of

a discharge planning cycle consisting of: assessment. intervention planning. implementation, aind

evaliation [151.

At NIdH, the initial high-risk screen varies somewhat between hospital floors and services but the

IAise of the screen remains the saine regardless of setting. Namiel the purpose is to identify
which patieits may require intervention by the DCP case manager. Appeiidix D provides the

high-risk screening criteria, used inl various settings at MIGH.

The high-risk screen is a relatively bb t tool when it comes to identifying t we patients who require

the ighest interventioi intensity froii caTse managers. From the DCP perspective whei a lpatieit

is identified as high-risk this triggers another type of screening. the initial assessent(IA). The

IA is reqired to be completed within 48 business hours of adission for all high-risk patienits.

This provid es an aissessmlenlt with i marginally miore h)ower for identifying which paitienits will require

case management intervention: i.e. the initial assessmnent, canl help to identify which patients will

contribute to a ca'se mnanager's w"orkload. The assessment mnay require exaniing medical records.

ineeting with the patient or failiy. coinmnnicaioii xvith other case managers. coinmuinication with

other actors involved ill the patlent's (aIre prior to hlospi ta lization1. or any "omlblinatlonl of the aIbove.

A general template for the initial assessiment is also provided in Appendix D.

The template in Appendix D, the HRIA2 template. is only oiie type of IA used by case managers

at MIGH. This template contains 88 questions, some free-text and others with drop-down mnmi

choices, designed to answer the question of 'Will a patient require case management intervention for

discharge planning purposes?" The IA can also take the form of a free-text narrative or follow one of

several other templates. Considering the HRIA2 in particular. when it is used not all questions have

responses for all paticuts. The IA may also include a prediction for a patient's ultimate discharge

"As with the discussion of w ity in Chaipter 1. high-risk is a imilti-faceted concept. Because of this. the concept.

which may have a very precise meaning in a given coitext becomes increasingly amorphous as more literature is

reviewed[i][11] [21][101]. As with acuity we primarily consider high-risk in terms of the workload that cases/patients

so designated may impose on iase managers.
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disposition (e.g., SNF, LTAC, IRF (inpatient rehab facility), home services, etc.).

In addition to providing visibility on the amount of DCP intervention a patient may require and
helping to identify any potential barriers to discharge (such as insurance issues), the information
from the IA allows the DCP case manager to be a more effective advocate and facilitator for the
patient in the intervention phase of case management. To explain, some DCP case manager's use the
initial assessment to identify consults and services that the patient may require, such as nutrition,
physical therapy, social work, occupational therapy, or speech language pathology, for example.
The initial assessment also allows the case manager to be a more active participant and advocate
in patient discussions with other members of the care team, such as in multidisciplinary rounds.
Finally, the initial assessment can facilitate rapport-building with the patient and/or family that
may pay great dividends in later phases of DCP. The degree to which the initial assessment is used
for each purpose varies both by patient and by CM / hospital floor.

Together, the high-risk screen and initial assessment comprise the "Admit Window" work in Figure
2-8. Current practice at MGH means that the high-risk screen can be performed relatively rapidly. In
fact, the high-risk screens observed rarely took more than 10 minutes. Reportedly, high-risk screens
in the past could routinely consume 15-20 minutes and required answering a suite of questions with
a template comparable to the HRIA2. By contrast, initial assessments can easily require 25 minutes.
Some case managers combine completion of the high-risk screen and initial assessment, while others
complete the high-risk screen one day and the initial assessment on a subsequent day. Even with
the initial assessment the admit window screens are still a blunt tool, from a positive predictive
value perspective, for determining how much work a patient will ultimately require from a DCP
case manager. Following the "Admit Window" there are two general categories of patients:

1. Probable low workload patients

(a) Patients not meeting high-risk criteria

(b) Patients meeting high-risk criteria but, upon initial assessment, do not require
case management intervention

2. Possible high workload patients that meet high-risk criteria and who, upon initial
assessment, may require case management intervention

The distinction between probable and possible is used to indicate that, while the positive predictive
value of admit window work is low, the negative predictive power4 is high and can potentially
be exploited for modeling purposes when projecting the daily workload for a case manager. To
explain, there is a very high probability that a patient identified as not requiring case manager
intervention will require a relatively low amount of work from a DCP perspective. Of note in Figure
2-8, information revealed while the patient is in either the pre-discharge state or the discharge
window could result in an initially assessed possible high workload patient reclassified as a probable
low workload patient, or vice versa. This is not an explicit reclassification but it is taken into
account as a DCP case manager prioritizes her efforts.

Referring again to Figure 2-4, sometimes discharge window work coincides with admit window work.
This is the case when a patient is near discharge day at the time of the initial assessment. However,

4 Chapter 6 provides a complete analysis of the negative predictive value of the HRIA in terms or workload imposed
over the course of a patients LOS.
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for many patients it is possible to identify a pre-discharge period. This is a latent period when the
patient's discharge needs are unclear. This is not to say that the patient requires zero work from
the DCP case manager, but it is relatively low level work, such as discussions in rounds or, if the
patient's LOS extends past a week, weekly update notes on the patient's status and progression
relative to discharge. It is possible that the amount of pre-discharge work is higher for patients on
floors with a longer average LOS, such as intensive care units or the respiratory acute care unit, but
this has not been examined. Regardless, on a daily basis, cases in the discharge window consume
most of a DCP case manager's time. Some Mondays are a notable exception to this generally true
observation and the reasons and impact of this are discussed in subsequent chapters.

On the one hand, activities for cases in the discharge window can require more time. On the
other hand, the recent segregation of CM activities resulting in DCP case managers and UR case
managers means that DCP case managers must focus almost exclusively on discharge window
patients to support timely and safe discharges. Almost without fail and independent of the specific
floor observed, DCP case managers reported that they had to assume more of a reactive rather than
proactive posture since the reorganization. Being absolved from UR responsibilities, it is true that
DCP case managers have to complete fewer tasks per patient. However, DCP case managers are
now responsible for more patients and, at least in the estimation of DCP case managers, the overall
aggregate effect is often an increased workload that precludes a proactive posture. Figure 2-9 shows
a more granular view of a DCP process map for several common discharge pathways.

The important thing to remember about the process map shown in Figure 2-9 is the overall context
in which the processes occur. This context is highly case-dependent and is illustrated by the border
encompassing the process map. Four of these factors were discussed earlier in this chapter, but it is
clear that floor processes and role boundaries influence both the process map and the workload that
a DCP case manager has to complete for a given case.

Depending on the context for the process map, and how this context evolves through time, the
DCP case manager may be forced to cycle through processes multiple times. When considering
the aggregate DCP workload that has to be completed for a patient, the repetitive cycling can
drastically increase the work required for one patient vis-h-vis another patient. What is more, a
single factor, frequently but not necessarily insurance, can be the distinguishing factor between a
case that requires a disproportionate amount of a DCP case manager's time and one that progresses
smoothly until discharge. In addition to repetitive process map cycling there are a handful of
patients, less than three percent of the 1600+ cases examined in detail, that would require a highly
idiosyncratic process map. Both of these types of patients, those requiring repetitive cycling and
those requiring atypical interactions and processes, can result in a high volume of DCP case manager
workload during a patient's stay.

Again, similar to each of the decision points in Figure 2-6, each of the decision points in Figure 2-9
implies work for the DCP case manager. We can briefly consider each of the pathways depicted, in
turn, to understand some of the key interactions and elements of workload for CM case managers
when working on cases in the discharge window. Irrespective of path, DCP case mangers begin
active discharge planning when, based on information from the care team (physicians, attending
nurses, physical therapists, etc.), the patient's probable discharge needs become clear. This clarity
allows the CM to identify options available for the patient upon discharge. The CM then meets
with the patient to review options and receive the patient's preferences. It is important to note that
patient preferences can, in some instances, be family, health care proxy, or legal guardian preferences
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if the patient lacks capacity to make decisions, or the patient has effectively ceded decision making

authority to others.

In the topmost path we have a patient that is admitted from another facility. This patient is a

long-term care resident at another facility and may have a statute-mandated bed hold or an effective

bed hold. For example, a patient with a MassHealth policy admitted to MGH from a SNF has a
20-day bed hold and may return to the admitting facility when ready without requiring additional
facility screening or insurance authorization. A private-pay patient may also have a bed hold. For a
patient without a statute-mandated bed hold, a patient may have an effective bed hold where the
admitting facility has agreed to accept the patient back when ready for discharge from MGH. If a
patient on a bed hold agrees to return to the admitting facility then the discharge planning process
is relatively straightforward. The case manager may merely need to coordinate transportation for
the patient to return to the admitting facility. However, the patient may not wish to return to the
admitting facility and this could require additional work for the CM.

In the next path, where a home plan is appropriate, a patient may already have care services
in place. If these services are appropriate for the patient upon discharge (such as visiting nurse
association or VNA services) then restarting the services requires coordination with the home care
provider agency and may be relatively simple. Alternatively, a patient may require additional home
services or durable medical equipment (DME, such as home oxygen, nebulizers, tele-monitoring,
hospital bed, hoyer lift, etc.) and this requires additional coordination on the part of the DCP case
manager with post-MGH service providers. Depending on the patient's insurance and needs the
amount of work this coordination requires can be extensive. What is more, a discharge to home
with multiple services can place an intense burden on a DCP case manager on the day of discharge.
For example, a patient requiring home infusion services (e.g., IV antibiotics) upon discharge may
require coordination with family and multiple providers, in addition to coordination with the care
team to modify a patient's infusion schedule, all within a limited timeframe.

The bottommost pathway in Figure 2-9 shows a summary pathway for patients requiring a post-acute
care facility for which there is no bed hold. Again, the process begins with a patient meeting to
receive preferences for a referral to a facility. These preferences are then typically relayed to CMRS
personnel who enter the referral into an IT system supporting the centralized referral process at
MGH, 4Next. The referral contains clinical information for the patient. The post-acute care facility
then performs a clinical screen of the patient to make sure they are at the appropriate LOC for
the facility. If a patient passes the clinical screen the facility seeks insurance authorization for the
patient. Insurance authorization could fail if, for example, the patient's insurance is not contracted
with a post-MGH service provider. If authorization is obtained then the facility accepts the patient

and offers a bed. Acceptance and a bed offer may be concurrent or separated by a span. When a
patient is accepted to a facility and has a bed offer the case manager helps coordinate transportation
to the facility upon discharge. Of note, certain post-MGH facilities are highly desirable to patients.

These facilities always have a demand which exceeds their capacity and they can be very selective
in accepting patients. In this context patients at MGH can impose an additional burden on case
managers by demanding to be referred to one of these high demand facilities and only this facility,
even if the patient is not an appropriate candidate for placement in the high demand facility. A
resulting, often inevitable, denial can also cause the DCP planning process in Figure 2-9 to restart.

5 The DCP case manager frequently interacts with MGH's Infusion Resource Center (IRC) and New England Life
Care liaisons to coordinate for home infusion therapies.
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Obviously, the process map shown in Figure 2-9 is far from exhaustive and fails to capture the
potential complexity in a DCP case manager's work. However, the process map does illustrate some

of the key elements of a DCP case manager's discharge window workload such as:

" Meeting with patients, families, members of the care team, and post-MGH provider
liaisons

" Phone calls to families, post-MGH provider representatives, insurance case managers,
and potentially many more entities

" Faxing required documentation

" Coordinating transportation for a patient

The DCP case manager also has documentation requirements, such as Face-to-Face forms(F2F)

for certain VNA patients or, for example, extensive statute-mandated long term care forms for

MassHealth patients requiring LTAC placement upon discharge from MGH. Additionally, the
case manager may have to interface with MGH's Patient Financial Services (PFS) to overcome
insurance-related barriers to discharge. A case manager's work can be very complex and distilling a
case manager's workload into discrete elements such as phone calls and meetings is not meant to
understate this complexity. Instead, identifying elements of a DCP case manager's workload is a key
step in quantifying workload, both on a patient-by-patient basis and in the aggregate. In summary,
the DCP case manager has to potentially interface with many people to develop and execute a safe
discharge plan and the quantity, content, and sequence of these interactions is highly dependent on
patient needs, preferences, and insurance.

2.4 MGH case management organization and resource allocation

The inpatient CM organization at MGH consists of a leadership team, two clinical nurse specialists,
DCP case managers, UR case managers, a 12-person CMRS support staff, and other support
personnel such as a quality improvement individual and a special projects officer. During the period
of this work the organizational FTE was 70-72 apportioned among approximately 100 people.

The leadership team consists of an executive director for case management and two nursing directors
for case management. Each nursing director manages approximately 50 people and is responsible
for case management on a number of floors and associated services at MGH. For example, one
nursing director manages psychiatric, medicine, and oncology floor case managers (among others)
while another manages surgery and neurology floors (also among others). Each of the nursing
directors also oversees other areas of MGH case management or case management initiatives, such
as payor-side activities or the centralized referral process.

The clinical nurse specialists play a role in CM education and improvement initiatives and are also
highly active in very difficult cases. These individuals are also available to perform UR or DCP
activities as required in covering for case managers and in, crisis situations such as "Code Disaster"
when the capacity of MGH's ED is strained and the focus of everyone becomes discharging inpatients
so patients in the ED can be moved to other floors and thereby free up space in the ED.

Some of the roles of the CMRS personnel have been recounted earlier. Considering UR, these
personnel help to mediate communication between UR case managers and insurance companies. On
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the discharge planning side CMRS personnel also perform a variety of activities to support case
management at MGH. These activities include entering referrals for patients in 4Next, delivering
required Medicare messages to patients, collecting and ensuring completeness of documentation
such as F2F forms, among others. Seven of the CMRS personnel are distributed among 45 floors
to help support both DCP and UR activities. The extent of these activities varies based on the
preferences of respective floor case managers and the skills of the assigned CMRS individual. Some
CMRS personnel assist in performing patient assessments and arranging transportation. During our
work there was an effort to standardize the role of CMRS personnel taking place in the context of a
larger initiative to more precisely identify, define, and standardize roles and role boundaries among
care team members.

The face of case management at MGH is the front-line UR and DCP case managers. Appendix E
shows how the case managers were distributed across 45 floors at MGH to perform DCP and UR
on a weekday. Appendix E also indicates the number of beds that a case manager is responsible for.
During our research there were 39 DCP positions, 17 UR positions, and 2 combined positions for
58 positions total. On a typical workday, depending on case manager absence because of vacation,
sickness, or other reasons, 52-55 case managers would be filling these 58 positions[8] [6].

Most of the DCP and UR positions are permanent positions, meaning that they had a permanently
assigned case manager who, if available for the day, would fill that position. Three of the DCP
positions were manned by members of the "float" pool of case managers. These "float" pool case
managers also provide coverage in the absence of permanent case managers and provide weekend
coverage. The weekend coverage typically consists of five or six (and more rarely seven) DCP case
managers. On the weekend the focus is on "last mile" facilitation of weekend discharges that have,
usually, been in large part coordinated by weekday case managers. One CMRS individual is also
active on the weekend. 15 of the UR positions are permanent positions. With the implementation
of MGH's dyad model there are in fact UR teams that are responsible for a pool of floors and cases.

Table 2.1 shows some case:case manager ratios for select floors at MGH. The ratios vary by type
of floor and between DCP and UR case managers. The overall benchmark caseloads that MGH is
aiming for are approximately 25:1 for DCP and 50:1 for UR. On the DCP side some ratios are lower,
particularly for the complex patient population on a Neuro floor like Lunder 7 (general Neuro floor,
not the Neuro ICU) where the DCP ratio is 19:1.

As indicated in Appendix E (positions labeled A,B,C, and D) there are other positions filled by case
managers. The psychiatric consult case manager works to facilitate discharge of patients, requiring
an inpatient psychiatric admission, from an MGH floor to either Blake 11 at MGH or another
facility providing acute psychiatric services. The late day bed offer case manager helps to facilitate
discharge of patients when a bed offer is received, as the name would imply, late in the business
day. The Ortho/RAPT case manager works on an on-call basis to evaluate elective orthopedic
patients using MGH's Risk Assessment and Predictive Tool (RAPT)[76] to predict discharge needs
pre-surgery and, based on the RAPT score, pre-coordinate discharge needs (e.g., post-acute facility,
VNA, etc.). Finally, the SNF waiver CM helps facilitate discharge of select Medicare patients who
have not met the "three consecutive midnight rule" during their inpatient stay but are ready for
discharge to a lower level of care.
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Table 2.1: UR an1d DCP caseloads (bed responsibility) for select floors at MGH

Beds Assigned and Position Number
Building Floor Service Discharge Planner Utilization Review

Blake 11 Psychiatry 24 - Position 8 24 - Position 8

Gray/Bigelow 9 Respiratory acute care unit (10) / Medicine (8) 18 - Position 13 65 - Position 5

Lunder 6/7 Neuro ICU / Neuro 28 (22/6) - Position 29 65 - Position 5 / 64 - Position 16
Lunder 7 Neuro 18 - Position 30 64 - Position 16
Lunder 7/8 Ne uro 19 (8/11) - Position 31 64 - Position 16
Lunder 8 Neuro 21 - Position 32 64 - Position 16
Lunder 9 Oncology 22 - Position 33 64 - Position 17

Lunder 9/10 Oncology 22 - Position 34 64 - Position 17
Lunder 10 Oncology 20 - Position 35 64 - Position 17
White 8 Medicine 24 - Position 38 82 - Position 2

White 9 Medicine 25 - Position 40 65 - Position 5

White 8/10 Medicine 22 (2/20) - Position 39 82 - Position 2
White 11 Medicine 24 - Position 41 49 - Position 8

Example Key: Discharge planner case manager position 29 is responsible for 28 patients total, 22 on Lunder 6 (Neuro ICU) and 6 on the Lunder 7
Neuro floor. These 28 beds are followed for utilization review purposes by utilization review case managers in position 5 (22 beds on Lunder 6
Neuro ICU) and position 16 ( 6 beds on Lunder 7 Neuro floor). Utilization review case manager position 5 is responsible for 65 beds total and

utilization review case manager position 16 is responsible for 64 beds total.

2.5 Some sources of case manager workload variability

Shifting the focus more explicitly to discharge planning, it is possible to identify a niber of
potential sources of workload variability. both for a given case manager oi a day-to-day basis and
between case naliager positions. A siiilar assessnent could be completed for UR case iiaiagers or

between UR aid DCP case iiaiiagers. In fact, subsequent future work practically niecessitates an

assessrnent between UR and DCP case managers to determinie if the current benclnark caseloads

are apprt)priate. What follows is an essentially qualitative assessimient to provide context for the

pr-oblemi stateiment presented in Section 2.7. This (jualitative disiissioni is slipplemiented by a

(llailtitative assessment in Chapters 4-6.

Oie potential source of workload rability for a given case umanager celiters on daily census
variability; i.e. how mnaiy of the beds for which a case manager is assigned responsibility are

occupied on a given day? However, the acute care capacity of IGH experiences a relatively

consistent and high level of utilization meaning that, ultinately. this potential source of workload

variability pales in coIparison to other sources.

Another source of workload variability centers on the differential weekday and weekend staffing

patterns for case managers at IGH. In fact. this variation is acknowledged by all in the CM

organizat ion at IGH, so imiuch so that our observations were comfined to other weekcdays so as

not not disrupt case managers oii potentially extreme high workhlad days. On the discharge side,

much of the work for weekend discharges is completed on Friday so that the iiiinimiial DCP staff

on weekends caii facilitate weekend discharges. Furthermore, even if a patient does not appear to

be nearing discharge oii Friday afternoon, or if discharge needs are still uiclear, in the intervening

(i() hours the patieit could progress so that the patient is ready for discharge oii MiLonday. This

type of workload variation can be particularly insidious because, even if the case is not particularly

coimplex. work that could be completed over a mnulti-day spaN withutt delaying a patients discharge

may have to be compressed into fewer Iottrs. Considering admissions, because the reduced weekend

staff typically focuses on discharge window activities, the weekday case iiianager could be faced
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with a large number of patients requiring high-risk screening and initial assessment on Monday.

Yet another source of workload variability for a case manager can be traced to variations in patient

needs over some timeframe even given a relatively constant census. As explained, some patients
have much more extensive discharge planning needs than others (inter-case variability). This
explains workload variation between patients but, in the aggregate, a case manager could have an
unusually high number of patients with extensive needs or, conversely, an unusually high number
of patients with virtually no needs. Similarly, the average patient on some floors may have less
needs than on other floors (inter-floor variability). For example, a patient undergoing an elective
orthopedic procedure may have a more well-characterized discharge path. The discharge needs may
be known with a large degree of certainty even before admission and because elective procedures are
accompanied by insurance pre-authorizations, insurance issues are unlikely to be a major driver of
workload. The differing benchmark caseloads between floors and discharge planners represents an
explicit acknowledgement that some patient/floor populations typically require more of a discharge
planner, over long time horizons.

There is a fundamental source of daily workload variability that encompasses all of the aforementioned
sources of variability; namely, "how many cases in a case manager's assigned census will require
case manager intervention today 6"? That is, a case that is not active requires, in essence, "zero"
work for the day. The key to predicting the daily workload for a case manager hinges on predicting
the "active census" for that day. Of course, predicting whether any given case will be active today
is difficult, but, given a pool of patients, each of which may be at a different point in progression in
the discharge planning plane (as illustrated in Figure 2-8), it becomes possible to predict a case
manager's workload for the day, replacing the prediction of whether a particular case will be active
today with a prediction of aggregate workload given the number of unassessed, pre-discharge, and
discharge window cases7 . This is the modeling approach taken in Chapter 7.

2.6 Data sources

The primary data sources used in our research and analysis are briefly outlined below. The relative
importance of available data sources changed over time as the focus of the project shifted from
predicting high aggregate workload patients to predicting a case manager's daily workload. Appendix
A takes the form of a concept paper that outlines additional data sources and how they can be used
to develop a model to predict high aggregate workload patients. In essence this tool would be a
more refined version of the current high-risk screen and initial assessments. This appendix also
outlines some of the problems with the existing data and the caution that must be exercised when
developing a tool using this data. Of note, some of the data sources described below, particularly
those derived from the Morrisey case management system, may not be available for future patients
given the MGH-wide implementation of Epic.

Morrisey-derived data sources

Case Manager Notes - This is the primary data set used for our work. As a case manager performs

6The concept of an active census is introduced formally in Chapter 5 and discussed extensively, in terms of
predicting daily case manager workload, in Chapter 6.

7 See Chapter 5 for a formal definition of these terms.
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DCP activities for a patient this work is recorded in the form of case manager notes. As explained
in Chapter 4, this allows manual counting of workload events and it also provides the text for which
automated and semi-automated text analytical techniques are developed. The note is originally
written within the Morrisey platform and then copied to another system, eBridge, where it is
viewable by other members of the care team during a patient's stay. These notes are then uploaded
to CAS. It is from CAS that the notes were retrieved on behalf of MGH case management by the
MGH Lab of Computer Science. The notes have the associated text, a timestamp, note author
and a header that has limited discriminatory value, being either "CM Initial Evaluation" or "CM
Progress Note" 8 .

Dyad CM Workload Report Raw Data - The raw data for this report contains the number of
discharges from a given floor, whether a patient was screened for high-risk criteria and if a patient
met these criteria, and whether any answers were recorded for an HRIA2 initial assessment.

The rather circuitous method by which the notes are uploaded to CAS can be problematic. The
timestamp of the note indicates when it was copied into eBridge. This means that, in general, only
the date of the note, and not the time is reliable. There is also a delay between when case manager
work occurs and when it is documented, though this is not a major drawback. More problematic is
the chance that some notes are missing from the CAS data pull because a Morrisey note was not
copied to eBridge. Of course, in some cases it is possible that "missing" work may not have been
documented. It is easy to infer the type9 of missing work by combining the information from other
data sources, particularly the 4Next-derived centralized referrals, the patient's discharge disposition,
and, for admit window work, the high-risk screen and IA summary data (i.e., whether a high-risk
screen or IA was completed for a patient but not the accompanying text) in the Dyad CM Workload
Report raw data. Preceding and succeeding notes for a patient are also indicative of missing notes
and their general content. This aspect of missing work/notes is revisited in Chapter 4 where it will
be shown that the problem is not insurmountable.

The case manager notes also contain useful information on patient psychosocial factors affecting
patient discharge and DCP workload that may be hard to obtain from other sources. This information
is frequently found in the text of initial assessments or in notes detailing why a patient was denied
by a post-MGH facility. Finally, the case manager notes are key to identifying when a patient
transitions from one phase on the discharge planning plane to another phase.

Morrisey Level of Care Raw Data - This data contains general discharge disposition information
for a patient (e.g., IRF, SNF, home with VNA services, etc.), as well as specific identification of
the post-discharge care providers for a patient. It also allows a determination of the number of
post-discharge providers for a patient.

4Next-derived data sources

CMSU Referrals Raw Data - This data source records when referrals for a patient are made to
certain facilities such as SNFs, LTAC facilities, and IRFs. As alluded to above this data can be
useful in identifying potential missing notes and in helping to identify when a patient enters the
discharge window.

8 A major part of the text-analytical techniques described in Chapter 4 involved further discrimination of note
types based on textual markers.

9 Inferring the amount of missing work is subject to more uncertainty.
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Epic-derived data sources

General EPIC Data for Hospital Encounters - This source provides a wealth of data on patients,
including discharge disposition, admission source (e.g., admission from a facility, self-referral from
home, etc.), hospital inpatient admission and discharge times, ED departure time (if applicable)
and first inpatient department.

Admission, Transfer, and Discharge Data - This data contains timestamps allowing determination
of when a patient arrived to and departed from an inpatient floor. The data also provides the
room where a patient transfers to or from. From the timestamp and room information it is a
straightforward matter to determine the census on any given day for a case manager.

EPSi-derived data sources

General EPSi Data for Hospital Encounters - Similar to Epic, EPSi provides a number of data
points for a patient. EPSi contains information relevant to patient billing such as payor, secondary
payor and contract family for a patient. EPSi also provides the admission and principal ICD-9
diagnoses for a patient and the diagnostic resource group (DRG) codes for the patient. The principal
procedure code for a patient is also available. In addition, EPSi provides the hours since a patient's
last outpatient and inpatient visit. This type of data has to be considered carefully because it does
not necessarily provide accurate information for a patient that may have been seen at another facility.
This data does allow determination of how many inpatient and outpatient visits a patient has had
at MGH over a given time frame, or within a period of time before and/or after an admission.

EPSi ICD-9 Diagnosis Codes - A patient can have up to 12 different ICD-9 diagnosis codes for a
single claim so many patients have more than just an admission and principal diagnosis. This data
source contains additional diagnosis codes for a patient.

Of course, interviews with case managers and case management leadership are also key data sources;
these interviews. along with observation, allowed us to map the problem space and develop our
problem statement.

2.7 Problem statement and overarching approach

MGH CM leadership was very interested in working with the MGH-MIT Collaborative to address
some of the issues they perceived with their current staffing scheme. CM leadership had received
feedback from case managers, particularly DCP case managers, questioning the distribution of
workload between UR and DCP. Some of these concerns predated the transition to MGH's dyad
model of case management but, as described above, DCP case managers indicated in interviews an
increase in perceived workload since implementation of the dyad model. These case managers also
expressed a belief that cases were becoming more complex in terms of psychosocial factors that had
to be considered for discharge planning. Case management cast the problem in terms of a resource
allocation problem and possibly working to develop an analog to acuity systems used by staff nurses.
This acuity tool would then be used to develop a staffing grid that would result in a more equitable
distribution of workload.

Working as part of the MIT-MGH Collaboration, and with CM leadership support, we ultimately
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formulated the problem from a slightly different perspective. Specifically, the problem statement
can be summarized as:

The current static staffing scheme, based on the number of beds a case manager is
responsible for (caseload), cannot effectively address the variability in daily workload
encountered by DCP case managers.

Given the above problem statement, the primary goals of the project crystallized into:

1. Developing a methodology to measure and predict CM workload in an effort to
inform staffing decisions

2. Developing candidate staffing schemes that incorporate the flexibility required to
effectively address variability in a case manager's daily workload and/or reduce
observed variability

In the context of the problem statement and project goals, the overall approach to the project
centered on overcoming the main challenges to goal realization. The fundamental challenge stems
from the fact that it is not immediately clear how to quantify workload in a meaningfully measurable
manner; i.e., in a way that reflects the workload experienced by case managers. The secondary
challenge is, assuming that the fundamental challenge of meaningful measurement can be solved,
identifying features, either at the patient-level or at an aggregate level, allowing reliable prospective
prediction of a case manager's daily workload. Chapter 4 details the approach taken to develop
a meaningful workload metric and Chapter 5 provides a description of the current state of DCP
workload distribution and variability, both at the patient-level and daily level using this metric
and derived metrics. Chapter 6 presents a predictive workload model based on the metric and
current state analysis that can be used to help inform staffing decisions. In Chapter 7 we present
preliminary operational recommendations, as well as recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

This chapter provides a targeted literature review covering three primary areas:

1. Systems for measuring case manager workload (Section 3.1)

2. Text analytical techniques applied to unstructured (free-text) healthcare data with
varying response variables (Section 3.2)

3. Machine learning techniques with applications for imbalanced data sets (Section

3.3)

There are efforts at developing systems to measure case manager workload described in the literature.
However, even though eight years have passed since the Case Management Society of America's
(CSMA) caseload concept paper, two observations from that paper remain salient from the perspective
of a literature review:

1. The literature on measuring case manager workload and determining appropriate
benchmarks for caseloads is relatively sparse

2. The quantitatively rigorous research findings available in the literature are confined
to either narrowly defined clinical areas or specific "in-house" programs[14]

As a result of the second of these observations, the utility of the existing literature applied to the
MGH inpatient case manager setting may be limited; as explained in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, the
term "case management" can refer to different roles, processes, and work elements depending on
the setting.

Still, the elements necessary to develop an effective methodology for measuring and predicting case
manager workload are identifiable in the literature. Often these elements are only qualitatively
discussed, as statements of the form "when determining appropriate caseloads factor x, y, and z
should be considered" are common, but these types of statements still informed our work.

The biggest deficit in the literature, at least from the perspective of our work, is an under-
consideration of the fact that determining appropriate benchmark or baseline caseloads for a case
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manager position is a fundamentally different problem than making an operationally useful prediction
about the amount of work required of a case manager on a given day. Time horizons or, more
correctly, the timing of work matters.

The existing literature focuses on providing an answer to the question of, for example, how many
cases should a case manager on a general medicine floor be responsible for as compared to a case
manager on an oncology floor? The mechanism for answering this question usually takes the form
of assigning an acuity score to cases and comparing the acuity mix of cases, over an extended time
horizon, between floors. However, an acuity or work score used in this manner, while it may be
closely correlated with the amount of work that must be completed for a case over a patient's entire
LOS, says little about how much work must be completed for a case, or by a case manager, on any
given day.

The concept of a benchmark caseload is incomplete because of its reliance on average or "typical"
workloads. Case managers experience the actual workload on any given day, a workload that exhibits
marked variability. It should be obvious that "appropriate" benchmark caseloads can still result
in a vastly suboptimal allocation of case management resources, the most important of which is
frontline case managers, on any day that all case managers do not experience their average daily
workload. The most important contribution of our work to the body of literature reviewed below
is in more fully considering the timing of work for a case, thereby allowing a dynamic element for
resource allocation to be introduced.

Our literature review differs slightly from literature reviews as commonly constituted. Rather than
simply making the reader aware of existing literature related to our work, we try to point out the
relationship of the literature to our work, as well as what we view as "gaps" in the literature from
the perspective of our work. We also endeavor to identify linkages between the literature and our
work, including how existing approaches or techniques were extended or applied in this thesis.

3.1 Measuring case manager workload

As Cesta asserts, suboptimal staffing ratios are usually the primary reason case management
departments do not function as well as they could[13]. As explained in the introduction to this
chapter, staffing ratios can be understood to mean baseline caseloads benchmarked to account for
the factors that drive case manager workload for a case and the differential prevalence/impact of
these factors in different patient populations (different hospital floors). Cesta further identifies eight
overarching factors influencing case manager workload:

1. Role function

2. Model design (e.g., dyad, triad, etc.)

3. Payor mix

4. Intensity of service

5. Complexity of patients

6. LOS of patients

7. Staffing patterns
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8. Use of technology[13]

This list of factors, though more general, is essentially identical to the CSMA factors identified in
[14], a portion of which are provided in Figure 2.3. Cesta's factors 3, 4, and 5 are also extensively
considered in the high-risk screening and initial assessment used by MGH's inpatient case managers

(see Appendix D) In fact, this phenomenon is a common feature in case management literature -
there is broad agreement on the factors that drive case manager workload. Despite agreement on
the factors driving case manager workload, developing a system to meaningfully weight these factors
as a prerequisite for assigning a score to a case has proven more elusive.

Huber and Craig present a system, the CM Acuity Tool, for scoring cases based on the concepts
of acuity and dosage in a series of three articles[82][81] [60]; Craig extends this work in [59]. This
system was developed in a large, telephonic case management company setting and begins with a
list of factors that drive workload for a case, a list not unlike the lists described above. In a series
of steps these factors are mapped to case complexity and this complexity is mapped to an acuity
score (1-5) correlated with the amount of work required for a case.

One provocative facet of this work is the method of summing individual case acuities to get a
weighted aggregate caseload for a case manager []. The rationale is that this weighted caseload
more accurately reflects the work required for a set of cases than a simple count of the number of
cases a case manager is responsible for. Also, the system developed by Huber and Craig allows case
managers to score cases at different points in the case manager service delivery cycle[82]. Thus,
a case initially scored as a 5 could conceivably be scored as, for example, a 3 at some later point
in the service delivery cycle. Presumably this would occur because work done by a case manager
resolved some of the complexities surrounding a case meaning less complexity and less future work
remains for a case.

In general, case management acuity scores relate, however loosely, to the total amount of work
remaining for a case and say little about the work required for a case on any given day. This is a key
difference between case management acuity systems and, for example, nursing acuity systems that
attempt to score patients daily. To explain, if a patient is still hospitalized, then it can reasonably
be assumed that that patient has clinical needs that imply required work for an attending nurse
This assumption does not hold from the perspective of DCP case managers at MGH.

The setting in which Huber and Craig's work was completed is different than that of MGH. Still,
the concept of a weighted caseload or census can be modified to be more appropriate for the MGH
setting. In fact, we use an active census concept in acknowledgement of the fact that in the MGH
setting the daily workload for a case manager is driven, in large measure, by the number of cases
active on a given day, irrespective of specific case factors related to complexity. We further introduce
a weighting component by segmenting cases according to where they exist on the discharge planning
plane. This is covered extensively in subsequent chapters but this method effectively deals with
some of the issues related to a factor-based case or caseload score. In particular, there is an implicit
assumption in factor-based scores that complexity maps neatly to workload; this is not always true.
Even when the mapping between complexity and workload holds, the relationship is more between
complexity and total workload for a case during a patient's LOS, not the workload required on any
given day of the LOS.

'Although the works cited in Chapter 1 suggest that different systems of quantifying workload can yield materially
different results.
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Balstad and Springer describe efforts to quantify case management workloads in a setting more
similar to MGH[38]. In many respects, judging by the number of times their work has been cited,
this work is not adequately appreciated; in fact, this work seems relatively obscure. In addition

to outlining a method for quantifying case management workload, Balstad and Springer correctly

identify why quantifying case manager workloads is vitally important.

As alluded to in Chapter 1, the motivation for this project can be considered in the context of a
"morale" problem. When case manager workload is demonstrably not distributed equitably it is

natural for those who feel that they are shouldering more than their "fair share" of the burden
to question staffing policies. Now, those with a moralist bent, who have likely never experienced

the extreme levels of workload possible for some inpatient case managers at MGH, will inevitably
counter that this is an "unprofessional" perspective to take. Yet, this line of reasoning completely
misses the mark. First, any feeling by case managers that workload in not distributed equitably does
not prevent them from faithful and tireless execution of their duties. Furthermore, any complaints
stemming from an unequal distribution of workload are rooted in the desire for case managers to
perform the best job possible on behalf of patients. Consider, the most common complaint we heard
when interviewing and shadowing case managers was the lack of time to spend with patients[7].
The real source of complaint about any workload inequity has little to do with the amount of work
required of case managers; the primary source of any complaints concerning unequal distribution of

workload, whether expressed or internalized, is that less effort can be devoted to each patient.

Balstad and Springer speculate, just as we speculate, that an inequitable distribution of workload
may result in patient outcomes that are less desirable than can be achieved with a more equitable
distribution of workload. As they suggest, with a method of quantifying case workloads and, more
specifically, the amount of case manager work for a specific case, it should be possible to track
patient outcomes as a function of the work performed by a case manager for a patient/case. Now,
Balstad and Springer do not explicitly suggest how patient outcomes should be quantified, but
several response variables naturally suggest themselves such as, for example, inpatient admissions
or cumulative inpatient days, during some time period following discharge.

Several studies have looked at the impact of individually-tailored discharge planning, as representative
of the discharge planning performed at MGH, versus more standardized discharge planning on
patient outcomes. One of the most comprehensive of these studies is that authored by Goncalves-
Bradley et al.[74]. This study is periodically updated and as of 2016 looks at outcomes for 11,964
participants in 30 trials. The authors conclude that the effort expended to develop discharge plans
specifically tailored for the individual bring about a small reduction in hospital LOS and three-month
readmission rates for older patients. The authors further conclude discharge planning may lead to
increased satisfaction, both for patients and healthcare professionals, while there is no significant
evidence individually-tailored discharge planning reduces overall costs in the health system.

Looking more deeply at the results of the study suggests that the impact of individually-tailored
discharge planning may be understated. Though a "small" reduction in LOS is reported, this
reduction has a magnitude of 0.79 days. We feel that this is a noteworthy result. Even granting that

the study found minimal impact on individually-tailored discharge planning for reducing overall

costs in the healthcare system, this reduction in LOS represents a significant increase in accessibility
to healthcare services. Admittedly, tracing patient outcomes to a specific intervention, such as
individually-tailored discharge planning, is a task fraught with potential pitfalls. However, if the
amount of work completed for each case by a discharge planning case manager can be quantified,
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tracing the impact of case manager work to patient outcomes becomes a more tenable proposition.
As implied in Balstad and Springer's work, this can form the basis for a powerful business case to
be made by a case management department when making the argument for increased funding, or
at least a static level of funding, in an increasingly fiscally constrained environment. Ultimately,
making the business case for resources is one of the primary functions of an acuity or workload
quantification system. The basic idea supporting an equitable distribution of case manager workload
is that equity always allows a similar amount of time to be spent on cases where similar needs are
present.

Balstad and Springer's work also hints at a deficit in many types of recent healthcare scholarship,
with the exception of scholarship emerging from the econometric realm. The increased focus on the
patient as the focal point of any healthcare delivery system has proved to be a valuable paradigm
shift when it comes to evaluating any proposed changes to this system. However, this focus on the
patient is frequently almost to the exclusion of other actors in the system. That is, in terms of
the long-term performance of a healthcare delivery system, healthcare professional satisfaction and
outcomes have to be placed on essentially equal footing with patient satisfaction and outcomes.
Healthcare professional burnout in general, and case manager burnout in particular, are significant
factors to consider when developing any type of staffing scheme[32]. Proper workload quantification
helps to guard against conditions that increase burnout among case managers.

As we investigated the available literature, we faced a dilemma similar to that faced by Balstad
and Springer nearly a decade ago - an exhaustive literature review revealed no instrument to
quantify case manager workload or measure patient acuity in a case management setting similar to
MGH. There is an established history of developing and using acuity systems to measure nursing
workload with the aim of predicting required staffing levels across different patient populations
and shifts[89] [33] [46] [47] [64] [103] [66] [83] [100] [105]. A review of the literature suggests that the most
successful employment of these systems occurs in an ICU setting[48] [98] [33] [89] [46]. This is not
surprising given that the daily workload required for a patient requiring an ICU level of care, while
subject to variation, is likely subject to a narrower range of daily workloads. The very fact of
an ICU-setting becomes an important contextual delimiter that facilitates prediction of the daily
nursing workload associated with a case. While none of the systems for quantifying nursing workload
were directly applicable to our work, the basic techniques used to develop these systems do have
some cross-over applicability. Our basic premise was to identify discrete tasks that may be completed
by case managers and then, in consultation with case managers and via direct observation, assign a
score, or range of scores to discrete work events. Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of our
scoring methodology.

While our system, though relying on case manager input, did not use a formalized Delphi technique,
Balstad and Springer's quantification system made extensive use of the well-established Delphi
technique. 34 patient need categories, later reduced to 26, were identified and case managers were
consulted to develop an acuity score for each patient need category. It bears noting that these

patient need categories are very similar to the factors considered by inpatient case managers at
MGH during the high-risk screen and initial assessment. The end result was a four-level acuity
system in which a score was assigned to each patient need category. Considering the interclass
correlation coefficient (0.888) or the Kappa statistic (0.411, p-value <.0001) suggests high intra-
and inter-rater consistency, respectively, using the Patient Acuity Case Management Evaluation
(PACE) tool resulting from the Balstad and Springer's research. This consistency is noteworthy but,
again, the scores from the PACE tool are most closely correlated with the total amount of work
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completed for a case over the course of a patient's LOS.

The PACE Tool is similar to some of our earlier efforts to elicit rankings from case managers on
the amount of work required for a case with certain characteristics. The results of these efforts are
instructive and point to the difficulty when considering case factors in any type of additive way
to form a case score, either acuity-based or work-based. We consulted with case manager clinical
specialists, individuals that are frequently enlisted to facilitate discharge planning for particularly
difficult cases. We presented two case manager clinical specialists with a list of 46 case factors /
patient need categories and asked them to rank the factors on a five-point scale. Almost every
ranking, with the exception of cases with guardianship issues, was provided with a qualification of
the form, for example, "this factor usually results in a case that is a 3, but if factor x and y are also
present the case would be a 5, while if these other conditions hold the case would actually be a 1."

Again, with a solely feature-based scoring system complex interactions among the factors determine
the case manager workload a case presents. These factors are not necessarily additive. As a contrived
example, consider a case with a recalcitrant patient, with no insurance coverage, and a lack of
available placement options if placement in a sub-acute facility is required. If this patient is safe
to discharge to a home setting then the case manager work could be very minimal. On the other
hand, if the patient requires placement in a long-term acute care facility then the work required
could be extensive. Put another way, sometimes 1 + 1 + 1 = 0, where 1 indicates the presence of
a case factor. Other times 1 + 1 +1 = 12, for example, depending on which combination of case
factors is present. This is to say nothing of the fact that factors affecting the work for a case may
be completely external to a case, such as preferred post-MGH facility capacity constraints, and a
reliable estimate of the total workload required for a case is of limited value for predicting the work
required for a case on a given day.

It is possible to identify in the literature promising, and informative, avenues of inquiry even in
settings that differ significantly from the tertiary hospital setting of inpatient case management at
MGH [37] [135] [91]. Baillan et al. conducted their work in the context of a community mental health
team responsible for elderly patients[37]. Their work focused on developing a case-weighting scale
(CWS) revolving around eight case factors. The nature of this work bears similarities to the work
described for Craig and Huber above, though the case factors considered differ. This is only natural
given the specificity of the setting considered. While the regression-based model in the work can
more aptly be described as explanatory rather than predictive, the factors identified "account" for
58% of the variability in time spent on cases in this setting (using a conventional interpretation for
R2 , the coefficient of determination). The sample size, 186 cases, is relatively small, but the work is
significant because it moves beyond an acuity score to consider workload quantification in terms
of the time required for a case. While the setting differs significantly from that of inpatient case
management at MGH, the attempt to quantify work on a scale calibrated to case manager time
required and the use of a regression-based model is a significant contribution to the literature.

Based on our review of the literature, the efforts to develop a system to quantify case manager
workload in a tertiary setting like MGH can best be described as nascent. Mawn provides a relatively
comprehensive overview of the trends in case management acuity determination[95]. Her conclusions
are telling:

".. there are no set guidelines for all CM settings in relation to acuity and levels of
intervention. Thus each CM site needs to develop clear goals and objectives in order to
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determine best practices."

This conclusion is a consequence of the fact that, since there is no one model of case management
clearly superior to other models, a wide array of models are currently implemented[123]. This
heterogeneity precludes, to a degree, application of any existing workload quantification systems to
the specific context provided by MGH.

For our work the implications of this conclusion were clear. We would have to construct an MGH-
specific framework and associated analytical techniques to develop a system that allowed us to
quantify case manager workload and predict case manager workload on any given day.

3.2 Text analytics applied to unstructured (free-text) healthcare
data

As described in Chapter 4, the primary data source used in the analysis at the heart of this work
consists of free-text case manager notes. Unstructured data of this sort presents many challenges.
The primary challenge is in providing an appropriate structure for this data. In this context,
appropriate can be interpreted to describe a structure that allows the use of statistical or machine
learning techniques to operate on the data.

Much of the early work employing free-text data focused on text categorization to answer questions
of the form "is this body of text similar to that body of text?" The basis for this work was a
bag-of-words (BOW) representation of text[40] [71] [120] [68] [97]. In a BOW model a sample of text
is reduced to a count of constituent words; much of the semantic information, including word order
and underlying grammar is lost. Despite the simplicity of the BOW technique, and in many cases
because of this simplicity, it has much to recommend it. In many applications, such as document
classification or sentiment analysis, the frequentist approach implicit in a BOW model is not a
significant limitation[94] [130] [107]. To explain, in the most general terms, we can consider the
primary limitation of a BOW approach as stemming from a loss of relevant context. However,
the organizing topic for textual analysis is often known, be the topic a Twitter hashtag or a
specific product in a customer support call canter setting[86] [106] [30][102] [92]. In these cases the
relevant context remains intact. A careful analysis of more sophisticated natural language processing
techniques reveals an underlying dependence on a word count/word frequency approach.

Much of the data that exists in our world, regardless of domain, is in the form of unstructured,
free-text data. This is certainly true in the healthcare domain. Many attempts to wrangle free-text
healthcare data are documented in the literature; efforts of this sort are also in progress at MGH.
Given the importance of text analytical techniques for our project, it is instructive to review recent
text-analytical efforts in the healthcare domain.

Temple et al. describe the use of text-analytical techniques to identify patients in a neonatal
intensive care unit (NICU) that will be ready for discharge in the ensuing 2-10 days[122]. This
work conducted a retrospective examination of progress notes for 4,693 patients requiring 103,206
patient-days of hospitalization. The study employed a BOW approach, using single words and
bi-grams(groups of two words), to identify patient cohorts that performed poorly in the NICU based
on progress note text. As the study authors freely admit, their work is preliminary and would
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benefit from refinements they propose. In its current state the authors conservatively estimate
that their BOW-informed supervised machine learning algorithm (random forest classifier) could
potentially avoid over 900 days of hospitalization by identifying cohorts that should be targeted for
more intensive discharge planning intervention to, for example, arrange for post-discharge children
services, procure home medical equipment, or provide requisite parental education. As a notable
aside, this work identified social issues, in contrast to purely clinical issues, as a major factor in
delayed discharges from the NICU.

Temple et al. use text analytical / text mining techniques to identify cohorts of NICU patients
distinguished, in part, by the amount of intervention required to effect a timely discharge from the

NICU. This concept of cohorts is flexible and suggests that text analysis could be used to identify,
retrospectively, cohorts of patients distinguished by any number of characteristics including the
amount of work required over the course of a patient's LOS, or by the amount of work required on
a specific day during a patient's LOS.

While Temple et al.'s work was specific to the NICU setting, it builds upon earlier work that provides
support for the above assertion that text-analytical techniques can be used to identify patients,
based on case note text, with a wide range of characteristics of interest. Yang et al. detail a hybrid
text-mining approach, employing dictionary look-up, rule-based, and machine learning techniques,
designed to identify the presence of a disease in clinical discharge summaries[134] [133]. This method
achieved a micro-averaged F-measure of 0.81 in detecting the presence of target diseases explicitly
stated in discharge summaries. The method also achieved a macro-averaged F-measure of 0.66 when
identifying the presence of diseases not explicitly stated in discharge summaries.

Wright et al. describe the use of a support vector machine (SVM) to categorize free-text notes
forming part of the electronic health record (EHR) for patients[131]. Specifically, the SVM was
trained to identify case notes indicating a patient had diabetes. This method achieved an AUC and
F-measure of 0.947 and 0.935 respectively. In addition to supporting the utility of a text-mining
approach in general within a healthcare context, these results suggest that text-mining could be
used to support a case manager's efforts in automating some of the work required to complete a
high-risk screen or initial assessment. Though formally beyond the scope of this thesis, the potential
benefits of such automation are briefly discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

In contrast to the paucity of literature related to case manager workload quantification in a tertiary
setting similar to MGH, examples of the potential applications of text-mining free-text notes for a
patient abound in the literature. In addition to being a worthy contribution to the literature in
its own right, Temple et al.'s recent work[122] provides an extensive bibliography revealing the use
of text analytical techniques to identify (or extract information from) patients with asthma[132],
celiac disease [93], and epilepsy[61] [58], as well as identifying patients who developed pneumonia at
some point during their hospitalization[39].

Text-analytical techniques, used in conjunction with machine learning techniques, play a key role
in our work as we develop a way to automatically score the amount of work required for a case.
Identifying the presence or absence of a disease or other feature based on text notes is fundamentally
different, and in most respects easier, than using text analytical techniques to score the amount of
work documented in free-text notes. Yet, as described in Chapter 4, an augmented BOW approach
forms the core of the text-analytical engine we use to develop the work score for a case. This work
score, following validation, is then available for use as a response variable in the explanatory and
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predictive models we develop.

3.3 Machine-learning techniques for imbalanced data sets

Many machine learning algorithms were examined over the course of our work. Though this thesis
presents performance results for regression trees (when scoring the work completed for a case), linear
regression-based predictive models (when predicting the workload faced by a case manager during
the coming day), and boosted classification trees (when predicting whether the coming day will
be a high, medium, or low workload day for a case manager), the choice of the specific machine
learning algorithm employed was usually a secondary consideration. In most cases a neural net,
SVM, logistic regression, knn classifier, or random forest, for example, could have been employed
with similar performance results. The choice of specific algorithm was usually driven by either a
desire to develop the most transparent model possible, without sacrificing performance, or by the
structure of the data naturally resulting from any pre-processing techniques or analysis frameworks
we developed.

More important than the specific algorithm used were the techniques employed to train several of our
models. Most of these techniques were necessitated because some of the sub-problem specifications
detailed in this thesis resulted in imbalanced data sets. This was most evident in our early work
to predict patients (cases) that would require a high amount of work from case managers over the
course of their LOS. This class imbalance was also a salient feature when predictively classifying an
upcoming day for a case manager as high, medium, or low workload.

Class imbalance can be defined generally, from the perspective of machine learning classification
algorithms, as when there is a clear minority and majority class. This definition lacks rigor but, as
discussed by Weiss, most practitioners have at least an implicit categorization for the degree of class
imbalance[128]. For example, Weiss lists guidelines for qualitatively categorizing the amount of
imbalance: 10:1 = modestly imbalanced, while imbalance ratios exceeding 1000:1 can be considered
extremely unbalanced. Yet, as demonstrated in the work of Weiss and Provost, even small class
imbalances can present major difficulties for classifiers[129]. That is, even with "modest" levels of
class imbalance (e.g., 2:1) classifier performance on minority classes can suffer significantly. In our
work we frequently considered classifier performance in terms of identifying the top decile of patients
or top decile of days by work score. Therefore, the ramifications of class imbalance informed many
of the machine learning techniques we employed in this work.

In addition to providing an exposition on the problem of class imbalance in the context of machine
learning, Weiss also identifies three main categories of issues that should be considered when dealing
with imbalanced data sets, as well as approaches that have proven useful in dealing with these
issues[128] . The three main issue categories, as identified by Weiss, are:

1. Problem definition issues

2. Data issues

3. Algorithm issues

In our work we utilized techniques to address all of these issues; a discussion is provided in Chapter
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6 and in Appendix A.

Considering first data issues, we utilized specific sampling methods discussed in the literature to
partially address issues arising from class imbalance. Though the utility of simple oversampling or
undersampling is subject to question and results are equivocal when dealing with an imbalanced
learning problem, other methods employ a more refined approach to sampling[80]. Specifically, we
made extensive use of the synthetic minority class oversampling technique (SMOTE)[54]. This
technique was used on training sets for classifiers to construct new, synthetic examples of the minority
class (e.g. high workload patients or high workload days) by randomly assigning characteristics
from the five nearest neighbors of an actual minority class exemplar in a training set. By expanding
the decision boundary for the minority class in our feature space, the SMOTE method allowed us
to sidestep some of the problems of overfitting that simple oversampling of the minority class, for
example, may introduce[54].

The SMOTE technique allowed us to alter the bias of our classifier. From one perspective, using the
SMOTE technique allows training of a classifier with a more general bias[54]. Yet from an equally
valid perspective this increased general bias results from constructing a classifier more biased to
the minority class. Thus, the problem of overfitting, while lessened, is still a major concern when
using any sampling-based technique, no matter how refined, to address class imbalanced learning.
However, at the algorithm-level a literature review reveals techniques that preserve the benefits of
an intelligent sampling technique like SMOTE while decreasing undesirable consequences. In the
context of our work the AdaBoost technique[72] and AdaCost technique[67] (algorithmic techniques)
when used to train a classifier with a SMOTE-augmented training set, stand out as very relevant.
AdaCost, by modifying the AdaBoost weight update-rule assigning higher weights to misclassified
cases in subsequent learning iterations, allows one to implicitly tune the costs of misclassification[67].
This tuning can easily be made more explicit through the specification of a cost matrix when using
certain techniques such as Quinlan's C5.0 (or C4.5) algorithm [109].

Often the distinction between methods addressing data issues and algorithm issues with imbalanced
data is not stark. Stated another way, there are techniques discussed in the machine learning
literature that allow one faced with an imbalanced data set to address data issues and algorithm
issues essentially simultaneously. For example, the SMOTE technique can be used in conjunction
with the one-sided selection technique, another data level technique, as well as boosting techniques,
operating at the algorithm level, in a hybrid approach[54] [87]. In our version of one-sided selection
Tomek-link concepts and a condensed nearest neighbor (CNN) technique were used on a SMOTE-
augmented training set[125][77]. Tomek-links are used to remove "noisy" majority class samples.
"Noisy" refers to majority class samples that, in the specified feature space and with specified
feature weights, appear to have more in common with minority class samples than other majority
class samples. While "noisy" is one way to categorize these majority class samples it is just as
likely, in our opinion, that either some key variable is missing from the feature space (omitted
variables) or the feature space dimensions are not properly weighted. While Tomek-links can be
used to increase the distance between minority class and majority class samples, resulting in a
better-defined decision/classification boundary, the CNN approach effectively removes majority
class samples far from the decision/classification boundary. A classifier can then be trained using,
for example, a SMOTEBoost algorithm designed to lessen any overfitting problems that may result
from "conventional" boosting approaches[55].

In fact, we employ all of the above techniques over the course of the work described in this thesis.
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However, the most effective techniques we employed related to problem definition issues. These
types of issues are highly domain specific and the available literature provides scant guidance on
how to attack class imbalanced data at the problem definition level. In fact, Weiss asserts that, in
addition to domain-specificity, another reason why a problem definition approach to imbalanced
learning has not received more attention in the literature is that this is a not "research-oriented"
approach [128]. Given that we employed the techniques described above it would be disingenuous,
if not intellectually dishonest, to suggest that data and algorithm level approaches are not effective.
Yet, the problem definition level is fundamental and domain-specificity is not incompatible with
"research-oriented". It is possible to use sophisticated machine learning techniques described in
the literature as an inferior substitute for proper problem formulation. In the context of our work,
problem specification is most closely tied to Chapter 5 where we describe the analysis framework
that is key to our work, a framework almost inseparable from the problem definition we developed.
This framework/problem specification allowed us to move past an approach based on models and
systems relying on specific case factors as described in the first subsection of this chapter.

To close out our literature review discussion it is important to note that performance metrics
suitable for essentially balanced data sets, such as precision, recall, or accuracy, are not suitable for
imbalanced data sets. For a trivial, contrived example, consider a 9:1 imbalanced data set (majority
class: minority class) of the type we typically encountered during the course of our work. Achieving
90% accuracy requires no more than classifying every sample as a member of the majority class
(e.g., low workload case or low workload day). For imbalanced' data sets other metrics, discussed in
the literature are more appropriate. These include balanced accuracy, g-mean, area under the ROC
curve (AUC), and F-measures[80]. We use all of these measures to evaluate our models, as well as
other measures such as the two-class misclassification rate described in Chapter 6. Ultimately, the
best measure for the performance of our models would incorporate a non-abstracted ("real-world")
cost for misclassification. The available literature does not offer much guidance for the problems
investigated in this thesis. However, it is conceivable that future work could ascribe a cost to
misclassification in terms of dollars, case manager time, or additional days spent in the hospital.
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Chapter 4

Developing a Metric to Quantify Case

Manager Workload

In an 1883 lecture the Irish physicist and mathematician William Thomson, more commonly known
as Lord Kelvin, stated:

... I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it
in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you
cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it
may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced
to the stage of science, whatever the matter may be[3].

The sentiment pervading Lord Kelvin's quote essentially guided the work described in this chapter:
the fundamental idea was to develop a way to quantify case manager workload. This began with
meticulous manual scoring of cases to produce a data set could be used to train and test automated
scoring techniques.

As discussed in Chapter 3, there have been systems developed that attempt to quantify case manager
workload, but the aim of our work was fundamentally different. To explain, existing measurement
systems, though grounded in quantitative analyses, tend to lose this grounding at an aggregate
level. For example, consider a patient scoring system that ranks patients on a scale from 1-5, with 1
representing a low-level of required case manager intervention and 5 representing a high-level of
intervention. Certainly, within a strata of patients the actual workload differs; e.g., not all "I's" are
created equal. Of course, in the aggregate this is not a significant drawback as with any validated
system all correctly scored "1's" would tend to cluster rather tightly around some value of required
work. Yet, how does one compare the work for a "1" versus a "5"? Does the "5" require five times
as much work as a "1"? Is the aggregate work of two "2's" equal to the work of a "4"?

Overcoming limitations of the type embodied in these questions was a necessary condition for
developing an improved workload metric and scoring system. Specifically, the aim was to develop a
validated metric in which patient differences in the metric corresponded more closely to differences
in work required from a case manager, at least above an implicit baseline level of work required for
all cases. Stated more concretely with a specific example, the aim was to create a metric where a
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case scoring a 20 took twice as much work as a case scoring a 10.

Developing a metric was not an end in itself but a means to allow modeling and prediction of
case manager workload at the patient and, more importantly for practical implementations, at
the day level. In this sense, Chapter 4 is foundational for subsequent chapters. The metric allows
measurement that affords the ability to quantify the magnitude and variability in case manager
workload at all scales (patient, floor, and day). It is the measurement made possible by the metric,
likely after subsequent refinements, that allows, in turn, a meaningful description of the current
state, modelling, developing improvement initiatives and interventions, and assessment of the effects
of any implemented system improvements.

The basic approach to develop a workload metric is shown in Figure 4.1. Each of these steps is
described in detail within the current chapter. The case manager notes for 1621 general/internal
medicine cases were analyzed to develop the metric. 1229 of these patients were present on White 8
from 1 October 2014 - 30 June 2015 while the remainder, 392 patients, were present on White 9
from 1 April 2015 - 30 June 2015. White 8 consists of 26 beds, 24 of which are the responsibility of
one case manager and two of which are the responsibility of another case manager (CM positions
38 and 39 in Appendix E). White 9 has 25 beds, all of which are the responsibility of one CM
(CM position 40 in Appendix E), though the CM covering these beds varies on a daily basis to a
much greater extent than on White 8. White 9 was eventually converted into a permanent "float"
position, though full conversion occurred after the period under consideration.

In terms of the current state, Chapter 4 primarily considers the aggregate workload for a patient, as
well as the distribution of this aggregate workload at the patient (case) level. Chapter 5 continues
consideration of the current state by looking at both how the aggregate workload for a patient is
distributed during a patient's LOS and how a case manager's aggregate workload (sum of daily
work for all cases) varies from day-to-day. The penultimate chapter, Chapter 6, presents a model
for predicting a case manager's daily workload. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes key findings and
presents recommendations for future work and, more tentatively, interventions based on the current
state of the work.

4.1 Verifying minimum suitability of notes as a high-level indica-
tor of case manager workload at the individual level

The methodology in this chapter was built on an underlying assumption that the notes for a given
case provide a reasonably complete record for the work completed by a case manage. That is, the
notes do not necessarily represent comprehensive documentation of a CM's workload because it was
readily acknowledged by CM leadership that the notes did not document all the work completed for
a patient or, equivalently, there are notes missing from the record. The implications of "missing"
notes for developing a workload metric are considered further in 4.2. However, given that notes are
missing it is necessary to verify the "reasonably complete" assumption before proceeding further.

Even before examining the text of specific notes, two themes common across all case manager
interviews provide a key for determining the minimum suitability of CM notes as a coarse, high-level
proxy for CM workload at the patient and day level. Specifically, all CMs interviewed indicated
that:
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Figure 4-1: Developing a metric for aggregate workload at the individual case level

1. Friday's aiid M\onday's are the highest workload days for CMs
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Figure 4-2: Hospital-wide case manager note couit by day of week, 1 Oct 2014 30 Sep 2015

In Figure 4-2 Holl refers to holidays such as Christmas, Thaksgiving. and Mlemnorial Day, while
Hol2 refers to holidays such as Columbus Day. Presideits Day, al(l Mlartin Luther Kiig. Jr. Day.

Both types of holidays result in reduced staffing levels throughout the hospital, including case
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White 8 and White 9 Holl 's have zero CM notes in the record while Hol2's have CM notes in the

record (although greatly reduced to levels comparable with the weekend).

These holidays are not shown in Figure 4-3, nor are the weekends. For both figures certain days

were relabeled to more accurately reflect note distribution across days. For examiple, a Monday

falling on a holiday was not considered a Monday. Rather, the next day, Tuesday, was considered as

a, Monday. The histograms are shown with connected neans indicated by the red lines.

n median meon sd
25 Mon 39 13 13.4 3.8

Tue 34 11 11.5 3.2

20 Wed 39 11 11.5 3.1
Thu 36 11 11.1 2.9
Fri 39 13 13.1 4.2

15

Z White 8, 1 Oct 2014 - 30 Jun 2015
10

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

Day of Week

n median meon sd
20 Mon 13 14 13.3 2.7

Tue 12 11 11.5 3.1
Wed 13 11 11.2 3.2

E 15 Thu 13 11 10.5 3.4
Fri 13 13 13.0 4.8

0

0Z 10 White 8, 1 Apr 2015 - 30 Jun 2015
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Day of Week
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x Mon 13 13 11.5 5.1

Tue 12 8 8.7 3.8
20 Wed 13 10 10.3 4.0

T Thu 13 9 9.1 3.4
4 i Fri 13 13 11.8 4.4
0

! White 9, 1 Apr 2015 - 30 Jun 2015

0
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

Day of Week

Figure 4-3: Weekday case manager note count by day of week for White 8 and White 9 over selected

time periods

The weekly periodicity of CI workload, as proxied by a daily note count is clearly suggested in

Figures 4-2.and 4-3. For the yearly note count in Figure 4-2. as well as the nine-month note count

in the first panel of Figure 4-3, a pairwise comparison of means using the nonparainetric Wilcoxon

niethod reveals that the means for Friday and M\onday are statistically different from the means of

Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday (at a significance level below .05), while the means of Tuesday,
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Wednesday, and Thursday are not statistically listiigiiishable. Pairwise XWilcoxon tests oH the

bottom two panels fall to reveal a statisticall significant difference with an a- 0.05 significance
level'. In part. this is likely dIIu' to the small sample size, particularly for panel 2. Panel 3 is a
shmilarly small sample. though results suggest that the periodicity iay not be as pronounced for

White 9. In fact, there are reasons to believe that this is true related to the distribution of workload

mid work patterns across a patient's length of stay, distributions and patterns that differ between

White 8 and White 9. This point is considered further in Chapter 5. The most likely reasons for the

observed periodicity were presented in Chapter 2; namely, minimal staffing levels oii the weekend

cause discharge window work to be advanced from the weekend to Friday, while sonie discharge

window work and admit window work is delayed froni the weekend until loiiday.

Considering the second glo)al observation, inter-patient variability in CM workload. Figure 4-4

illustrates that this pattern is observed at a note count level on White 8 and White 9.

White 8

'I1229

Abnaa 0

Whie

10thpocmei 4

MAUm- 24

Am*n 1 19w ~

Pate Noe Co1 s t 0. 14 1' r'2 21
Patient Note Cout Note Court

2:

392 ~

10 21

Patientfcgtj NoeCnNt or

Figure 4-4: Patient note couiit distribution

At this point, and even given the coarseness of note couit as a workload proxy, several aspects of

Figure 4-4 are worth noting. First. the distribution of note count is very similar between White

8 and White 9, with identical quartile and 9 0th percentile cutoffs, as well as similar means and

standard deviations. This is encouraging when considering extending a model developed for a

small number of floors to other floors, at least floors of a similar type. Second, there are many

patients/cases for Which there are no notes and. hence, no work recorded. Third, the distributions

of patient note count are significantly right-skewed, jibing with reports that a small number of

patients require significant amounts of work. These last two aspects evident in Figure 4-4 virtually

'The possible issues wit h using multiple pairwise coiiparisons to draw statistical inferences have been discussed

and debated for inore than six decades[127] [117]. it a grossly sinplified form, the arguitient for adjustments mikes
use of the fact that if enough pairwise comparisons are made, (ven at a small value of aa result of apparent statistical
signif-icaue becomes more likely. Methoes to address potential issues are well-knaawn[114], although others contend
adj ust ienits to coimion methods are ofteit(or alvays) tiieeded[112][121]. These issiies ate iot particularly geriaie to

the nain results of our work. but all resuilts presented for pairwise comparisons do include recoiiended nonparamnetric
adjustiicits lot r multiple comparisons. A good overview of the topic is provided by Day and Quinn63]. Rather than
worrying about t he m oac philosophical issues of adj ast tmtents. we siiiiply miiade them.
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guarantee, even without considering the current state at a finer level, variability in CM workload
despite an essentially invariant number of cases on a daily basis (unchanging number of beds that
a CM position is responsible for). Finally, the relative number of cases with zero notes seems to
be higher for White 9. Much like the less stark weekly periodicity for White 9 vis-h-vis White 8
(panels 2 and 3 of Figure 4-3) it is plausible to attribute this fact, at least partially, to a difference
in work patterns between the two floors. Again, this is taken up in Chapter 5.

The upshot of this section is that even a high-level indicator like note count allows one to draw
insights into the current state of CM workload on White 8 and White 9. In fact, preliminary
investigation of note count and correspondence with reports of CMs concerning distribution of
workload by day of week and between patients suggests it may be possible, rather than using patient
note count as a proxy for workload, to use note count as a regressor for a linear model given a
sample of manually scored patients. This model is initially presented in section 4.5 because both the
strengths and, more importantly, weaknesses of such a model suggest the model that is ultimately
presented in section 4.5, as well as diagnostics that must be completed to fully evaluate model
performance and limitations.

4.2 Identifying work events in note text and developing an event
scoring system

Ultimately, the patient workload metric and derived metrics are intended for use as response
variables to facilitate modeling and prediction of case manager workload. Therefore, the first stage
of metric construction involved reading a total of 3147 CM notes, covering 1351 of the 1621 patients
for which notes exist in the record, to determine what type of work events are identifiable in the
notes. Depending on how one categorizes events, the list of work events could be quite substantial.
Consider the work event of a phone call. This work event category could be further divided, ad
nauseum, into an array of subcategories, such as phone calls to family, phone calls to post-MGH
subacute facilities, phone calls to durable medical equipment providers, and so forth. The problem
with such a fine division of workload events is that it becomes increasingly difficult to identify events
with this degree of specificity when using text analytical techniques, a cornerstone of the automated
method presented in 4.5. Instead, scoring focused on the limited set of workload events shown in
Table 4.12.

Scoring is done from the perspective of the DCP CM on White 8 or White 9. There is an imputed
time value for each unit of score derived from the low-end value assigned to the high risk screen and
the high risk screen plus initial assessment, 2 and 4 respectively. Since reports and observations
indicate that the HR screen takes 10 minutes to complete in its current incarnation, while the HRIA
takes 20-25 minutes, each unit of score represents approximately 4-6 minutes. Similarly, faxing,
assigned a score range of 2-3 has an imputed time value of 10-15 minutes. These imputed time
values are very tentative (and tenuous) which is why we use the unitless score, rather than time
values directly, for analysis. We were only able to record directly the time associated with 67 work
events during the later observation periods (which did not occur on White 8 nor White 9), as a
protracted time-motion study was not in the scope of our work. Furthermore, the time values

2
1t was stated explicitly in Chapter 2, but it bears repeating, that distilling a case manager's workload into the

limited set of events in Table 4.1 should by no means be construed as downplaying the potential complexity of the
work for a given case.
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Table 4.1: Work event scores in case iianager notes

Worldoad Event Scoring Range
High risk assessment 2-4

High riskand initial assessment 4-9

Meeting with patient or patient's family 2-9

Phonecall 1-7

Placing referral 1
Email 1-2
Faxing 2-3

Coordinati on with care team member 1-4
Review ng cha rt 2-4
Documentation 1-2 (per note)*

Arrangi ng transportation 1

* Other forms of documentation may includeface-to-f ace forms for VNA
long-term care forms, MOLST, or DNR forms.

for events that were recorded are not miatlcied with the acconipanlyilig docuinieltation; cases span

muniltiple days (or weeks) and it was rarely possible to observe the work for a case from start to finish.
Finally, there are only a handful of events (23) for which a time value is indicated in the notes.

The values of event scores in relation to each other were deemed "niot unreasonable" by two case

managers who assisted with the validation of the case scoring presented in Section 4.4. Adnittedly,

"not unreasonable" is not a glowing endorsemient of the scoring systein, but the validated results

presented in Section 4.4 suggest that the scoring system is is useful even in current form.

The scoring system also reflects the fact that HRIAs, meetings (with patients, families, or other

imembers of the care team), and phone calls (of various types), as well as documenting these events,
constitutes the bulk of CM work. The range of scores given for certain events is indicative of the

fact that, for exanmple, not all phone calls represent an equal workload. In manually scoring events

with a range of possible scores. the duration of the event was used to assign a single score value.

The inforumation exchanged durimng the event and/or the tenor of the event was used as the main

indicator for duration. Continuing with the phone call example, a, brief phone call to a facility to

ascertain whether any beds are available may be scored as 1-2, while a phone call to a patients

family member to discuss discharge planning options may be scored as a 4-5. Similarly, a meeting

or exchange to let a patient know that she has been accepted to her first choice post-MGH facility

may be scored as a 1-2, while a family-team mneetlig to discuss discharge planning options for a

terminally-ill patient with limited financial means and an overwhelhned and/or non-cooperative

family could be scored as a 6-9. In general, when manually scoring cases the relevant length of a

note (i.e., the length of the text detailing a work event anid not. for example. clinical information

about the patient) was used to score events for which a range of values was possible.

The scoring system in Table 4.1 is rather naYve and the system. as well as the utility of a constructed

workload metric response variable, could benefit from further refinement based on time-motion

studies of an extended duration and across multiple floors. Some more salient weaknesses and

omissions bear mlotinlg. One omission is the work done for a, patient after a discharge. To explain,

case ianagers were observed perforing their work over a period of 16 sessions totaling in excess of

81 hours. In 7 of these 16 sessions a case manager performed work related to a patieit that had

already been discharged, usually prompted by a phone call from a patient or a patient's family. The
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nature of this work varied and it was, more often than not, due to either some oversight by another
member of the care team (such as neglecting to send documentation or imagery to the post-MGH
facility), or in trying to resolve a complaint about post-MGH circumstances. In two cases a DCP
CM was observed spending significant time to answer a patient query about billing issues. However,
despite the prevalence of this type of work during observation periods, only six instances of this
work show up in the notes examined.

Another shortcoming is in accurately scoring the various documentation that a case manager may
have a hand in completing for any given case3 . For example, the long-term care (LTC) form that
must be completed for patients with MassHealth as the primary insurance takes 90 minutes to
complete. Completing this form alone would result in a score of 12-16. For this particular form we
had access to a report listing the number of LTC forms completed by floor for each quarter and
no forms were listed during the time period encompassing the cases examined. However, there are
other forms that a CM may have a role in completing underscored for some cases.

Even more problematic, particularly for automated scoring, is that the forms could be the respon-
sibility of the CM or another member of the care team, depending on the floor. This extends to
other forms of work as well. For example, on White 8 the CM was less involved in coordinating the
resumption of previously established home care services (services that existed before the current
hospital admission), though usually a primary facilitator when coordinating for new home services;
coordinating resumption of services was usually the purview of another nurse. In contrast, the White
9 case manager was typically involved in coordination for resumption of home care services. Similarly,
on some floors the assigned CMRS may assume a greater role than on other floors. Differential role
boundaries are easily accounted for in manual scoring, but are an obstacle for automated scoring
and, especially, extending an automated scoring method to other floors. This obstacle and ways to
limit the effect on automated scoring are considered in section 4.5.

In addition to differential role boundaries, shifting role boundaries are also evident upon a reading
of the notes; i.e. when a CM performs a task in one case and another member of the care team
performs the same task for another case. This is not an issue when considering the sum of work
completed for a patient regardless of who completes it, but the scoring system is based on the
amount of work specifically completed for a case by the White 8 or White 9 CM. Many CM notes,
in addition to documenting work completed by the CM (direct action) also detail work completed
by other members of the care team (referred actions). The presence of both shifting role boundaries
and referred actions, while controlled for in manual scoring, can greatly complicate the task of
automated scoring (see section 4.5). Of course, one can raise many other objections to the scoring
system, such as potentially under-scoring the amount of work done by CMs in reviewing clinical
documentation.

The potential deficits for an individual case score were enumerated above. There are also elements
of work not captured when aggregating case scores. For example, the amount of time that a case
manager spends in daily rounds would not be captured by summing all of the work documented in
CM notes for a given day. That is, there is a baseline amount of work distributed across all cases
completed by case managers on a daily basis; this baseline work likely varies by floor.

A note may document many individual events and, despite the relatively limited number of events
and range of scores possible for events, scoring cases manually resulted in a wide range of scores

3 All forms of documentation were scored.
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across patients. The results of iniainal scoring are presented in the next sectioi. while section 4.4

details the lniethod lised to Validate scoring. The scoring systeiii is the foundationi upon which the

workload metric is built and, again, a formal tsite-motuioi tdy, iiatching event duration with

accoipanying docmentation. would In loulbtedly lead to valuable refieinent of the scoring1 systen

and assist text-based automated scoring.

4.3 Manually scoring cases

Using the system inl Table 4.1, a score for each of the 1651 patients/cases examined was manually

assigned. The results of this manual scoring for White 8 and White 9 are shown ini Figure 4-5.

White 8
n =1229

minimumn 0
2pihpercen we 3

75thPerceviie 1720
fthpeicenidie 33
MAu~mum 194

12.94
SO 16.33

.35

Patient Score '.-

White9 . -n=392
Minimum 0
2Sthpercentdc 3
Median 6
75th peenftie 16
90hprcent ge 32

Mamm 197 Whle I Whitrg
VAn 12.24

SO 16.42

Patient SICtm

Figure 4-5: Distribution of individual patient (case) scores for Whlite 8 aild white 9

Similar to Figure 4-4. the distributioii of individual patient scores o White 8 and White 9 are very

similar. Furthermore, there are a relatively simall iiumimber of patients that require a disproportionate

aiiount of work from the case ianager. Figures 4-6 and 4-7 illustrate this last aspect of inter-patient

variability of workload iii a iiore pointed way. Iii these figures the phrase middle 30% of patiemits-

refeis to patients iii the 60th 90th percentile of score. This division into bottomii 60th percentile.

60th-90th percentile. and top decile is a legacy of earlier work focused on assigning a classification

to patients rather than a numerical score, but it is still useful iii making the poiit about unequal

(listribution of work across patient classes. The red dashed line intersects at the top 10% work score

cutoff point when patients are ordered by decreasing score on the x-axis.

On both floors the top 10% of patients manually scored account for nearly 40%( of the total

documented work. The middle and bottoim grolipjings of patienits similarly account for a comparable

amount of work.
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As alluded to multiple times, the work documented in CM notes for a patient almost certainly does
not capture the entirety of work for a given case. However, there is an assumption that patients
requiring more work will have more work documented. If this assumption holds and there is not
a gross systematic under-documentation of work for patients then the scoring methodology, if
validated, still retains its utility.

There is some evidence of a minor systematic under-documentation of work, not by patient type, but
rather by day of the week. That is, there seems to be a greater chance of missing notes, and hence
missing documented work, for cases that CMs perform work for on Fridays and Mondays. This
possible systemic under-documentation is examined more fully in Chapter 5. However, it stands to
reason that, given that Fridays and Mondays are typically the busiest days for CMs, documentation
of work may be of lower priority for CMs as they are engaged in actually performing the work of
facilitating the discharge of patients.

It is possible to estimate the "missing" work for patients, in effect counting work that is not
documented in the notes, by considering either the typical sequence of notes for a patient and/or
imputing missing work by relying on other sources.

As an example of the first method for imputing missing work consider a patient admitted from home
that eventually discharges to a skilled nursing facility. At a minimum this patient would usually
have a HRIA note, a note documenting a meeting with the patient to get facility preferences and
place referrals, and a note indicating the patient had been accepted to a facility, the patient agreed
with the placement, and transportation was arranged for the patient (an inpatient facility transfer
note). If the record only shows an HRIA completed before it was determined SNF placement was
required and an inpatient facility transfer note, obviously the work events of a meeting to receive
patient preferences and subsequent placement of referrals are missing from the record4.

As an example of the second type of inference for missing work, a patient that is difficult to place may
be denied by multiple preferred facilities. There may be a note in the record indicating a meeting
where the CM informed the patient of the denial(s) and asked for additional facility preferences. If
this meeting was documented as ending with the patient requesting more time to consider facility
choices and the next note is an inpatient facility transfer note to a facility for which no preference or
referral is documented, then an intervening meeting may have occurred. There is a referral database
that can be examined for some cases. If this database indicates a referral between the dates of
the meeting where the patient was informed of facility denial(s) and the transfer note then it is
reasonable to assume undocumented work occurred. Of course, estimating this missing work is an
inexact process, especially as it is only reasonable to impute an average value for the missing work
that is inferred.

Figure 4-8 shows an estimate for the distribution of missing work. Automating the inference of
missing work is difficult but, as shown in Figure 4-8, most patients have low values of missing work.
The most common type of missing work is undocumented HR screens or HRIAs. This accounts
for the large count of patients with an estimated value of 4 for the amount of undocumented work
score. There is a database indicating whether a patient met high risk criteria and presumably
the CM did work to complete this screen. Similarly, there is also a less reliable secondary source

4 A two-note sequence is common for a patient admiited from a SNF on a bed-hold. In these cases the CM typically
verifies with a patient during the HRIA that she is willing to return to the facility when ready; the HRIA is the
first note. When the patient is ready for discharge an inpatient facility transfer note is entered into the record; no
intervening note documenting a meeting to get placement preferences is required.
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indicating that. an HRIA was performed, even if 11doculmented. Again. the value of this mlissing

admit, window work would typically contribute 2-6 for the case work score. hence. the high count

of patients estimated to be missing 4 units of work score. For other cases. particularly cases of
extreme missing work. it is likely that some notes were never copied into CAS so that they were not

retrieved in the data pull of CMI notes provided for analysis.

n =1621
hinimum 0 White 8 WhIte 9

251h peicenr4 0 n 1229 n 392
z Medion 0 Documented Work

U 79thperce;ile 0 Score 14069 4100
9Uh perce~ile 4_ Estimated Missing
CMaxirnum 35 Work Score 1590 573
"Wen 1.33 oaIi

Total 15659 4673
SD ~3.01 ___

9 '2 14 6 18 20 22 24 26 28 3,, 3' 343
Ettimated undocumented work scott

Figure 4-8: Distribution of estilated u1n(locuImlented -work (score) for White 8 and White 9

In effect. each patient has two scores, a score based solely on the notes and a score based on the
notes plus implied work. The former of these scores is used in developing the text-analytical based

muethod of automated scoring in Section 4.5. In contrast, the implied work score is used when

developing the model to predict the aggregate daily work score for a case manager in Chapter 6. In

any case. the correlation between documented and documented plus implied work is very high., with

a Pearson correlation coefficient (parametric) of 0.9848 (95%, CI: 0.9833,0.9862) and a Spearman

correlation coefficient, (nonparainetric) of 0.9682. For White 8 the documented manually scored

work is 89.8% of the total documented plus implied work score. while for White 9 this figure is

87.7%.

4.4 Validation of manual case scoring

As when considering the validity of note count as a high-level indicator of work in section 4.1,
the results of manual scoring seem to conform to expectations based on case manager reports

that a relatively small number of patients requiring a disproportionate amount of total work. Of

course, reading thousands of CM notes and subsequent manual scoring is very time-consuming.

Furthermore, it is possible that the method of manual scoring assigns the wrong patients the highest
scores. Developing an automated method of scoring the work metric requires validation so that the

metric can be used as a response variable to train a nodel to score the text of CM notes.

Two seasoned case managers were enlisted to help validate the scoring system; these case managers
were not affiliated with the cases. C1\11 was a, "float" case manager that works on a mnber of

different floors (hiring the course of a week. CM2 is a clinical nurse specialist who is frequently

assigned to help DCP CMs with very complex cases. Each case niaiager was given a list of 20 cases
to review across the manual scoring spectrum. Rather than scoring the cases, the CM maditors were

asked to independently rank their assigned cases, from 1 to 20, in order of increasing work required
by case managers. The CM auditors were free to use all documentation associated with the case in

making their ranking deterinnations, including clinical notes we did not have access to when scoring
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the cases. Ten of the cases overlapped between case imaiagers to screen for noteworthy differences in

rankings between aiditors. The auditor ordinal ranking of cases was then com11pare(l with1 an ordinal

ranking determined by the inannal score of the case. A comparison of ordinal rankings also allowed

aii inference as to whether, iII a inore qualitative sense, high, inediiin, and low workload cases

were correctly scored. Matching an auditor's ordinal rank is a iore rigorous task than matching a

qualitative classification. The implied pis documented workload score was used in ranking patients.

This method of validation is not coiprehensive. but it c1 reveal whether higher manual scores are

indicative of higher CM workload for a given case.

The results of comparing C1\I1's rankings with rankings derived fron inaiinal scores are shown iII

Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: CMI ordinal ranking of 20 cases compared with ordinal ranking corresponding to ianual

sTOhe

The layout of Figure 4-9 may require 5oiiie explanation. The scatterplot in the left panel plots the

CM's ordinal ranking of cases versus the ranking that arises froim a comparison of the manual case

score. The dashed 45' degree line represents a line of perfect agreement: i.e., if the manual score

ranking and the ordinal ranking agree then points will lie on this line. The shaded rectangular

regions provide an indication of whether the rankings iiplv the case would have been ranked in the

saimie groups of high. inediimin, and low work. The same perceitile cutoffs; described iII section 4.3 are

used for this derived classification: high work is the top decile of patients by manual score, miedium

work represents cases in the 60th - 90th percentile of mniual score, and low work is the bottom 60"X

of patients by manual score. Again. the mediim workload patients are described colloquially as the

.iniddle 30% workload- patients. The classification is only implied because auditors ranked cases

by increasing workload rather than formally classifying patients as high. medium. or low workload.

Points lying within a shaded region have the same implied classification.

The right panel of the figure provides the umaunal score case ranking, C1's ranking, the absolute

rank difference, and the manual case score. Absolute rank differences greater than 2 are highlighted

iii red. These points are also circled and numbered o1 the scatterplot. as are points whose implied

classification does not natch. For mniimial case scores. low. inedium. and high workload cases are
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highlighted green, yellow, and red, respectively.

Even a cursory examination of Figure 4-9 reveals substantial agreement between manual score-derived
ordinal rankings and CM1's ordinal rankings. 18 of 20 cases have the same implied classification.
There are, however, two cases with an absolute rank difference exceeding two and these deserve
discussion as to the probable reasons for the rank disparity.

Consider first the point labeled 1 in the scatterplot. This case was ranked as 8 by manual scoring
and as 3 by CM1. This is a case for which there is implied missing work, work which is accounted
for in the manual score, but is not explicit in any documentation. The explicit documented work
would score as an 8 (with a rank of 3).

However, there is reason to assume missing work that would have been scored, on average as 8
(total score of 18). This patient had an LOS of ten days and in the record there is a weekly update
note and a note documenting a meeting with the patient to discuss referrals to a SNF. The patient's
ultimate discharge disposition was to the SNF referenced in the second note and transportation to
the facility was via ambulance based on the raw data from a CM workload report. However, there
is no note documenting the inpatient facility transfer, with a typical work score of 4-6. This work
would consist of a brief meeting with the patient to inform the patient of facility acceptance and
transfer time, arranging transportation, final coordination with the care team, and documentation
of the transfer. There is also evidence of an undocumented HR screen for the patient in that the
CM workload report indicates a HR screen was completed for the patient, with a typical score of
2-4. The difference between documented and document plus implied work likely accounts for the
difference in rankings. Of note, the manual score ranking would have been 3 or 4, versus a CM1
ranking of 3, if implied work was not included in the manual score. This is one drawback to having
independent auditors of cases used in validation of the scoring methodology; the CM who worked
on the case would have likely accounted for the undocumented work when ranking the cases.

The reason for the difference in rankings for the point labeled as 3 in the scatterplot is more
straightforward and relates to the boundaries used when scoring the case. As explained, patients
are scored from the perspective of the CM on either White 8 or White 9. The auditors, however,
scored the cases based on the amount of CM work required by all CMs who worked on the case.
For this particular patient a HR screen was completed and it was determined that, though the
patient met HR criteria, this patient did not require CM intervention; this work took place on a
different floor and by a CM not on White 8. The patient subsequently transferred to White 8 where
discharge planning work was required. In manual scoring the work completed on the other floor
is not counted and this results in a higher CM1 ordinal ranking as compared to the manual score.
It is necessary to use our work boundary, the work completed by the White 8 CM for the patient,
rather than an expanded boundary counting all work completed by all CMs for the patient, if daily
workload for a specific CM/floor is to be modeled and, ultimately, predicted in Chapter 6.

Looking at the right panel of the figure, many of the cases were scored manually at close intervals.
However, two cases scoring 12, or a case scoring 21 versus 22, are actually significantly different
from a component perspective. While the aggregate manual scores are comparable, the composite
work events and note text leading to these scores is highly variable. The cases were selected to help
ensure the scoring methodology was valid across highly varied text and work events.

There is a more subtle effect in the ordinal ranking provided by CM1 that only became clear in
discussions with the auditors after the validation process. Specifically, if cases score relatively
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closely iIl the aggregate selse theii the auditors assigned the higher rank to the patient with the

shorter LOS. Obviously. for a given level of aggregate work, a shorter LOS gives the CM\ fewer days

to complete the work and the case presents a more intense workload with ilitensity measured as

(aggregate work/LOS). As an example, consider the cases ranked 12 and 13 by manual scoring (22

and 28 respectively). The aggregate work events for these cases are very similar except the case
manually ranked 13 has an extra note detailing two brief pjhone calls to a family lneiber. However,
the case with the manimal ranking of 13 (28 work score) was for a patient with an LOS of seven days.

In contrast, the patient with a manual ranking of 12 had a lower work score of 22, but the LOS

was only 3 (lays. C\J1 ranked the case with the lower score of 22 as representing more work for a

CM\. This effect calls into question the very notion of a "high workload" case. Is this high aggregate

workload, high intensity, high peak workload, or some composite of all of these attributes? This

idea is explored fnrther in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6.

Figure 4-10, identical in format to Figure 4-9, presents CM2's ordinal ranking of cases iii comparison

with the nannal ranking. As with Figure 4-9 there is substantial agreement between the two sets of

rankings. though there are solne points of difference to be addressed.
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Figure 4-10: C1\12 ordinal ranking of 20 cases compared with ordinal ranking corresponding to
manual score

The case ianumally ranked 8 (C\12 rank of 12) represents another instance of a case where a patient
transferred onto White 8 resulting in soime of the work done by another CAI on another floor. The
implications of this for the two sets of rankings was discussed above. Similarly, the case mannally
ranked 10 with a C\I rank of 7 is likely due to the inclusion of undocumented work to derive the
manual rank. In this case the referral database lists an undocumented referral that would have
likely required some type of coununication with the patient; at the very least there would have

been a brief meeting and referral placed. The rank difference for the case manually ranked 12 with a

CM2 rank of 16 represents a second type of work boundary issue. This patient required an inpatient

psychiatric admission, ultimately beillg admitted to Blake 11. As presented in Chapter 2. there

is a CM assigned to provide psychiatric consult services for patients onl hospital floors requiring

acute iI)atieit psychiatric placement. The psych consult CM\ does not completely alleviate the

work burden for other floor CMs imposed by these patients, as the floor CI imist coinunuicate
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(phone calls, meetings/case discussion. emails. etc.) to help facilitate the required transfer. However.

the psych consult CI does assume most of tHie work burden for these patients. CM2 accounted

for the entirety of this work in ranking the casc and, possibly overestimated the amount of work

required of the White 8 CI. Figure 4-11, comparing CM1 and CM2 ordinal rankings for the 10

overlapping cases illustrates this last point.
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Figure 4-1.1: Comparison of CMl and CM2 ordinal ranking for 10 cases

Point 1 in the Figure 4-11 scatterplot shows the comparison between the C1\J1 and C12 ranking.

Of note. CM1, the -float" CM. frequently serves as either the Blake 11 CM or the psych consult CM

and has a better experience base to judge how the work for a patient requiring inpatient psychiatric

adrmission is divided. Comparing the scatterplots in Figures 4-9 and 4-10 with that of Figure 4.11

indicates the C1\ ranking for this case is uiich closer to the manual score ranking than to the

CM2 ranking. With this acknowledged, Figure 4-11 does indicate the desired consistency in how

experienced CMs would rank the validation cases in order of increasing workload.

SimilarIv. the agreement between manual score rankings and CM rankings, as noted, is substantial.

WYe can consider a variety of nonparametric measures to statistically quantify the strength of

a(reenlent, among manual and Ci rankings. Though typically used for more than two raters,

Kendall's W (Kendall's coefficient of concordance) is most appropriate in this case[85]. Comparing

imnual rankings and C11 rankings the coefficient is 0.9820: a comparison of manual rankings with

CM2 yields 0.9789. Both of these values indicate significant agreeieneit among the rankings. or more

correctly, that the ratings apply essentially the same standard for rating, naimely; ranking cases in

order of increasing workload. Generally, values above 0.9 are considered good([118][73]5.

This coefficient can be used for hypothesis testing with:

Other tests suchi as Kendall's rank correlation cofficient or even Spearman's rank correlatioi coefficierit could

conceivably be used for examining the agreement between imnual score-derived rankings and CM rankings. In fact

these tests were also performed with sinilar results indicating very high agreement between sets of rankings. The

result using Keldlall's W is reporteed because of the very specific way in which tHie null and alternative hypoth( esis umay

be conceptualized: a colceptualizatioi with Iarticular relevaince for our validation proCd(hure.
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HO: There is no association between ratings and a known standard.

HI: Ratings are associated with the known standard.

Using this coefficient in the appropriate statistical test with a null hypothesis of no agreement
among the sets of rankings yields p-values of 0.0021 and 0.0022, respectively, and rejection of the
null hypothesis. Granted, there could be some objections in formulating the null and alternative
hypothesis as above because our ranking ultimately derives from manual scoring of work events, an
intermediate step in ordinal ranking. The assumption is that the auditors were using an implicit
internal scoring system to arrive at their rankings and that this tacit system is comparable to our
scoring system.

As stated, the validation procedure could be made more rigorous by employing a greater number of
auditors and a greater number of cases. As an example, the auditors reported that they felt their
rankings for two cases (one for each auditor) were not based on their direct experience; i.e., the case
notes contained an idiosyncratic situation that they had not encountered before. A wider pool of
auditors could help eliminate this situation. The cases should, at a minimum, be re-ranked based
on the work boundary used in manual scoring (White 8 CM work) rather than by considering all
work for a case by all CMs involved with the case; e.g., work for patients transferring from one
floor to another. Changing one ranking based on this update would alter the rankings of other
cases, although typically by only +/- 1. At the time of validation, concerns of this type were not an
issue because we were more interested in classification of cases by workload rather than assigning a
numerical score.

Even better would be to have auditors assign a score to the case after the proposed refinement
of the scoring system presented in Table 4.1. The obstacle to more rigorous validation is that
reviewing case notes and scoring/ranking cases manually is very time-consuming. Still, even with
acknowledged deficits in the scoring system and validation methodology, the manual scoring seems
to produce a validated response variable. In the next section this response variable is used to train
and validate and automated scoring model/method.

4.5 Developing an automated retrospective scoring methodology

With a validated manual scoring methodology and scores for 13516 cases we were in a position to
train a model to score cases in a more automated way. As stated, 270 of the 1621 possible cases for
the time periods examined had zero notes during their stay on White 8 (or White 9) and are not
candidates for automated scoring7 . If a valid automated scoring methodology can be developed then
it would be possible to more easily extend the process of creating a work score response variable
based on retrospective analysis of case notes to other floors. In turn, the ability to measure work
across floors, patients, and days, as well as various combinations of these possible perspectives, can
potentially provide the information necessary to make better informed staffing decisions from a
baseline static perspective and a near real-time dynamic perspective 8

6 Only 1351 of 1621 cases examined had any documented CM work.
7 These 270 cases, denoted "zero" workload cases would score as a zero with an automated method.
80f course, the ability to dynamically alter staffing patterns on short timescales requires a model to predict daily

workload, the subject of Chapter 6.
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This sectioi is divided into five slmbsections and lays out the ratioiale and support for the automated
scoring methodology in section 4.5.4. With a response variable, the first subsection considers a
linear model, using the number of notes for a case as the regressor. to predict work score. As

will be shown, this simple model pierforils well tinder certain conditions, though ultimmatelv suffers
from shortcomings that make it untenable. However. this subsection is of great importance for

developing the rationale for a refined ilodel ising text-analytical techniques that depend on a text
feature vector for modeling. The second subsection describes one of the foundations for the final
automnated scoriig model. Section 4.5.3 outlines the entire sequence of steps used to process case
note text in order to form a text feature vcctor. Some of these steps have utility in other doiains,
while others are specific to the problem at hand. Section 4.5.4 describes the autonated scoring

methodology using a regression tree to operate omi the feature vector and summarizes automiated

scoring performance.

4.5.1 Evaluating a simple linear model to automatically score patients

It is reasonable to assume that a strong linear relatiomiship exists between the number of notes for a

case aid the score for a case. Indeed, such a linear relationship is virtually guarainteed and borders

on tauitological in nature: since a case is scored based oil work events docunmentetd in case notes
more notes should imply more work events which. iII turn. is correlated with a higher work score
for a case. Figure 4-12 shows the distribition of work scores for a given number of case notes and

clearly indicates a strong linear relationship.
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Figure 4-12: Distriblution of case work scores for different illlinbers of case note

In fact. Figure 4-12 implies that a simple linear model may give a very accurate score for certain

patients. Yet. the side panels in the figure should give one pause when considering the possible

'OnlY 1347 of 1351 cases. those with less than 14 notes, are shown in the left panel of the figure.
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performance of a linear model over the range of notes that may be present for a case. Wide-ranging
high performance requires that the score value of a note exhibits a relatively narrow range. In fact,
even looking at the score distribution for the first note of cases versus subsequent notes suggests

that this condition does not hold. Similarly, the generally increasing standard deviation for a case

score as the number of notes increases, shown in the table, suggests that this condition is not likely

to be met.

Figure 4-13 shows the fit, over the entire data set, for a linear model of case work score with number

of notes as the sole regressor. A cursory examination of this figure likewise reveals a strong linear

relationship between the number of notes and the work score of a case. Over the entire data set the
R 2 for the model exceeds 0.92 with a RMSE of 4.53. Thus, both relative and absolute measures
indicate a high model performance. The 95% confidence and prediction intervals are very narrow.

What is more, performance metrics remain remarkably identical for cross-validated models or models

tested and validated using the holdout method for out-of-sample tests.
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Figure 4-13: Fitting a simple linear model, n = 1347, R2  0.924, RMSE = 4.53

However, a thorough analysis of the model reveals that the high observed performance is due to the
large number of cases with only a single case note. Just as including the 270 cases with zero notes
and a work score of zero would inflate the apparent performance of a linear model with number of
notes as the regressor, so too does the presence of so many single note cases. That is, the model
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predicts case score very well for a low number of notes. Performing regression diagnostics illustrates

the shortcomings of the model more vividly. Figure 4-14 provides some diagnostic plots, specifically

looking for non-normal errors and heteroscedasticity.

The first panel of the figure shows the normal quantile plot for the residuals and exhibits marked

kurtosis. The second panel, a plot of the residuals versus the predicted work score for a case shows

the fan pattern indicative of heteroscedasticity. The third panel illustrates this heteroscedasticty

even more clearly. Here the predicted scores were split at the median and the corresponding residuals

were examined. The plot clearly shows heteroscedasticity and, likewise, any statistical test for

unequal variances (e.g. O'Brien, Brown-Forsythe, Levene, Bartlett, etc.) indicates an unequal

variance of error across the prediction range. Table 4-2 illustrates this behavior in another way

by restricting the model to a subset of cases with an increasing note minimum. The performance

metrics of a linear model plummet as the minimum number of case notes considered is increased.

What is more, this table is for the entire sample of cases at higher minimum note levels; splitting

the data set to perform out-of-sample testing results in even poorer performance.
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Figure 4-14: Regression diagnostics for the simple linear model

Table 4.2: Decreasing performance of a simple linear model as total note count increases for a case

Note ange Performance Metrics

Min Max R 2 RMSE n
1 27 0.92 4.53 1351

1 12 0.89 4.51 1347

2 12 0.82 6.17 672

3 12 0.76 7.42 406

4 12 0.70 8.52 244

5 12 0.64 9.75 147

6 12 0.55 11.27 86

4.5.2 Developing the foundation for an
fined differentiation of note types

automated scoring procedure with re-

Clearly, a simple linear model is lacking and can be discarded, but considering why a linear model

fails suggests techniques that, if feasible, allow the necessary model refinement. Also, the problem
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of heteroscedasticity is not likely to be confined solely to a linear model and must be examined
regardless of the predictors and form of the final model.

The fundamental reason why the linear model fails is that a single note may take on a wide range
of work scores depending on the number and type of events documented in the note. A simple
linear model also suffers because of the limited number of discrete values the number of case notes
can assume. This realization, as obvious as it seems, prompted a change in methodology from
scoring the complete text from the aggregated notes for a case to scoring each note individually and
summing the individual note values to produce an overall case score. An augmented bag-of-words
(BOW) model is used to help construct the text feature vectors used in automated scoring.

The limitations of a BOW model were briefly discussed in Chapter 3, but the primary limitation is
not the loss of relationships among words; rather it is the loss of context that results. Consider,
in some applications analysis using a BOW model performs very well. Two common examples in
text-analytics primers are twitter sentiment analysis and analysis of call center transcripts using
a BOW approach (see Chapter 3). The typical approach in sentiment analysis is mining tweets
about a topic to look for "positive" and "negative" words. The context is clearly established, either
by searching tweet text for the existence of keywords or, even better, by a hashtag. Similarly,
transcripts from a call center engaged in customer service support for a range of products contains
an embedded context - the product that is the subject of the call - that allows matching the number
and extent of calls to specific products or incidence of specific problems with specific products.

However, the context for case notes using a BOW approach to score cases is not granular enough
when the entirety of text for a case is scored simultaneously. At the note level it is possible to
provide a greater level of context to facilitate automated scoring. What is more, the appropriate
context can help alleviate some of the problems associated with stylometry effects between different
note authors. Scoring at the note level also makes it possible, as in Chapter 5, to divide the
aggregate work for a case across the days when the work was actually performed. Granted, there are
possible methodological objections to consider because, technically, validation of the manual scoring
methodology occurred at the patient/case-level, not the note level. However, the performance gains
that can be demonstrated by scoring at the note level, and summing notes to get a case score, or
even a daily score (sum of work for all cases in a given day) far outweigh any objections.

At the note-level the primary context can be provided by the type of note; 28 note types were
identified in the corpus consisting of the 3147 notes examined. These note types are listed in Table
4.3. Table 4.3 provides various features for each identified note type, each of which is described
below. The significance of these columns in relation to automatically assigning a note type header
follows the summary descriptions.

The first column provides a description for the note type, while the second provides the header
designation used in the text feature vector described next. The third column provides the higher-level
group, if it exists, for the note. Some note types have textual markers in common so multiple
markers must be examined to distinguish between, for example, a v2 versus a v2ra note, both of
which are members of the v2group. As indicated in column four, some notes have a native header (or
implied native header). For example, ift-type notes begin with the phrase "INPATIENT FACILITY
TRANSFER". An example of an implied header would be the high risk initial assessment type 2.
The note does not contain any text explicitly stating that the note is a high risk initial assessment
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Table 4.3: dentificathi and chlaracteristics of different, note types

Neative TeospiaeTpca c
Note Type /DeScription Header Group Exarnple Textual Mrker(S) Possible Work Even Typical Score

Header Text ftnge
chart review. meeting sith

Hh risk init ial assessment type 2 v2 v2group Y "Patient N ane:" Y r1
patient

igh risk initial assessment type 2 from v2ra v2group Y "Patient Name:", "Intormation y chart review, meeting with 4.6
recent admission taken from a recent admission.." patient
igh risk initial assessment, alternate iscther y "CASE MANAGEMENT INITIAL chart review, meeting with 4-7

form ASSSSMEN T NOTE' patient

High risk assessment with no need for a"; aroup ",however, after further 3-4
CM Intervention aswsrnent.

;however, after further

Hih risk assessment wit h no need for awessne nt.. il ftext chart review, requesting
ongoing CM intervention, initial work atapkis afagroup Y foowIng 'pat ent does not require order ot social work 3
required case management intervention at

_____ ________ tee"

igh risk assessment, patient does not "patient does not meet criteria for

meet criteria Por high risk do c dnmgroup Y lurthercase management Y chart review 2-3
interve ntion..."

"patient does not meet criteria for
fih risk assessm ent, patient does not urlher case managemen t chart review, email to
meet criteria or high risk,Initial work dromcpius dnmgroup y intervention...",odditionotext Y PatientfinancialSvIviW34

required jofowrg "intervention at thk

time."
ih risk assessment compieted with

ndi futre wbC"initici assessment wit be
initialassesnment peningfuture wbc Y y chart review 23
completion
Screening for post-MGH inpatient faclity liscreen Itscreengroup Y "IPAt11NIT FACILITY SCREENING" Y meeting with patient, placing 6
placement referras
Screening for post-MG inpatient faclity "W PATIENT FACLITY SCREENING" meeting with patient, placing
placeme nt, additional work event iscreen2 lfscreengroup Y "spoke with" referrals, speaking to ladity Vil

reouired

Screening for post -MG4 inpt lent facility 111"PATlIEN T FA CLITY SCREENING", meeting with patient, placing
placement, muilie aditional work iscreent ilscreengroap Y Y S-t2

eets uired I wr"spoke with". "requested I fax" referrals, speaking to faclityevents required
meeting with patient, placing

Transfer to post -liH inpatient faclity ift tgroup Y 'INPAT1LNTFACLITY TRANSFER" y referras, speaklng to acity, 6-8
faxing to Waity

brief meeting with patient,
Transfer to post MGI inpatient facility. fipkd hgroup Y "1IPATInT FACLITY TRANSFER", Y arrangingambulance
additional wort event required "informed the patlent's daughter" t ransportation, basic

coordination with care team

brief meeting with patient,
Transfer to post-MGM inpatient faclity, "IPAT1IENT FACLITY TRAN$FER" arranging ambuhance
muItiple additional work events itpkas2 itgroup Y "informed the patient's daughter", Y tramportation, basic S 12
required spoke with admissiom at' coordination with care team,

phone al to patient's famity

Coordination with psychiat ric CM for "psych CM", "Psych consult case emaling psychiat ric CM,

Inpatient Psychiatric ptetemt psychcm Y management note", 'Initial Y discussing case with 3-5
Psychiatrk Consultation..." psychist rc CM

Referral for vising nurse associat ion or meeting with patient, placing

other home services vnaref Y "VNA REFERRAL PLACED" y referrak contating VNA k-i

alisons
Weekly update for a patient not ready

tarwup Y "WECLY U)POATE" V chart review 3-Sfor disd!"re_
Pat kpnt accepted to afacity acceptnote N "has been accepted" N meeting with patient 4-7

Patient denied by a Wacity denynote N N meeting with patient.
"decine d referras, contacting tailitles

_______p______________ "declined

Patient is ready to discharge home "Is discharging home today",is phone cals/ coordination

tod dhomenote treportgroup N N w Apost-MGMcareagencies, 5-9
odyready for disdrerge home" wt othG aeaece,~_ordering DME

MetinS wfh patient ador other metnote N "met". "meeting" N meeting with patient 5-10
mvmbprs of care team
Patient's scheduled discharge has been ot N "not reay discharge". N canceling transportation, 31
_an-ce"ed- "dschargeisonhoki" - calingfaclity
Patient has been referred to a post
MAGH inpatient facity or home service refemote N "Patient has been referred to" N placing referrals 4-7
provider

CM spoke with patient, patient's family, meeting with patient,

or membetrs of hatraeGtaie team spokente N "spoke" N extensive phone call with a 4-9

patlent's famyn member
Team reports that patient needs a "Team reports the patient needs meeting with patient,
certain level of post -MGM care or "Team treport te patient s mertidg ait oatiest
previously disussed discharge plan can trepot treportgroup N reheb","Pertea, patient i N provldingaistofiadltiesto h-
be eiecuted rready for rehab." patient, placing referras

Patient chart reviewed fotiowing "Patient transferred, chart review, phone caN.
transer from another flocr or case reviewnote N disussed wit -chart reviewed N meeting with cere team 4 -
discussed with care tram membe r member
Free-text note exceeding 30 wordswith Itat ltxtgroup N vorabie N surlohe 6-12

Free-text note less than 30 words or
with nodictionary words present tote ttxtgroup N earini N rorlokia'
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type 2 but each of these v2-type notes has a textual marker, "Patient Name: "10.

Some notes have neither an explicit or implied native header. For these notes, note type designations
were created. The type for these notes is determined by parsing the first sentence of the note and
searching for the identifying textual markers. For notes with textual markers in the first sentence
indicating multiple possible note types a priority system 1 is used to designate a single note type
header. Examples of textual markers are shown in the table.

Some note types, as indicated in column 5 of the table have characteristic "filler" or templated text.
This is text that has words that typically indicate a CM work event but, in the case of filler text,
do not. As an example, ift-type notes have the phrase:

At time of discharge: MGH PHYSICIANS 1) Discharge paperwork and the physician's
discharge Summary - must be complete in CAS/POE (this is required paperwork - patient
CANNOT be transferred to a facility without this paperwork completed and patient must
have a copy sent to rehab at time of transport). 2) Comfort Care Forms - required for
all DNR/DNI patients traveling via chair car or ambulance. 3) Narcotics Prescriptions
- required on all patients being transferred to SNF who will treated with narcotics.
(Patient MUST travel to the SNF facility with a hard copy of narcotics prescriptions)
MGH STAFF NURSES 1) A copy of the discharge referrals and physician's discharge
summary must ALWAYS be sent with the patient to the facility. 2) If rescheduling
the transfer time, please notify the MGH Case Manager of the change and contact
the ambulance company x36886 (if traveling via ambulance or chair car) 3) Comfort
Care Forms and Narcotics Prescriptions (see above) - attach to discharge paperwork if
applicable. Case management continues to be available for consultation and reassessment,
if indicated.

In a BOW model many of the words in this filler text would be indicative of a work event and lead
to erroneous scoring of the note. Hence, this text is removed before employing the augmented BOW
approach described. Finally, the table lists common work events and score ranges for the different
note types.

As an illustration of the benefit of conducting scoring at the note-level and identifying note types,
consider Figure 4-15. This figure provides the score distributions for the different note types. The
"ALL" distribution is for all notes regardless of type; i.e. without distinguishing note type. Across
all non-typed notes the standard deviation is 2.78. By assigning a note type the effective weighted
standard deviation across all notes is reduced to 1.99. For the note types highlighted in yellow,
comprising 18% of the total notes, the group standard deviation exceeds that for all notes when not
distinguished by type. This suggests that further improvements could be made by using additional
note subtypes for these high-variance notes.

Though context is the primary benefit of distinguishing note types, typing notes also helps in dealing
with stylometry effects between case managers and is indicative of fundamental differences in work

10 The HRIA2, like other note types, may have multiple characteristic textual markers. In these cases the most
accessible textual marker(s) were chosen, such as those with relatively invariant positions within the text.

"This priority system could also be refined. Currently a note with multiple possible types is assigned to the highest
scoring type based on the mean of notes that can be identified unambiguously. The greatest refinement would likely
come from a wider array of note types to lessen the chance of ambiguity in identification.
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note type decreasesfrom 2.78 to 1.99, a 29% reduction

Figure 4-15: Distribution of note scores bv note type

patterns. Figure 4-16 and 4-17 illustrate these points. This figure shows the note type distribution

between the two floors. Put simply, words potentially iictjve of work events and event (inration

are. in fact, more or less indicative depending on the note type. As the figure shows, the prevalence

of differenit notes differs between floors. This accounts. in part. for the different (listlribulltiol of note

scores, also shown in the figure. Distinguishing note types enhances the potential extensibility of

aiutomated scoring to other floors and patient populations. On the second point. we (an consider

(om1O110 note types betweenl the two floors and their frequency relative to the different sample sizes.

For example, dnmnc-type notes and wbc-type notes (refer to Table 4.3) are much more common

on White 9. As shown in Chapter 5 this increased prevalence is directly related to the differelitial

timing and method of adinission window work between the two floors.

4.5.3 Outline of text processing procedures and text feature vector construction

and composition

III addition to the note type, the complete text feature vector derived from case notes and llsed as

the predictor for alutomiated scoring has 28 other fields. These fields are briefly described inl Table

4.4. Relative to the number of somie note types available. the dimension of the feature vector is high.

In fact, the automated scoring employing a pruned-regression tree only used three of these fields in

a primary manner (Section 4.5.4). Many of the other fields were retained as surrogate nodes but.

given that, the feature vector for each note was not missing ally entries, these surrogate nodes did

not come into play. However. all fields are described because in a data set synthesized from actual

data, that was six times as large (approximately 1.9000 notes for 8000 patients) many more fields

were used for splitting the tree. Likewise, when examining the use of boosted and random forest
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White 8
n=2414

Minimum 1
p thyercentile 4

Median 5
. 75thpercentile 7
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Maximum 27 24
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Figure 4-17: Distribution of note scores on White 8 and White 9

regression trees more fields were utilized. However, in the interest of traiisparency mid scrutability a

single regression tree was iltInately 1ls(1ed. The details of synthesizing patient text data are beyond
the scope of this thesis but synthesis required a large amount of lata-munging to maintain internal

consistency for synthesized case notes. The relevant takeaway is that several fields unused when

training and testing with the actual (ata set assllumed prominence with a larger simulated data set.

This is also likely to be the case with a larger actual data set. At any rate. the entire feature vector

was made available to the model and. given the nonparanmetric nature of a regression tree and de

facto inherent feature selection, this did not present issues with modeling.

The three primary fields used were header (note type), wordcount, and previous note. The note-type

header was described above. The wordcoult was calculated by summing all occurrences of words

belonging to the categories listed in the table. Appendix C provides a listing of the words; constituting
each category.

The previous note type was used by the regression tree to distinguish higher scoring notes. For a

patient with a given discharge disposition note types tend to follow a common sequence. When this

sequence is broken it may be an indicator of a difficult case and the current, note documenting a

higher than iisusal anmouit of work given the current note type. Some common sequences are shown

in Table 4.5.

As the discuission in this section indicates, some of the techniques to prepare and process the

note text were intricate and the devil was very much in the details. Figure 4-18 outlines, at ai

intermediate perspective, the main phases and steps used to prepare the text and construct a text



Table 4.4: Field descriptions for coiplete text feature vector

1 header type of note, primary field

count of met occurrences in non-me tnote or count of
2 met occurrences after first sentence of met note; highly

indicative of work

count of spoke occurrences in non-spokenote or count of
occurrences after first sentence of spokenote; highly
indicative of workas primary indicator in contrast to
cdwords which relate to duration of work

4 refer count of words indicating referral placed for patient

count of secondarywords that may be highly indicative of
5 sword work but with the caveat that they often document

_referred actions
count of other words that textual analysis of alarge,

6 oword simulated data set and hierarchical dustering suggested
no membership to other categories

count of words indication communication or duration of

7 cdword that communication; used to help distinguish where in
the scoring range a work event falls (e.g., a limited or
extensive meeting or phone call)

count of words indicating a patient's preferences; e.g. a
8 pword home plan or inpatient placement, or whichinpatient

facility isdesired

9 conword count of words indicating patient's acceptance of a
9 proposed course of action
count of trigger words, or words which typically trigger a

20 tword sequence of actions by a case manager; example s indude
deny or except; ir denynotes and acce pt notes, for

_ example, this count is for after the first sentence
count of words typically associated with a patient11 hwond
dischargi nahome with services
count of words that may indicate a work event and are

12 rword repeated often; this category of words like ty varies
betwee n case managees
count of words indicating a non-cooperative patient or

13 senwordi family; presence tends to accompany longer duration
work events
count of words indicating a patient or family that needs a

14 senword2 lot of "handholding"/attention by the case manager; also
accompany longercduration work events
count of words similar to senwordi count but even more
indicative of non-cooperation and long duration work
events; like rwords this category likely varies between
case Manlw*'s

count of words associated with a patients transportation
16 trword needs and meeting those needs; these words are also

often repeated and frequent

the second primary field that relates to the relevant
length of a note as it is a sum of fields 2-15

the phase of a patient's stay during which the note was
written; 1 -adrmission, 2 - pre-discharge planning, 3 -

18 Phase discharge planning, 4 - combined admission and discharge

________planning

numbe r of days since admission when the note was
19 dsa tten

20 dtd number of days until discharge when the note was written

21 remaining number of notes remainingfora patient

22 previous number of notes already encountered for a patient

day of week when the note was written; notes on Friday
23 day and Monday, as well as some notes on the weekend tend

to score higher for some notes

24 pphase phase in which previous note was written for a patient

25 nphase phase of next note for a patient

26 pnote previous note type for a patient

27 nnote next note type for a patient

28 dd discharge disposition for a patient

author of note, can be of utility in controllingfor
29 author stylometry effects across case managers
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Table 4.5: Common note type sequences

88

Patient Description Typical Note Sequence Typical Score

Patient admitted from an

inpatient facility on a bed hold v2 or v2ra, ift 10

and in agreement to return

Patient admitted from home,

requiring a post-MGH inpatient

facility, no prior subacute v2, ifscreen2, ift 20

facility admissions, sole
decision maker

Patient admitted from home,

requiring a post-MGH inpatient

facility, no prior subacute v2, ifscreen3, iftplus 23

facility admissions, multiple

decision makers

Patient admiited from home with
v2, homenote 8

VNA services already active

Patient admiited from home,

requiring post-MGH home v2, vnaref, pnote 15

services with no services in place

Patient admiited from home,

requiring post-MGH home

services from multiple providers

with no services in place

Patient determined to require v or afaplus, psychcm,

inpatient psychiatric admission psychcm11

upon initial admit I A I
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feature vector for each note.

Phase II, III, and IV have already been discussed at the appropriate level of detail, except steps
111.2 and III.4. Considering 111.2, in reading the notes there are several common abbreviations
that were replaced to make requisite text recognition easier. For example, ftm is used to refer
to family-team meeting, tc for telephone call, vm for voicemail, etc. The list of abbreviations
encountered is certainly not exhaustive so this step would not be comprehensive for novel text. Step
III.4 is important to prevent assigning a higher score than warranted at the note-level. Referred
actions were discussed previously - when a word typically indicative of a CM work event actually
refers to work completed by another individual. With a BOW model these referred actions can
be difficult to distinguish. In the case of referred actions that are part of filler text in notes with
native headers, explicit or implied, these referred action words are eliminated when the filler text is
stripped. For non-native header notes removal is more hit-or-miss. There are some textual markers
that allow referred action words to be discarded. The most common of these is a sentence beginning
with the word "Please" indicating that the case manager is requesting action from another member
of the care team.

There is still work that needs to be done to fully automate retrospective scoring of case notes,
primarily involving coding to more effectively process text and remove desired text with the use of
regular expressions. Qualitatively, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being fully automated, the overall
automation level is 3. A qualitative assessment for all phases and steps is provided in Table 4.6.

Some of the steps in Phase I are particularly difficult to automate. In Phase I, with respect to
patient movement between floors there are four types of patients. Considering the specific case of
White 8, these four patient types are:

1. Patients with White 8 as the first inpatient unit and discharge unit

2. Patients with White 8 as the first inpatient unit and a different discharge unit

3. Patients with White 8 as the discharge unit and a different first inpatient unit

4. Patients that transit White 8, having a different first inpatient unit and discharge
unit

The available data allows determination of when a patient enters and leaves a floor, assisting in
the allocation of work score to the correct floor. However, the CM for the losing floor may batch
documentation tasks and submit a case note after the patient has already transferred to the gaining
floor. This can be a difficult condition to identify. This delayed documentation can also occur after
a patient discharges. Furthermore, a CM may either record events for multiple days in a single note
or may record events that occurred yesterday on the current day. In some cases there are embedded
time stamps as part of the text written by the CM, rather than system time stamps, that allow
work to be allocated to the correct day. In other cases there are textual markers such as "ftm held
yesterday" that aid in this process. Finally, in some cases a note is completed on one day and then
edited at a later date. These notes could have as many as three time stamps making it problematic
to automate the inference necessary to allocate work to the correct day and not double count work.

1
2 Some of the steps shown are legacy steps from earlier versions of our text-analytical engine. For example, there is

little need to remove numbers or special characters in the current version, except for the fact that it makes manual
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Table 4.6: Assessment of automation-level for case scoring

Phase I Afate Overfl autawatian 2 2

Step(s) Ataubon Challenges

I S
Delayed dOcumentation documentation on one floor results in

2 4 1ime stampleading to erroneous assignment of work to another

floor for patients with inter flcor transfes
Delayed documentafron documentation on one floor resrlts in

3 3 time stampleadng to erroneous assignment of work to another

floor for patients with inter floor transfers

4 5

2 -verts from multiple days doumentedrn a stngfe noe

Mtiple tirne stamps with "corect" time stamp embedded -A

6 2 note text or note vith today's time stamp documenting previous

_ dter ev eni
phase 0 Detennrehoed apend noenpe heade to each now Ie rer automain =f3

Ste(s) Automati on

Template has minor rnodiiications between authors that present

2 4 major difficulties when using regular expre ssions to identify text

BOW rnodel ill-suited to distinguish between direct CM action

1 2 and referred actions, difficulty deternng e xact number of

additional work events used to distinguish subftypen

4 5
S t Parsing sentences is not I04 accurafte

6
Criteria used for distinguishing mary result in errors for unsee n

7 4 text if wook event rwoids notn currrentdctronaryafe
enicourte fed

Phase 1I T9.e- -an andjoirming note-INsm ftrix I Oveen Mulomatonh - 4

Step(sl Autondoin Challerges

I 5

3 5

inter CMa&rdintraCMsyntaxfor referredactionsargretl

4 2 requ eshighef-level natural language pocessingand parts of

spee tifabeh'g to idyautomate

Phase I Cotsfw cd text feature rewtfvr eadi note I Over mutomation =3

Automation asaie

Te mplte has minor nodifcat ions be tween authors thlut pre sent

2 na or difticulties when using regular e xpressions to identify text

StorIr s to strip

BOW model i0-suited to distinguish between direct CMacbhon

3 5 airi referred actoiGS, difficulty determrnige xact number of

add itional work events used to distinguush subtypes

4 5
5 2 Field 1t, Phase, oresents difficulty when distirguish.ng be tiwen

6 5 __n

4.5.4 Automated scoring via regression tree and model performance

As alluded to. alitomiated scoring revolved around the use of a regression tree, with a standard

CART liiplemnentation, ol)eratiingl on the text feature vector to score individual case notes[44]. The

scores of the individiial notes for each case were then suinned to get a case store. From the daily

perspective, the scores for all notes on a given (lay were siumned to get a daily score.

The nunber of splits was controlled by tuning the complexity paraieter and the inimiiiiiiiil bucket

size in a grid search. The complexity parameter provides the threshold by which a split must

decrease the relative error (or, equivalently, increase R2) for the split to be attempted[124]. The

minimuni bucket size is the nininun size of a terminal node that can result fron a possible split.

Of these two parameters, the complexity parameter tends to have vastly greater importance for

splitting nodeis.

For a given value of the complexity parameter and nminun bucket size employing a grid search,

trees were grown with an increasing iilnumber of splits (terminal nodes = number of splits + 1)

amnd the 5-fold cross-validated error. The value of the complexity parameter and niiiiuiimi bucket

size resulting in the lowest cross-validated error was used to select a fully-grown tree with the

corresponding number of splits. The tree was then pruned to the miniirn muber of Splits within

I-standard error of the nininnun cross-validated error". Figure 4-19 shows a representative tree

grown and pruned using the full data set. The timed, primed tree usetd a complexity parameter of

0.8. mininmurn bicket size of 7 and restilted in 10 splits (9 terminal nodes). As discussed below the

performance o1 the full data set is representative of performance with various and separate training

scanning f oded notes tiser. Similarly. with dictionary encodim) of the note text into word categories. repliacillg

known abbreviations is al unnecessary step.

"Given the care taken ill pre-processing the text this inay be an overly conservative pruning procedure.
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Figure 4-19: Representative form of regression tree for automated scoring
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and validation sets.

Iii growing the tree 13 fields of the text feature vector were lised. while in the priiieled tree only 3

fields were used header. wordcouit, and previous note. The relative importance of the 13 variables

used to grow the tree is shown below in Figure 4-201. As a ineans of relating variable importance

to the effect of priimary splits. the first split on header reduced the relative error oii the order of

32%, the next split on header reduced relative error by 16%c, while the third split, on wordcount,

redluced the relative error by 7%. The reinaiining five splits reduced the relative error a coibined
9%. Of course, the exact nature of iliprovement with silbeu(teilt splits dep!ends on the specific

training set lised. Still., the importance of wordcou1nit It. aid. especially. the note type header on
scoring performance is clear.

34

27

0

10

Ii a 2 2

Elp

9

2
1 1 1

Figure 4-20: Relative feature importance for regression tree

As oiie can see by looking at a typical tree in Figure 4-21, the effect of pruning was to eliminate
those terminal nodes used to classifuy reatively high scoring notes. Figure 4.5.9 shows a plot of the

predicted note score versus actual (inamial) note score. At the note level the performance of scoring
is has an R2 = 0.63 and RMSE = 1.69. An individual note is limited to 9 valnes at, which it, can
he scored, the iean response of each teriniial node. However, the important scale of performance

"This if fir illstration pui)oses only and the y-axis units have absolute meaning. only relative meaning. See
Therneau and Atkinsons vignette for fnrtIiher exposition how relative inpoitance is calculated in this figue[12.1].
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is at the patient and day level. By scoring at the note level and sunmming notes to get scores at

higher levels, we can get good model performance Figure 4-22, conpariig tme limear iodel amd

the regression tree iiodel at the patient level, plotting actual case score by predicted case score,

clearly demonstrates this aspect. In this figture the red line is a 45' line of agreement, not a fit line.
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Figure 4-21: Performance of autoniated regression tree scoring at the note level, full data set used.

R2 = 0.63 and RMSE = 1.69

The performance metrics for the regression tree-based model are more properly viewed as imputed

metrics since actual modeling occurred at the note level. However. the interpretation in terns of

performance is the same. From a practical standpoint the performance metrics indicate that the

core of the automated scoring method is valid.

Of course, evident in Figure 4-22 is heteroscedasticity. This is almost certainly a result of the

pruning algorithmn or. more correctly the pruning algorithln given the relatively small sanple of

higher scoring notes (relative to feature vector)[115]. Pruning tends to eliminate terminal nodes

associated with high value (and high variance) notes in our effort to reduce relative and absolute

error on novel data. The highest scoring patients tend to have at least one of these high scoring

notes in their record. The heteroscedasticity of the tree is compared with the linear model in Figure

4-23. The extent of heteroscedasticity has clearly been reduced, but the effect is still present.

"'The better performance. compared to the linear model, at the case level stems from the fact that cases with a

single note are more accurately scored when identifying the specific note type. This also applies to cases with an

intermnediate unber of notes. Furthermore, for cases with multiple notes. the different note types tend to occur

only once: the errors for the different note types tend to move in different directions rather than being reinforcing.

However, heteroscedasticity is still a concern.
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Regression Tree
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Figure 4-22: Comparison of linear regression and regression tree performance at the patient (case)

level

Figure 4-24 shows the performance of obtaining a daily work score by summing the scores for each
note associated with that day. Again, the performance muetrics are technically imputed values since
modeling occurred at the note level but the distinction is of no practical significance. The daily
scores and associated variability are considered more fully iii succeeding chapters. It bears noting
that, from a perception of workload perspective, at some point adding individual note sores to get a
daily score would not be valid; linearity would be violated' . That is, consider two days each with a
work score of 150, with one of the days having 8 active cases and the other having 16 active cases.
The day with 16 active cases would undoubtedly be perceived as a higher workload, particularly as
CIJs switch between all active cases on a given (lay rather than working each case in succession to
daily cosnpletion. Currently there is no validated way to account for these type of effects.

All of the preceding discussion of automated scoring performance with a regression tree operating oil
a constructed text feature vector utilized the full data set. Table 4-2 shows the model performance
Using separate training and validation sets. For trials with training and validation sets the tree
was grown and pruned using the procedure outlined at the beginning of this section using only the
training set. The performance of the priued tree on the test set was then examined. Of course the
tree differed from the exemplar in Figure 4-19., but each prsied tree had nine nodes and split on
the sase features. Also, as shown in the table, the performance at the note, patient, and day level
remains remarkably consistent.

For modeling iterations 3-7 ten trials were performed with the average and resulting interval reported
for performance metrics. For iterations :3 and 5 the notes were randomly split at the patient level,
allowing evaluation of patient level performance; iterations 4 and 6 randonly split notes at the day
level. Again, the performance of the model is very consistent. Of note, in iteration 7. the model

"This would likely result due to perceived workload effCts. independent of objective workload[136][113].
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Figure 4-23: Comparing the heteroscedasticity

(case) level

of linear regression and regression tree at the patient

was trained on White 8 notes and testedl on White 9 notes, suggesting that the automated scoring
ietliodology is generally extensible to floors of the same type. Note that the RMSE at the day

level for iteration 6 is significantly higher than for other iterations with a training and test set. This

is because for the days in the test set dui-ing 1 April 2015 30 June 2015. the day score consisted of

the sum of scores for White 8 and White 9.17

To conclude this chapter, there is ample evidence suggesting the autoinated scoring methodology is

valid. Of course, further work needs to be comipleted for both validation and in fully automating the

retrospective scoring methodology. Chapter 5 continues an examination of the current state of work

on White 8 and White 9, using the work inetric to develop ideas needed to arrive at a preliminary

model for prediction of daily workload.

1 
T he relative RISE (relative to the mean response) was comparable.
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Table 4.7: Perforimiance of automiated scoring for various training and validation data sets

Validation Set Pe rformance
Note-level Patient-level Day-level

Mber Model Type TrainingSet ValidationSet R' RMSE R2 RMSE R' RMSE
Number

1 OLS Regression Fit entire data set 0.89/0 92 4.51/4.52

2 Regression Tree Fit entire data set - Pruned tree 0.63 1 69 0.98 2.85 0.97 5.57

75% of patient 25% of patient 0.57 1.83 0.95 2.35
3 Regression Tree notes from White 8 notes from White 8 (0.54,0.59) (1.77, 1.92) (0.94,0.97) (2.30, 2.37).

75% of daily notes 25% of daily notes 0.58 1.71 0.97 5.00
4 Regression Tree from White 8 from White 8 (0.55, 0.59) (1.68, 1.80) (0.96,0.98) (496, 5.09)

75% of all patient 25% of all patient
note s (White 8 and notes (White 9 and 0.57 1.79 0.95 3.34

S Regression Tree White 9) White 9) (0.55, 0.59) (1.76, 1.82) (0.91, 0.97) (3.28, 3.46)
75% of all daily 25% of all daily
note s (White 8 and notes (White 8 and 0.56 192 0.98 7.04

6 Regression Tree White 9) White 9) (0.53, 0.57) (1.89, 2.04) (096,0.99) (6.87, 7.34)

0.60 1.81 0.97 2.62 0.97 5.20

7 Regression Tree White 8 notes Wh ite 9 notes (0.58, 0.61) (1.76, 1.89) (0.95,0.98) (2.56, 2.65) (0.95, 0.98) (5.14, 5.32)
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Chapter 5

Current State Analysis of Case

Manager Work

Chapter 4 detailed our efforts to develop a meaningful metric for measuring case manager workload
and developing a process to automate retrospective scoring. Meaningful, in this sense, means that
the metric allows a comparison of the amount of work completed for one patient during their length
of stay to the amount of work completed for another patient. Further, by scoring at the note level,
it was possible to sum scores to get an indication of the amount of work completed at the day level.
Using the metric in this way has utility in itself. For example, with further refinement, such a metric
could be the basis for comparing the relative amounts of work done, per patient or aggregated
over some time horizon, for different floors or case manager positions. This could, in turn, help
to establish rational baseline (static) staffing levels giving the widely varying, by floor, inpatient
populations at MGH.

This chapter uses the metric developed and validated in the previous chapter to perform an analysis
of the current state of case manager work on White 8 and White 9. Specifically, the distribution
of work throughout a patient's length of stay is examined. Understanding this distribution is a
prerequisite for a predictive model with even a modicum of utility.

While Chapter 4 is the foundation for our work, Chapter 5 bridges the gap to predicitve modeling.
This chapter provides a framework for understanding the various ways a patient may progress, from
the case management perspective, from admission to eventual discharge. The underpinnings of this
framework are two-fold. On the one hand, various phases through which the patient progresses
on the case management / discharge planning plane are more rigorously defined. Then, within
this phased sub-framework, common reference modes of work distribution at the patient level are
identified and summarized.

The complete framework is then used to examine some important differences in the amounts and, to
a lesser extent, distribution of scored work for White 8 and White 9, floors with ostensibly similar
patient populations, during the time periods examined. This comparative analysis is important
for gaging how easily model(s) developed for one floor can be extended as is or modified for other
floors. More fundamentally, explaining any discrepancies between similar floors within the analysis
framework is important verification of the framework's utility.
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The ultimate aim of this chapter is to provide the rationale for the preliminary predictive model of
Chapter 6, as well as the rationale for model improvement recommendations and, more importantly,
operational recommendations that may be supported by our work.

5.1 Introductory discussion of case manager work during a pa-
tient's LOS

Perhaps the most natural way to view the distribution of work across a patient's LOS, aggregated
across all patients, is with respect to patient admission to a floor and subsequent discharge from
that floor. Figure 5-1 shows this distribution, both at the aggregate level and average level'. As in
Chapter 4 , the time period considered for White 8 is 1 October 2014 - 30 June 2015 (1229 patients),
while that for White 9 is 1 April 2015 - 30 June 2015 (392 patients). The aggregate amounts of
work for each day relative to admit or discharge provide the sum for the patients with work scored
on that day; the average is calculated similarly across the patients with work scored on that day
(that is, the average is conditioned on work scored for a patient and not across, for example, all
1229 patients on White 8).

The rationale for a work metric rather than using note count as a proxy for workload was provided
in Chapter 4 (the metric, though not completely refined, is more granular than note count), but, as
should be expected, the distribution for notes, relative to admission and discharge, follows a similar
distribution as shown in Figure 5-2.

Though Figure 5-1 may use a more granular metric, it is both far from comprehensive and provides
an incomplete picture for both obvious and more subtle reasons. This chapter does not eschew
statistical significance, but, despite its shortcomings, several aspects of Figure 5-1 can be discussed
from the perspective of practical significance for a non-rigorous introductory discussion. First, the
level of discharge window work, in the aggregate and on average, is greater than that of admit
window work. This certainly does not hold for every patient as there are many patients, those not
requiring case manager intervention, that would not have work in the discharge window. For example,
of the 1229 patients considered for White 8, only 665 have discharge window work documented,
while 934 have admit window work. The contribution of admit window work and discharge window
work is considered more rigorously below.

Second, while the figure is truncated at 15 days until discharge and 3 days since admission, discharge
window work can be documented further from discharge day than admit window work can be
documented from admission. Again, using White 8 as an example, discharge window work is
documented up to 90 days from discharge, while admit window work is documented up to 32 days
since admission. Still the figure as presented captures 95% of the total discharge window work scored
and 97% of the total admit window work scored. There is a third category of work, pre-discharge
work, which accounts for a small component of the total work for White 8 and White 9. This
work is typically documented in a weekly update note (WUP) and occurs for patients that have
been assessed by the case manager but whose condition and post-MGH needs are so unclear as
to preclude active discharge planning by the case manager. By our convention this is included in
admit work (technically non-discharge window work). This work may warrant a separate category
for floors with a very long LOS. This convention and others are explained more fully in section 5.3.

'This figure is shown over two pages, one for each floor.
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Returning to a non-rigorous consideration of the figure, most of the admit window work occurs in
the first few days of admission, with the plurality occurring on the day of admission. In another of
our conventions detailed in section 5.3, the admission day is adjusted to account for late admissions
to the floor and weekend/holiday admissions; i.e., since admit window work is not the focus of the
reduced weekend staff a patient admitted on Friday after 1730 has her admission date adjusted
to the following Monday for time calculations relative to admission. This adjustment is in line
with MGH CM leadership's direction that the HR screen be performed within 24 business hours of
admission and allows a more consistent comparison of work timing across patients.

The distribution of admit work, both in the aggregate and on average, of White 8 compared to
White 9 seems to hint at slight inter-floor differences in CM work patterns that were alluded to in
Chapter 4. It is natural to ask if these are significant. In general, cross-floor statistical comparisons
are problematic because of the relatively small sample size for White 9 and the correspondingly low
power of appropriate tests. Some tests are presented below but, in fact, the observed differences
are a consequence of slight differences in work patterns. Specifically, the initial admission work
distribution is shifted slightly away from admission for White 9; i.e. the White 9 CM performs the
HRIA slightly later, on average, than the White 8 CM. Thus admit work in one day since admission
is a higher percentage of the one day since admission and admission day sum than for White 8.
Additionally, the White 9 CM splits the HR screen and initial assessment (wbc-type notes from
Chapter 4) more often than the White 8 CM. Since the HR is less work than the initial assessment
this leads to an increasing average admit work as we move from admission for White 9. These effects
and their consequences, along with other differences between the floors through the lens provided
by our work metric are examined further in the penultimate section of this chapter.

Considering discharge work, it is tempting to draw conclusions such as most work is concentrated
on discharge day and, regardless of the day, the average value of the work for a patient is the same.
In fact, this is true but the figure is not constructed in a way to unambiguously support these
conclusions. This is a subtle point but, because all discharge work for a patient is not on contiguous
days, it is more illuminating to examine work going forward in sequence rather than back from the
fixed, and largely unknowable, discharge day. Not to belabor the point, but a patient with two
active discharge window days, for example, could have work performed on any two days. Not all of
the work performed on the first active discharge day for these patients would be included in the
aggregated work shown for one day until discharge and discharge day. The distribution of work in
the discharge window by sequence of work episodes is considered below.

5.2 Successive refinement of analysis for discharge work distribu-
tion by sequence

Consider a CM with a census of 20 patients(cases) on a given day. It is useful, if not entirely correct,
to distinguish between active cases and inactive cases. Put simply, an active case is one that the

CM is actively working on during that given day. There is some work, such as discussing a case at
rounds, associated with every case (hence, the appellation active is not entirely accurate), but the
majority of a CM's time for the day will be spent on work for active cases that necessitate phone
calls, meetings, referrals, etc. Put another way, an active case is one where work events explicit
or implied in a CM's notes can be scored and contribute to the workload metric. A case that is
active today may or may not have been active yesterday and may or may not be active tomorrow,
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even if the pjatient is still resident oil the floor tomorrow. During a, patient's tinmic in the discharge

window. active days are interspersed with inactive days. Figure 5-3 shows the discharge window

work distribution by active dlay sequence for White 8 and White 9.

2 3 4 5
Active Discharge Day Sequence

2 3 4

Active Discharge Day Sequence

6+

WA hite 8 ActiveO ischoroe Dav
1 2 3 4 5 6+

n 655 368 186 ill 57 110
MiniMum 2 2 2 2 2 2

10th percentile 4 3 3 3 3 4
25th percentile 4 4 4 5 4 5
Median 7 7 7 6 6 7

75th percentile 9 8 9 8 9 10

190h percentile 13 12 12.3 12 12-6 12
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S 2 3 4 5 6
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Maximum 23 17 25 21 17 28

&van 7.01 6.70 7.54 7.56 7.11 9A1

50 3.55 2.95 3.63 3.48 1 138 1 5.79

I
Figure 5-3: Distribution of discharge window work by active (lay sequence

Use Iloniparamletric tests for means (Vilcoxoi pairwise comparisons) or a median test reveals no

support to conclude that any of the means or (listributions for White 8 are different (Y= 0.05). For

White 9 these same tests do support tie alternative hypothesis that the day G+ mean is different

from day 2 and distributions differ. Possibly this is due to a snadl sample effects for day 6+ (n = 27).

but even bearing this result in mlind this basic analysis suggests that the amount of discharge work

is similar regardless of the active day. This result can likely be traced to the point raised in Chapter

2 concerning high workload patielits; namiely, there are two basic types of high workload patients

those patients requiring highly idiosyncratic work (--tunique" situations) aid those patients requiring

more -routine" work to be executei multiple times. Later active discharge days for these patients

would contain a similar type and. thus. amount of work as earlier days. Of note, the variability as

evidenced by the relative standard deviation (coefficient of variation) is substantial.

Whereas Figure 5-3 aggregates. for exanple. all first active discharge days regardless of the total

number of active discharge days., Figure 5-4 shows the distribution of work by active discharge (lay

for patients with exactly two active discharge days and exactly three active dischlarge days. O

White 9, patients with exactly two active discharge days account for 28%X, of all patients with at

least one active discharge day, while patients with three discharge days account for 17K of patients

with an active dischlarge day(s). On WVhite 9 these percentages are both 22%. Table 5.5 provides

the frequency of patients with a given numiiber of active discharge days for Vhite 8 and White 9;
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note in this table that the percentage of total value is the percent of all patients.

median mean
White 8 1 White 9

n Imedian Imean Isdsdn
l of 2 182 7 7.9 4.5 40 7 7.3 3.4

2of 2 182 7 6.9 3.9 40 6 6.6 2.3

1of 3+ 75 8 8.2 4 27 6 7.1 4.3

2 of 3+ 75 6 68 3.8 27 6 6.7 3.6
'r 3 of 3+ 75 7 68 2.6 27 8 7.7 2.6

White 8 V
0

1 of 2 2 of 2 1 of I

Active Discharge Day

o
~0
I,

0

1 of 31 of 2 of 2

Active Discharge Day

Figure 5-4: Summary statistics of discharge work across active discharge

and three active discharge days

2 of 3

Active Discharge Day

2 of 3

Active Discharge Day

days for patients with two

Similar to Figure 5-3, the importance of Figure 5-4 is in how similar the mean values for work are.

in an absolite sense, regardless of where in the sequence (of active discharge days) the day occurs.

Small sample sizes nake statistical cross comparisons difficult, both within a floor between patients

with a different number of (lischarge days, and across floors. With this caveat, rionparanetric tests

(Wilcoxoii and pairwise Wilcoxon) suggest that, for patiellts with two active discharge (lays o)

White 8, the first (ay has statistically. though marginally. higher work. Looking at patients with

three discharge days this pattern still holds. No such statistically significant (a:= 0.05) pattern is

observed for White 9.

The key takeaway is that the amount of work done is similar regarldless of active discharge day

under a variety of aggregation schemes. Also, the variability is significant as measured by the

standard deviation relat-ive to the mean. This ha-s consequences for daily workload prediction in

that it is not sufficient, in general, to predict only the final discharge day for a patient with multiple

active discharge days. Further, given the varability in active discharge day work scored, segmenting

pat ients fi irther by. for example. (lischarge disposition coild lead to a lower variance predictive
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Table 5.1: Count and frequency of patients with a given number of active discharge days

White 8 White 9
patient total =1229 patient total = 392

Active discharge
dan %oftota n %of total
days

0 574 46.7% 203 51.8%
1 287 23.4% 80 20.4%

2 182 14.8% 40 10.2%
3 75 6.1% 27 6.90/
4 54 4.4% 18 4.6%
5 23 1.9% 10 2.6%

6+ 34 2.8% 14 3.6%

model. These issues are considered further in the following sections and Chapter 6.

Returning to an earlier point, measuring/predicting the timing of discharge work relative to the

day of discharge is especially problematic prospectively. If one had the ability to do this then,

implicitly. one is predicting the LOS for a patient, something that is notoriously difficult to do for a

patient that will be discharging to a post-MIGH facility. There are many issues, separate from a

patient's clinical status, which contribute to this difficulty in predicting LOS. The consequences

are that. for example, many patients with 3 o more active discharge days in the record could have

discharged sooner (less active discharge (lays and less aggregate work) had complicating factors not

been present. Therefore, a better perspective to take for daily predictive modeling would be to try

and predict something easier than the final active clay of discharge planning, such as the first active

(lay of discharge planning. This prediction does not make any assumptions about the outcome of

this first active day for predicting the current day's workload. Outcomes can be incorporated into

modeling for subsequent (lays in fairly simple ways, again discussed in Chapter 6.

For the purposes of this chapter on current state analysis it, is alm open question whether the first

active day of discharge planning is reliably predictable. The degree to which this clay is predictable

determines how exploitable the workload distribution across active discharge (lays shown below in

Figure 5-5 may be.

The form of this figure is very similar to Figure 5-1. but this figure progresses by active discharge

day rather than measuring discharge window work relative to discharge day. A large percentage of

total discharge window work occurs during the first active lay. Now the perspective afforded by the

figure is skewed because of the large number of patients with a single active discharge day, as this is

the first and last discharge day for these patients. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 supplement the figure and

provide a more complete perspective.

The highlighted entries in Table 5.2 are nmutually exclusive and sumi to 100%X, where the percentages

are based on the sunm of all discharge window work. In Table 5.3 the aggregate work by active

discharge day for patients with varying numbers of total discharge lays is provided. Here the

percentages are based on colunim totals. Figures and tables for White 9, though not shown, follow a

similar forum.

The next section considers the daily distribution of work admit window, discharge window, and
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Table 5.2: Contributions of different active discharge days to total discharge window work

First active discharge day
First of multiple

First an d o nly

Last active discharge day
Last of multiple multiple

Last and only

Intermediate active discharge days

Swred
discharge % of to tal

work

4944 45%

3101 28%

1843 17%

4457 41%

2614 24%

1843 17%

3436 31%

Table 5.3: Allocation of disciarge window work by active discharge day for patients with 2 6

active discharge (lays

Number of active dischaog days
2 3 4 _

Total % Total % Total % Total Total

1 1445 54% 612 38% 508 28% 209 23% 130 21IN

2 1254 46% 508 31% 477 26% 185 20% 106 17%

3 508 31% 378 21% 204 22% 129 20%

4 441 24% 168 18% 73 12%

5~ 1 61 17% 94 15%

I__ _ _ .......................... 99 1 6%

Total 12699 I100% 1628 1 100% 1804 100% 927 I 100% I 631 100% 1
a 2 1 100% 92 100% 1
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total - by day of the week. Though this is current state analysis, in many ways the pattern of
this weekly distribution provides the key to beginning development of a predictive model. That is,
explaining the observed weekday periodicity in terms of well-characterized quantities is necessary to
have any chance of developing a predictive model of daily workload for case managers.

5.3 Daily distribution and weekly periodicity in case manager
workload

The weekly periodicity of case manager workload was discussed in the opening sections of Chapter
4. At the time the proxy, high-level, indicator of case manager note count by day of the week was
used to demonstrate this periodicity. Again, this periodicity can be traced to differential staffing
patterns on weekdays vis-h-vis weekends and holidays. The limited number of case managers on
the weekend primarily focus their efforts on facilitating the discharge of patients who were nearing
discharge on Friday at the conclusion of regular business hours. Weekday case managers attempt
to complete as much of the coordination for a pending weekend discharge as possible, often on
Friday, in order to make the discharge facilitation function of the weekend case managers, who are
effectively responsible, individually, for a larger number of cases across a greater number of floors,
tenable. This can lead to more work for weekday case managers on Friday compared to the rest of
the week. Additionally, because weekend case managers concentrate almost exclusively on discharge
window work, the admit window work for patients admitted on the weekend, comprised of high-risk
screens and initial assessments, is usually delayed until Monday, leading to more work on Monday
as compared to other weekdays, sans Friday. Finally, there may be increased discharge window work
on Monday as patients, not candidates for weekend discharge the preceding Friday, have progressed
to the point where they are ready for active discharge planning, or discharge, on Monday.

As stated previously, the weekly periodicity in CM workload is a MGH-wide, systemic phenomenon,
reported by all case managers that we interviewed and presumably present on all floors. Figures 5-6
and 5-7 show the distribution of work by day of the week for White 8 and White 9 respectively.
These figures use the score produced by the workload metric we developed and validated. The use
of this metric allows the total work scored to be decomposed into admit window work and discharge
window work components.

The picture painted in Figure 5-6 is compelling evidence to support the reported weekly periodicity
of CM workload on White 8, as well as implicit further support for the workload metric if these
reports are taken as a given. Considering total work, Mondays and Fridays are significantly "busier"
than the other weekdays. Quantifying how much "busier" is difficult because the workload metric
scale is not sufficiently calibrated but, if we consider the imputed time value of five minutes per
unit of work score and the mean daily scores, 55-65 more minutes of work are documented on
Friday and Monday compared to the other weekdays, on average. Using statistical, non-parametric
pairwise Wilcoxon tests, the total work on Mondays and Fridays is statistically greater than on other
weekdays, while the work on Friday and Monday is not statistically different, nor is the work on
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. As mentioned in Chapter 4 (see footnotes), unadjusted pairwise
tests may be problematic because with enough pairwise tests a meaningless statistical difference
may seem apparent even at au= 0.05. Our results include adjustments suggested for making multiple
comparisons and associated statistical inferences.
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Figure 5-6: Distribution of work by day of the week for White 8. 1 October 2014 30 June 2015

Looking at the second alnd third palels for the admit window and discharge window components of
work, as hypothesized. admit work is highest on Mlonday with discharge window work highest on
Friday. Using similar nonparametric statistical tests as described above, there is evidence at ot

0.001 or lower to support the alternative hypothesis that the admit work on Monday is statistically

greater than other weekdays (and, of course, weekends), while no statistical evidence emerges to
suggest a difference among other days of the week. For discharge work, the mean level observed

on Friday is statistically higher than observed for other weekdays, with no statistically significant

differences between weekdays other than Friday.

The analysis. while providing independent support amid verification of the reported weekly periodicity
in CNI workload certainly does not mean that Fridays or Mhondays are always busier tian other

days. In fact, these days also exhibit the most variability in total work. This will he the ba-sis for

rudimemtary examination of a pooling st rategy to help reduce the daily variability in CM workload.
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Total work scored
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Wnh

-39 34 39 36 39 86

Aiim__ 39 43 33 35 49

1ahpercentile 63 445 _ 50 48 58 0
25th percentile 72 57,75 62 61.75 71 0
Median 87 71 72 75.5 85 8
75th percentile 95 865 89 87 95 16
90th percentile 110 101-5 104 96.3 116 26.6

Maximum 149 120 105 111 149 59

Mean 8638 7344 74.54 75.0 86.74 10L93

SD 2041 19.58 18.8 1 17.67 23.51 11.74

Admit work stored
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Wnh

n 39 34 39 36 39 86

Minimum 12 10 4 4 2 0
10th percentile 18 14 10 7-4 6 0
25thperrentile 22 18.75 14 13.75 16 0
Medion 34 23.5 21 22 24 0
75thpercentile 42 30 27 31 30 0__
90th percentile 48 31 33 40.2 41 5.3

Maximum 58 46 39 45 47 15
mew 1 33.62 23.82 21.0 1 22.64 23.67 1.16

SD 11.40 1 757 8.81 1156 11,83 2.90

Dschongewor* scored
Tue Wed Thu Fri Wnh

n 39 34 39 36 39 86

Minimum 19 20 12 16 26 0
10th percentile 22 26 33 30.6 44 0
25th percentile 38 39.75 41 38.5 52 0
Medion 4&5 53 48.5 60 6

7smperwntile 66 58.75 68 69.75 71 15.25
.0thpercentile 76 735 77 82.6 92 25.3

Maximum 114 89 92 92 118 59

Mean 52.77 49.62 53.46 52.36 63.08 9.77

SD 22.81 16.17 18.21 18.79 19.46 .26
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However, as a consequence of material presented in the next section, even a rudimentary analysis is
not a straightforward exercise.

Figure 5-7, does not provide as much support for the reported weekly periodicity on White 9. This
same weaker periodicity was also evident when using the high-level note count proxy in Chapter 4.
For total work, the only statistically significant difference is between Friday and Thursday (c(= 0.05).
The relatively small sample size and correspondingly low power of statistical tests may account for
why the level of work on Friday is not revealed as statistically different from the remaining weekdays,
yet this does not account for the level of work scored for Monday, a level that was similar, over the
examined time period, for Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday. Considering just the admit window
component of work, the pattern observed is in line with reports; namely, the level of admit window
work appears higher on Monday, even if nonparametric tests only reveal a statistically significant
difference with Thursday. For discharge window work, Friday, in line with White 8 results and
wider reporting by CMs, exhibits the highest level of discharge work, though the level only shows as
statistically different from Monday at a 5% significance level.

The results for White 9 do not provide as strong of support for weekly periodicity in CM workload, or
as much implicit support for the scoring of White 9 patients over this time period if this periodicity
is taken as a feature at all times on all floors. Of course, with White 9 there were only thirteen
data points available for each day, but the possibility of incorrect scoring has to be countenanced
for several reasons. The initial text analysis, scoring, and validation was completed for White 8.
The primary reason for this was based on consultation with CM leadership revealing the White 8
CM was notably thorough in documentation. This thoroughness was important because, even if a
workload metric with perfect correspondence to reality was developed, if the record is incomplete
then the score at the patient and day level is biased downward. As explained in Chapter 4 it is
possible to infer and score work not in the record, but this process is not perfect - only the average
value for a postulated missing note can be inferred. The amount of estimated missing work by day
of the week for White 8 and White 9 is shown in Figure 5-8.

While not perfect, including the inferred work gives a work score at the patient and day level that
is closer to the true value and it is the documented plus inferred work that is used in examining
daily workload distribution and variability. In contrast, and as explained in Chapter 4, to test
the validity of the text analytical techniques we developed to automate retrospective scoring, the
documented work scores were used. In the majority of cases these scores were identical or very close

(see Chapter 4). As discussed in the final section of this chapter there is evidence to suggest that the
record for White 9 is not as complete as for White 8. This could lead to more error-prone scoring
as more work has to be inferred. In addition, there is strong evidence to suggest that, over the time
periods examined, the patient population for White 9 was significantly different from that of White
8 in a way that would decrease the amount of discharge work for White 9. This too is considered
in the final section of this chapter. Finally, the periodicity for White 9, or rather the underlying
causes of this periodicity may not have been as pronounced over the time period examined. This is
considered in Chapter 6 by testing the performance of a predictive model of weekday CM workload
developed with White 8 data on White 9. Explaining the weekday periodicity more rigorously, as
well as explaining any observed differences between White 8 and White 9 is a powerful test for the
model and its extensibility to other floors.2

2 The need to have a generally applicable model versus models trained separately for different floors in considered
in Chapters 6 and 7.
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Total "rk scored

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fr Wnh

M, 13 12 13 13 13 27

h pentIe 43 29 37 28 48 0
lohp _etj. 43. 2 3- 38.2 32.4 48A4

25th percentile 53.5 39.5 49.5 51 59 4

Median 59 55 63 64 86 12

75th percentile 775 63.75 88 85 95 22

90thpercentile 109 97 97.8 94 99.6 296

maximum 1 127 109 99 98 100 36IIOn 67.08 55.50 67.38 64.77 79.23 13.59

so 1 21.94 20.62 21.06 21.25 19.52 10.75

Admit work scored
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Wnh

it 13 12 13 13 13 27

minimum 8 7 5 0 7 0
10th percentile 9.6 7-3 &_2 2.8 9 0

25thprcentile 20 11 13 10 14 0

__ed_ __ 32 25-5 23 14 22 0
75th percentile 37.5 31.5 29 22.5 31 4

9*h percentile 4&6 35 8 41,6 31.6 36.8 5,2

Maximum J 49 37 46 34 38 6

JfeOn 29.92 22.17 2Z31 16.62 22.62 1.41
SD 12.51 10.36 11.24 9.23 9.47 2.26

Distharge rscored

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fr. Wnh

n 13 12 13 13 13 27

Minimum 10 4 17 17 26 0

10th percentile 15.6 6.4 23 20.2 29.2 0

25th percentile 27.5 20 34 29 37.5 0

Median 33 31 45 45 62 11

75th percentile 44 4675 51.5 68.5 70 21

QXhpercentile 69.2 66 72.4 80.8 7.4 29.6

Maximum 78 72 78 86 82 32

MeAn 37.15 33.33 45.08 415 56.62 12.19

So 16.73 18.69 15.36 22.06 17.38 1.50

Figure 5-7: Distribution of work by day of the week for White 9. 1 April 2015
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Figure 5-8: Estimated undocumented work for White 8 and White 9 by day of the week
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The fundaniental problein of observed workload (list ribution in a current state analysis. froin

a prediction standpoint, is explaining the observed variability: i.e. given a relatively constant
census/case count. 1how can We explain the observed variability? Froin Chapter 4 we know that

patients vary greatly in the amnount of aggregate work they require, with the top decile of patients

(by work score) accounting for 40% of the work over the tiune horizon considered. Yet, this faet,

even if we could. with 100% accuracy. idenitify high workload patients, is not sufficient, and niay not

be necessary to predict daily workload with reasonable accuracy. Here reasonable means accurate

enough to inake operational improvements using the inodel directly or insights stenmining froi the

imodel. Considering snfficiency. at the patient/case level, the fundaniental source of (a y-to-day

variability in workload is whether a CM is actively working on a ease on a given day. From the daily

perspective a, patient with a high aggregate workload over the course of her LOS could represent

-zero" workload on any particular day. It follows then that the fundamental source of variability ill a

CM's daily workload, aggregated across all patients. is the inunber of active cases. On one hand this

is self-evident, but this fact assumes even greater prominence given the similarity, in absolute termis

at the level of the mean, between the levels of discharge window work scored for a patient regardless

of the active discharge day. Figures 5-9 and 5-10 illustrate the point concerning the fundamental

impact of the number of active cases On daily workload and how workload tracks this number. as

well as the variability ini active cases as colipared with the census.

28

White 8

Smple

Census
Active cases (all days)

Active cases (weekdays)

Relotive standard
deviation

0.069
0.619
0.233

White 9

White 8

Sample

Census
Active cases (all days)

Active cases (weekdays)
White 9

Floor

4'

22

20
is
16

14

4

0

All days

3
*1

4

White 9White 8

Floor

22

20

is

6

4

White 8

Relative standard
deviation

0.084
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0.313

Weekdays

White 9

Floor

Figure 5-9: Comparison of ceisus (caseload) variability with daily active cases variability

Of course. we are ultimately still left with trying to predict which cases will be active oil ally givenm

day. The next section considers how to approach this task given a current state analysis considering
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of the distribution of active cases and dailv workload for White 8 by day
of the week. 1 October 2014 30 June 2015

reference modes for work that may lhe defined for White 8 and Whlite 9. the prevalence of the various
nIllodes., and how, at any point durimig a patient s stay, it is possible to identify the state that the

patient is ini. This will be a key building block of our daily predictive model as we seek to decouple
modeling fron a consideration of individual patient chiaracteristics such as insurance. psych-social

characteristics, or family dynamics. for example.

5.4 Common reference modes for case manager work

Previous sections have used termns like alnit window and discharge wilIdow iin an intuitive. 11o1-

rigorous way. This section formalizes the definitions of these terns and allows characterization
of comumon reference imodes for case managers. Additiomally. this formalization allows generally

unambiguous identification of the plase a (ase is ill amd. by extension, how imammy cases are in each

phase for a case umanager on a given day. This count by phase. inl turn. is indicative of both what

work needs to be conmpleted for a case. and when this work will be completed.

Figure 5-11. is sinilar to a figure presented iin Chapter 2 and describes how a patient progresses oil
the discharge planning plane during his LOS:l. This is a generalized representation and conlnlon
variations on this basic theme are presented after the figure is discussed. Table 5.4 provides the
definition for the tines indicated in the figure.

The patient is admitted to the floor at t0 and is considered to be ill the admit window (1) and i1

the unassessed state. After some interval (2) the patient is screened for high-risk (HR) criteria by
the CM (3). This interval is supposed to be no more than 24 business hours from admission. The

patient mioves from the unassessed state to a partially assessed state and continues inl this state until
t2 (4) when the initial assessment is completed for the patient. At this time the patient moves to the

pre-discharge phase (5). This is generally a latent period for a case (6) when there is coimparatively
little activity. During this time the patieit progresses on the treatment plane and eventually tbe
patients probable needs upon discharge becomne sufficiently clear to allow active discharge planning

3 This figure is fundaiiiental for current and future predictive imodelling work. The y-axis would correspoud to our
work metric (the foulnldation0), while the figure connects the work done to the progression path for patients on the
discharge planning plane: the connection provided by a phased framework is why Chapter 5 is referred to as the
iietaphorical bridge facilit ating predictive maodeling of case imanager workload.
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Figure 5-11: Patient (case) p)rogression through discharge planning phases

at t:3 (8). At this poilit the patieit enters the discharge wiiidow (8), geiierally a time of increased

workload for the case. In the record this is typically iidicated by notes of a specific type. During the

discharge wiii(dow the patient may have a varying number of active discharge (lays, which inay not

be coitiguous. The patient continues in this phase until discharge at t 4 (9). In the figure workload

eveiits and there relative miagintudes are indicated by vertical red lines.

There are a few conventions to note in Table 5.4. First, as described previously, the adlissioii timie

and dlischiarge time to a floor is adjusted to account for weekeids, holidays, late adiissios, and early

discharges. The adjusted floor LOS uses the adjusted admission and discharge times to calculate

an indluisive measure. This is a convention used to facilitate current state analysis and niahitain

internal consistency of other conventions described below that allow conisistent comparisons: this

Table 5.4: Definition of milestones during a patient's LOS

Time Definition

to Adjusted admission time to floor

t I Begin assessment

t2 End assessment (end admit window) / Begin pre-discharge

t3 End pre-discharge / Begin discharge window (phase of active discharge planning)

t4 Adjusted discharge time from floor

Adjusted floor LOS = t4 - tO + 1 (indusive measure)
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Table 5.5: Description of work reference imodes and associated phase duration calculations

Reference nsesd Partially PeeUnassessed aDischarge Comments
Mode msessed discharge

Unassessed period is equal to adjusted floor
1 4- t+ 1 Undefined Undefined Undefined LOS;"zero" work case

2 ti- to Undefined t 4 -tl +1 Undefined Only admit work

Admit work and one day of discharge work;
3 ti - to Undefined tj- t, t4 -t 3 +1 * typically one day of discharge work is on final day*

for a one day discharge window

4 ti - to Undefined t3 - tl t4-t3 +1 Admit work an d 2 or more discharge work days

No formal admit work a s discharge work, whi ch
5 ta - to Undefined Undefined t4 -t 3 +1 may span a varying number of days, is first

documented work
Formal admit work and first day of discharge work

6 t3- to Undefined Undefined t4-t3 +1 begin on same day ("combo" case); total active
discharge days varies
Two or more days of admit work usually beginning

7 ti - to t2 - ti t4 -t 2 + 1 Undefined with HR screen followed by initial assessment after
one or more inactive days
Similar to reference mode 7 but admit work is

8 t1- to t2- tl t3- t2 t4 -tj +1 followed by varying number of active discharge
days

Similar to reference mode 8 but first day of
9 ti - to t2- ti Undefined t4 -t 2 +1 discharge work occurs same day as final day of

admit work

LOS differs from other values of LOS that may be calculated and its use is not ireant to be extended
beyond the scope of this work.

As explained, Figure 5-11 is higihly generalized. Chapter 2 gave some idea of how the path for

patients could vary based on the results of the initial HRIA. Figure 5-12 and the accompanying
Table 5.5 show the common ways that a patient's progression on the discharge planning plane may
vary in terms of reference iodes evident in the case manager notes. These reference mrodes are
for patients with White 8 (or White 9) as the only floor on which CM work was documented or
implied. Seven additional reference nodes. in addition to those in Table 5.5. exist to exhaustively
cover transfer in, transfer out, or transit patients. These are not, discussed. but. in general, these
types of patients may enter the floor at, alry phase. The progression between phases is marked in
the same manner as patients whose entire LOS is on White 8 or White 9. Similarly, the time spent
in each phase is calculated in the same maturer. The reference modes in Table 5.5 cover 922 of 1229

patients oir White 8 and 299 of 392 patients oil White 9.

Of course, there are many different ways to define reference iodes for the observed CM workload,
but, as described iii Table 5.5, in the system presented the reference modes are distinguished by
which phases a patient may be associated with. the number of discharge (lays. and whether adnit
work and discharge work occur oi1 the saime day. There is not always a clear-cut separation between

admit work and discharge work but some (listinguishers include whether a referral was placed or
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Figure 5-12: Reference mlode for patients with all documented ad implied work completed by

White 8 and White 9 case managers

whether the work was primarily for assessnent/ information-gathering purposes.

As textual markers were used to distinguish note types, so too can note types be used to distinguish
which phase the work is occurring in. Typical associations between the note type and phase., as

well as the point in a phase, in which the work documented in a note occurs, are given in Table
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Table 5.6: Typical phases and ties when note types occur

Note Type Typical locoon (phase/sequence) in the record
aaceptnote Discharge window other than first active day

afa Admit window, begin assessment

afaplus Admit window, begin assessment

denynote Discharge window other tha n first active day

dnmc Admit window, begin asses sment

dnmcplus Admit window, begin assessment

ftxt Various

homenote Discharge windowfirst day or last day

iaother Admit window, begin asses sment

ifscreen Discharge window first active day

ifscreen2 Discharge windowfi rst active day

ifscreen3 Discharge window fi rst a ctive day

ift Discharge window, second and final active day

iftplus Discharge window, second and final active day
iftplus2 Discharge window, second and final active day

metnote Discharge window first a ctive day

nreadynote Discharge window second active day
pnote Admit window other tha n first active day, pre-di scharge

psychcm Admit window or discharge window, various days

refernote Discharge windowfirst or second active day

reviewnote Various, often for transfer-in patient

spokenote Discharge windowfirst active day

treport Discharge windowfirst active day

v2 Admit window, first or second active day (final admit day)

v2ra Admit window, first or second active day (final admit day)
vnaref Discharge windowfirst active day
wbc Admit window first active day; usually followed by another admit day

wup Pre-discharge

5.6. Typical in this sense means that work did not have to be repeated because of complicating
case factors: e.g. a note type typically founid oil (lay 1 of the discharge window period could also be
found on other days if work has to be repeated.

It would be disingenuous to not mention that the phase identification for a note, and the work
dlocimiiiented in a note, is currently not as automated as other text analytical steps but,. in reading

the notes the phase can be determined with imuch greater certainty (essentially unambiguously)

than manual scoring of work events. For most cases, the discharge window begins on the day of the

first note following the initial assessment, unless the note is a weekly update note. The difficulty
generally arises when admit work flows straight into discharge work, as for reference modes 6 and 9.
It should also be inade explicit that the transitions between phases, for any modeling purposes, are

inter-d(ay transitions.

Identifying different reference modes for work is useful for a variety of purposes. First, it allows

easier tracking of how many cases are in each phase at the outset of ally given day, a useful. though

not complete. indicator of how much work may be required during the day for a CM. Second. when
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considering how generalizable a predictive model using, in some way, a count of cases in each phase
may be, it is necessary to determine the relevant prevalence of the reference modes between floors.
Table 5.9 looks at the relative mode prevalence for White 8 and White 9. This table is important to
an understanding of how work patterns may vary between floors.

From the table the most important points at the current level of discussion concern major differences
between the two floors, particularly the disproportionate number of reference mode 1 cases ("zero"
work cases) on White 9 and the predominance of reference mode 4 cases (1 active admit work day
and 1 active discharge day) from the perspective of contribution to total work scored during the
time periods examined. The different reference modes have an associated characteristic duration for
the various phases as shown in the table.

Table 5.7 also introduces another important measure for each of the phases in which a patient may
be located, active and inactive days. Table 5.7 aggregates and summarizes some of the information
from Table 5.9 from the perspective of how long patients remain in each phase and the characteristic
active / inactive days associated with each phase. The numbers presented are days as calculated
using the conventions described above.

Table 5.7 illustrates more clearly what Table 5.9 shows and what has been mentioned in passing
several times; namely, the admit work in White 9 is delayed slightly compared to White 8. This is
evident in the longer amount of time, in the aggregate, patients spend in the unassessed state on
White 9 compared to White 8. The practice of splitting the HR and initial assessment on White 9 is
also more prevalent on White 8, as evidenced by the percentage of patient time spent in the partially
assessed state. Noteworthy is the large amount of time spent in the essentially latent pre-discharge
phase on floors. Generally the unassessed, partially assessed, and pre-discharge periods can be
considered low workload periods for a case, relative to the discharge window, typically containing
only one day of work during which the HRIA is completed. The occurrence of this work is generally
easy to predict as it typically occurs within the first 24 hours of admission, either the adjusted
admission date or the following day.

Also of note is the sum of the low workload period percentages for White 8 and White 9 and the
workload percentages for the more intense discharge window. These are similar and are suggestive of
the fact that some type of activity ratio, particularly for the discharge window, could be a basis for
creating a conversion factor between different patient populations in an effort to establish baseline
staffing levels across very diverse floors. In a practical sense it does not matter which of a number
of possible patient characteristics lead to more active discharge days; a floor with a higher activity
ratio requires more work, on average, per patient. This idea is considered further in Chapter 7.

The overall activity ratio (active days to total days) is given as a percentage in the "Total active"
column. Similarly, two activity ratios for the discharge window are highlighted in yellow. The first
is calculated by the total active discharge days divided by the total days. The second is calculated
by subtracting the number of patients with a single discharge day from both the numerator and

denominator, as these patients inflate the activity ratio. Notwithstanding the fact that active

discharge days are not necessarily contiguous, the higher activity ratio of cases in the discharge
window is a useful observation when modeling, particularly when augmented by the fact that a
discharge window case active the preceding day is even more likely to be active the following day

(see Chapter 6). Table 5.8 shows values for the activity ratios when considering all patients, not
just the ones that spend their entire LOS on White 8 and White 9.
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Table 5.7: Aggregate duration of patient stay (days) in each discharge planning phase for White 8

and White 9

Partially
Pr'e-discharo

Discharge
window Total Totalactive ITotali r ye

Total active
dischare

White 8 days 492 45 2725 1818 50 1965 3115 1126

n=922 % 9.7% 0.9% 53.6% 35.8% 38.7% 61.3% 61.9% 1 56.1%

White 9 days 262 65 764 532 1623 644 979 345
n=298 % 16.1% 4.0% 47.1% 32.8% 39.7% 60.3% 64.S%1 59.9%

Table 5.8: Activity ratios for all patients on White 8 and White 9

Total

Active

In active

Activity ratio
Total Discharge

Active

In active

White 8 White 9
n=1229 n=392

6887 2252

2494 817

439-3 1435

36.2% / 33.4% 36.3% / 33.9%

2616 744

1487 448

1129 296

Activity ratio 56.8% / 51.5% 60.2% / 55A%
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Despite the effort to standardize calculations associated with the work reference mode framework,
these definitions likely lead to slightly lower discharge window activity ratios for White 8 as compared
to White 9. Since the sum of the duration of all phases is constructed to equal the adjusted LOS, an
inclusive measure, the final phase a patient enters was used to maintain this consistency. Thus, the
inclusive +1 in the adjusted floor LOS formula shows up in the final phase duration calculation. A
plurality of patients on White 8 are reference mode 4 patients ending with a single active discharge
day. While the overall activity ratios for White 8 and White 9 are very similar (overall ratios would
be insensitive to which phase duration calculation is used to ensure the sum of all phase durations
equals the adjusted floor LOS), the preponderance of reference mode 4 patients may artificially
lower the discharge window activity ratio for White 8.

While some differences between the current state analysis for White 8 and White 9 are expected
due to sampling, even given the ostensibly very similar patient populations, other discrepancies are
potentially more troubling. The main discrepancy is the total amount of work scored for White
9, which seems very low, when scaled appropriately, to that calculated for White 8. This seeming
discrepancy is considered more fully in the next, final section of this chapter before predictive
modeling is examined in Chapter 6.

5.5 Examining the differences in total measured workload between
White 8 and White 9

Since the White 8 and White 9 samples cover different time periods and a different number of
patients, some scaling factor is needed to compare the total amounts of work scored for the two
floors. A comprehensive scaling factor would need to account for differences in patient populations.
Of course, if it was possible to do this then it would already be within our abilities to predict how
much work a case with a given set of characteristics would take. As a first approximation we could
consider the ratio of the number of patient records scored, 1229/392 or 3.135 when converting from
White 9 to White 8, or the inverse when converting from White 8 to White 9. Another reasonable
approximation would be to scale by the number of days and the capacity (number of beds) on
White 8 and White 9 giving a scaling factor of 3.12. Yet another possibility would be scaling by the
number of days and the average census, yielding a factor closer to 3.2 depending on what time of
day the census is taken. Using 3.13 as our factor and considering White 8 as our baseline, the scored
and expected values for key White 9 metrics are shown in Table 5.10, as well as the percentage by
which the scored values differ from the expected.

Some of the "%difference" values in Table 5.10 are concerning upon initial consideration. These
values are made even more troubling by a seeming lack of pattern to the sign of the differences.
However, upon a more granular examination of the current state over the time periods considered,
the values make sense. Even though the discrepancies are explainable, the fact that such differences
exist, even for similar patient populations, must be part of the context when considering how
generalizable the model presented in the next chapter may be.

In explaining the differences above we do have to control, if not for patient characteristics, at least
for one key consequence of differences - discharge disposition. A true ceteris parabus comparison
between even White 8 and White 9 is problematic because, frankly, when considering cases "all
other things being equal" does not apply. The possible exception to this rule, from a case manager
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Table 5.10: Comparing scored and expected values for key White 9 nietrics using Whlite

a baseline

White8 I White 9
% differencescored scored "expected"

Admit Work 4781 1493 1525 -2%

Discharge Work 11015 3160 3513 -10%

Implied Work 1853 718 591 21%

Admit Work instances 992 438 316 38%
Discharge Work Instances 1480 312 472 -34%

"Zero" Work Cases* 43 31 14 126%

8 values as

perspective, coer1s patients that return home with no services upoll discharge with no services.
Table 5.11 lists the frequency of various discharge dispositions for cases on White 8 and White

9 dluriiig the tilme periods n11 der consideration. The patients colisidered are only those that had

dischlarged by 30 June 2015, and for which a discharge disposition was clear. This last point is not

trivial as, though the discharge ldisposition is recorded ii several databases. these databases often (to

not agree. In the cases of disagreenment the discharge orders and ease manager notes were consulte(.

In the table the key categories to consider ale highlighted iin yellow.

White 8 White 9
1177 patients 384 potients
n I% of total n I% of total

Transfer Out 81 6.88 25 6.51
Transfer In 152 12.91 52 13.54

Transit 15 1.27 7 1.82

Home - No services 472 40.10 182 47.40

Home - Services 272 23.11 71 18.49

Home - Hi-Tech Services 12 1.02 9 2.34

Return to admitting facility 45 3.82 8 2.08
Short-term SNF 124 10.54 47 12.24

Rehab 28 2.38 4 1.04

Long-term acute care 32 2.72 9 2.34

Medical respite unit - homeless 13 1.10 2 0.52
Hospice - Inpatient 6 0.51 3 0.78

Hospice - Home 18 1.53 3 0.78

Acute inpatient - Medical 4 0.34 2 0.52
Acute inpatient - Psychiatric 25 2.12 6 1.56

Expired 17 1.44 5 1.30

Table 5.11: Discharge dispositions for White 8 and WNihite 9 patients

Performing a two sanple test for proportions the categories in yellow indicate a statistically significant

difference using Pearson's Chi-square test. Focusing on patients that required no services upon
discharge the test yields a p-value of .0106 leading to a rejection of the null hypothesis that the
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proportion of patients discharging home with no services is the same between White 8 and White 9.
The p-values for similar tests on patients discharging home with services and home with hi-tech
services are .0491 and .0462 respectively. Statistically, these are the only significant results with OL=

0.05. The practical significance for proportion of patients discharging home without services is more
important. This means that proportionally more patients on White 9 required no discharge work,
work that is generally of a higher amount than admit work. If this result is considered along with
the disproportionately high number "zero" work cases on White 9 shown in Table 5.20 (126% more
than expected) the lower than expected work scored for White 9 is consistent.

Though consistent, the analysis indicates, at least on the scale of intermediate periods of time (on
the order of three months), even similar floors could have populations that vary greatly in terms
of work required. This is further support for the idea that a dynamic element of staffing or case
assignment is needed even if appropriate benchmark caseloads can be developed. Similar floors like

White 8 and White 9 would likely have the same benchmark and an unequal distribution of work
would result. These periods could lead to periods where some predictive model exhibits differential
levels of performance on "similar" floors.

The sign difference between admit work and admit work instances is also explainable, mainly by
considering work pattern differences described earlier. As described, White 9 more frequently splits
the admit work between two separate days (admit work instances), completing the HR on one day
and the initial assessment on a subsequent day. The total work completed during these two sessions

is essentially equivalent to the work completed in a combined HRIA session. Further, even the
increased number of patients typically requiring no discharge work because they discharge home
with no services would still usually have admit work (unless they are part of the "zero" work group
in reference mode 1). Therefore, the admit work can be close to the expected while the instances of
admit work (active admit window days) are significantly higher than expected for White 9. Note,
these are supportable explanations though they are difficult to test. As alluded to in previous
sections, the documented work for White 9 is not as complete for White 8, as evidenced by the
higher than expected implied (estimated) missing work.

Using the current analysis of this chapter as a guide, with the caveats of this section in mind,
Chapter 6 seeks to develop a linear model to predict the upcoming day's workload for case managers.
This model will rely heavily on tracking the number of patients in each discharge planning phase
described above.
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Chapter 6

Predictive Modeling of Case Manager
Workload

Predicting daily case manager workload involves two primary facets that, while not completely
separable, may be considered in isolation to gage their relative importance. These two facets
may be referred to, generally, as the timing of work and the magnitude of that work. While the
magnitude is self-explanatory and, in this thesis, is reflected by the work score presented in Chapter
4, the timing aspect refers to whether a case is active, as the convention was defined in Chapter
5. This chapter demonstrates conclusively that correctly predicting the timing aspect of work is
necessary to effectively predict a case manager's workload on a daily basis. In fact, it was an implicit
acknowledgement of the preeminence of predicting the timing of work (is a case active?) rather than
the exact composition of the work (is an active case an aggregate high workload case?) that led to
development of the reference mode / discharge planning phase framework introduced in the previous
chapter. In a demonstration of how timing and magnitude are intertwined at a fundamental level,
predicting the timing of work also gives an indication of the magnitude of work associated with a
case on a given day because the framework we use allows distinguishing between active discharge
window cases and active admit window cases, the former of which is associated with more work on
a daily basis compared to the latter.

In essence, the predictive model presented in this chapter relies on counts, at some point before the
workday begins, of how many cases are in each discharge planning phase to predict the workload for
the day. Augmenting these predictor variables are counts based on further segmentation of cases
in the discharge window - discharge window cases active the previous day and discharge window
cases not active the previous day. The importance of these counts as predictors of workload, as well
as the basis for this importanc , is considered in this chapter as representative of an exploitable
correlation for predicting daily workload. To these counts may be added another variable, a count
of cases that will enter the first active discharge day during the current day. The results of modeling
with and without this "predicted first day of discharge (FDD)" are presented, as are suggested
model improvements to obviate the need for overtly predicting FDD cases.

In fact, this chapter contains important discussion points concerning future improvements to the
predictive model because, while implicit or explicit prediction of the active census (number of cases

currently assigned that are active on any given day) is necessary to predict case manager workload
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on a daily basis, this is not sufficient. The general recommendations set forth in this chapter provide
a blueprint for improving the model, based on linear regression, to allow more accurate prediction
of a daily workload score.

As an alternative to predicting a daily workload score, the framework predictor counts are used
as the basis for a classifier, based on a boosted classification tree, to predict high, medium, or
low workloads. The initial performance of the classifier is encouraging on validation sets, but this
performance hinges on semi-supervised clustering to develop a stratified random partitioning scheme
crucial to training an effective classifier. This scheme may be heavily biased to perform well on the
current data set. Still, the same improvements suggested for a regression model used to predict a
daily score will enhance the ability to predictively classify the upcoming day as high, medium, or low
workload. Ultimately the classification problem may be more tractable, at least in the near-term,
than the linear regression problem.

This chapter begins with a discussion of benchmark explanatory models to see what type of predictive
performance is possible, what data (days) should be included in the model, and how performance
measures, both relative (e.g., R2 , adjusted R2 , etc.) and absolute (e.g., RMSE) should be interpreted.
Section 6.1 uses explanatory variables that would not be known beforehand and, thus,
are not meant to be the basis for prediction. An important consideration of this section is
the low correlation between the HW census and the daily workload.

The chapter then presents candidate predictive models, some of which could form the core of future
improved models and some which suggest the nature of future improvements. These models are
presented in sections 6.2 and 6.3 and use only predictors that would be known at the
time prediction of daily workload is made.

The chapter concludes with a consideration of the classification problem. Model improvement
suggestions are not confined to the second section but are presented throughout, in situ, if you will,
so that the context for the suggestions remains clear. Though current state analysis is formally the
domain of Chapter 5, it is impossible to dispense with current state analysis in this chapter. In fact,
the act of modeling provides important insights into the current state. Finally, the focus of this
chapter is more on White 8 than White 9, mainly because of the larger White 8 data set. Except for
important distinctions that are noted, the characteristics cited for White 8 also hold for White 9.

6.1 Benchmark performance of ex post facto explanatory models

Table 6.1 on the following page provides some candidate explanatory models that deserve brief
consideration to provide relevant context for this chapter, in terms of prediction difficulty, what
data should be excluded from consideration, and caveats associated with performance measures,
particularly relative performance measures. The first three models are in consideration of the
observed weekly periodicity in case manager workload, generally higher on Mondays and Fridays
compared to other weekdays, and very low, as consequence of staffing patterns and staffing priorities,
on weekends and holidays. The relative performance of this model (R2 = 0.77), just using days of
the week as explanatory variables, is very high, suggesting that weekly periodicity is an important

'Again, for benchmarking purposes all variables, including ones not knowable a priori are used in this section. In
sections 6.2 and 6.3 only true predictor variables are used for candidate models.
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Table 6.1: Benchmarking possible OLS model performance

Modde White 8 DatO Set Explanatory Variables Response Variable R 2  Adj R RMSE Mean
1_ All days I Response

1 Alldays Days of the week Total work 0.77 0.66 17.90 57.90

2 All days Days of the week Admit work 0.65 0.64 8.80 17.50

3 All days Days of the week Discharge work 0.61 0-60 17.20 40.40

4 All days Active cases Total Work 0.91 0.90 11.40 57.90

5 All days Active admitcases, active discharge cases Total work 0.92 0.92 10.60 57.90

6 All days Active admit cases Admit work 0.90 0.90 4.52 17.50

7 All days Active discharge cases Discharge work 0.86 0.86 10.30 40.40

8 Weekdays, no holidays Days of the week Admit work 0.16 0.14 10.42 25.00

9 Weekdays, no holidays Days of the week Discharge work 0.06 0.04 19.29 54.40

10 Weekdays, no holidays Active admit cases Admit work 0.78 0.78 5.29 25.00

11 Weekdays, no holidays Active discharge cases Discharge work 0.63 0.63 12.00 54.40

12 Weekdays, no holidays Active admit cases, active discharge cases Total work 0.65 0.64 12.44 74.40

13 Weekdays, no holidays Census Total work 0.02 0.01 20.70 74.40

14 Weekdays, no holidays High workload census, low workload census Discharge work 0.07 0.06 19.10 54.40

15 Weekdays, no holidays High workload discharge window, low Discharge work 0.11 0.10 18.60 54.40
workload discharge window

igh workload discharge window, low

16 Weekdays, no holidays workload discharge window, first active day Discharge work 0.33 0.30 16.10 54.40

of discharge



variable to include or control for in any predictive model.

Of course, this line of thinking is fundamentally flawed, but examining these flaws is illuminating.
First, the coefficient of determination is high only because of the low level and low variance of the
weekend work score. Second, despite the high score of the model by a relative performance metric,
the performance of the model using an absolute performance measure (RMSE) relative to the mean
response shows how poor this model is; the RMSE for model 1 is 17.9 with a mean response of 57.9.
Controlling for the day of the week does not explain anything, it merely reflects the fact that some
days are historically associated with a higher workload. What the weekly periodicity reflects is that
more cases are active on Monday and Friday as compared to other days. Thus, models 4-7, using the
active census as explanatory variables, have a much better relative and absolute performance than
comparable models 1-3. Yet, even here, the relative performance is inflated because of the low-level
/ low-variance work on the weekends. In fact, it is possible to develop a predictive model using
counts of cases in the various discharge planning phases, controlling only for weekends/holidays,
with an adjusted R2 exceeding 0.75. Again, this model does not predict anything contrary to what
a cursory consideration of the coefficient of determination would suggest.

Models 8-12, with weekends and holidays excluded, make this point more starkly. Comparing model
9 to model 3 (or model 8 to model 2), when holidays and weekends are excluded, the relative
performance of the model has decreased by a factor of more than 10, but the absolute performance of
the model, though still unacceptable, has actually increased. This suggests that weekday periodicity,
while present, is not so prevalent as to preclude operational changes such as pooling. This is
considered in Chapter 7 but, suffice it to say, if weekday periodicity existed on all floors at all times,
pooling would not be a viable strategy.

Comparing models 10-12 with models 8 and 9 bears on three key points of this section. First, the
active census "explains" 65% of the observed weekday work score variance. Second, scoring the
admit window work and discharge window work together (total work) is more effective than scoring
each component individually and summing to explain a day's total work. Third, and related to point
2, though not obvious in Table 6.1, while a prediction of discharge window work could be improved
with model refinements that consider specific features of the active discharge window cases, there is
a more pronounced upper limit on the performance of scoring admit window work. The magnitude
of this work depends on the nature of the initial interaction between the case manager and a patient.
If a patient does not meet high risk criteria this interaction may be brief or non-existent. If the
patient meets high risk criteria but does not require case manager intervention, the initial interaction
would also be briefer (less work) than the initial interaction with a patient meeting high-risk criteria
and possibly requiring case manager intervention.

The point is that even if the number of active admit window cases could be predicted with certainty
assigning anything more than an average work score for this work is not really supported. This
does not need to be overstated but, as discussed in section 6.2, although discharge window work
typically represents the largest component of a case manager's daily work this is not true on all days.
For admit work-dominated days there is a significant level of currently irreducible uncertainty. Of
course, one can envision a future automated pre-screening that gives a better indication to predict
this admit window component of total daily work.
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6.1.1 Examining whether the day of the week (weekday) should be considered
in a predictive model

The (odel presented inl this chapter does not consider weekends and holidays. This is inl part

because of issues discussed above. Furthermore, the count variables used for prediction are stripped

of their information value on the weekends and holidays. As discussed in preceding chapters there

is a greatly reduced level of case manager staffing on the weekend. These weekend case managers

rely, in part, on a worklist that specifies (lischarge window cases that may be ready for discharge on
the weeken(l to focus their efforts. The idea of the worklist is one that bears future examination
because if this projected worklist is correlated with the active weekend census and workload then it

reveals the extent to which an active discharge window case can be reliably forecast: the ability to
accurately forecast the first, last, or any intermediate active discharge day on weekdays wouild be an
important ilplJut to a predictive m(odel.

Even focusing exclusively on weekdays, the qcuestion still remains as to whether the day of the week

should be controlled for in a predictive model. On the one hand, any significance attached to a day of

the week variable may merely reflect the historically observed pattern. However. there may be good

reasons to control for the (lay of the week, particularly Friday and Monday. Consider, discharge work

that iay normally be completed on the weekend (if staffing levels were similar to Friday)2 is often

shifted to Friday imi order to facilitate the work of weekend case managers effectively responsible for

o0(re cases., but with a narrower focus. than weekday case managers. Further. cases not projected

for imminent discharge oi Friday may have progressed to that point over the intervening weekend.

This mnay account for nore work on Monday. The question of whether and how to control for the

weekday hinges oi the answer to the question: Is the gemnerally greater workload on M\onday and

Friday the result of iiore active cases and/or the result of more work done per active case?

Figure 6-1 results from attempting; to provilde aii answer to this question. In this figure the amnouit

of work per active discharge window case oi weekdays is shown.

V 40 T Day of Week
0 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

I 35

30

25

'

10
C

S5

0 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

Day of Week

n 264 219 283 249 333
Minimum 2 2 2 2 2
loth percentile 4 4 4 4 4
25th percentile 4 4 4 4 4
Median 7 7 6 7 7
75th percentile 9 9 8 9 8
90hpercentile 13 13 12 6 14 12
Maximum 41 33 34 2/ 35
Mean 7.63 7.84 7.31 7.54 7.37

4.89 4.40 4.32 t 4 4.49

Figure 6-1: Work per active discharge window case by weekday for White 8, 1 October 2014 30
June 2015 (weekends. holidays excluded)

Figure 6-1 (shown with connected means) supports several inferences. First, the work done per active

discharge case, regardless of day, is similar oi the whole; statistically the level is indistinguishable.

However, looking at the nlumniber of active discharge cases for Friday (333) compared to other

2It is important to remember that sub-acute faclity staffing levels are also reduiced on the weekend.
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weekdays does show there are significantly (both fron a practical perspective aiid statistically, via

a non-paramietric test oil the daily meais) ilore active discharge cases on Friday. The increased

l\ onday workload is. to a large extent, explained by the patients admitted over the weekend requiring

a high-risk screen and initial assessment on Monday (delayed work).

Further analysis is needed to explain the generally higher Friday workload. If work typically

completed on miltiple days were iioved forward then one would expect a significantly higher

inean. The figure is not definitive. however. because of the (listribution of implied work by weekday

presented in Chapter 5. The most implied work for White 8 occurred oii Fridays and Mondays.

The possible reason for this observation, the low prioritization for full documentation when faced

with a high workload, was considered. The practical significance is that there was often no basis

for imputing more thai an average value for implied work. Figure 6-2 considers only explicitly

docuinented work.

The left panel of Figure G-2 is analogous to Figure G-1 with weekends included. When considering

oiily explicit work the results are consistent with considering implied (1mndocunmented) plus explicit

(documented) work. Of note. the mean for work (per active case) on Monday is statistically higher

than Friday and Wednesda.y (non-parametric Wilcoxon test on iiieans at, a 0.5). suggesting there

may be a 6catch-up" effect as weekday CMs work to facilitate the discharge of patients who have

become readly for active discharge planning over the preceding weekend. This. however, is speculative

rather than definitive.

The lower mean value for Friday again suggests that the driver of workload on Friday is the nuiber

of active cases rather than an increased amount of work completed per active case. The right panel

of Figure 6-2 considers Fridays in more depth by looking at the documented work completed per

active discharge case in three groups: patients discharging the saie Friday, patients discharging

over the same weekend. and patients discharging at soie later tinie.

41 4

Qo

0

Mon T ue Wed Thu Fri Wnh Friday Friday Friday
Immediate Some Weekend Other

Day of Week Discharge Day Discharge

Figure G-2: Work per active discharge w indow case by Nweekday for White 8. 1 October 2014 30

June1 2015 (xiitydocumented work only)

The documented work for patients discharging oin Friday is statistically, though IIIarg'Inally, greater

tHani the work completed oil Frida,'y for patients discharging at a later time,. though statistically

indistinguishable, at Y=0.05 fromn work per active case completed onl Friday for patients dischar-ging

oin the weekend. This is further evidence to suggest the driver of workload oin Friday is the number

'IA

of active cases rather thian increased work per active case. Of course. this begs the question as to

why there are mnorc active discharge window cases oin Friday. The answer is "-explained". in part.
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by considering Figure 6-3. There are ionre cases with Friday as the first day of active discharge

planning (FDD) and, considering Friday and weekend days as a group, there are inore discharges on
Fridays/Weekends. Taking the other days as a group, a Pearson's chi-squared test for proportions

(significant below a= 0.0001) suggests a statistically significant higher proportion of patients with a

FDD of Friday or discharge o1 Friday/Weekend. Of course. the raw counts of what occurred over

the time period examined lis far more compelling than any statistical test.
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Figure 6-3: Count of first day of active discharge planning and discharge day-actual by day of the

week White 8, 1 October 2014 30 June 2015

Figure 6-3 only considers patients with active discharge days; i.e. patients that enter the discharge

wiiidow described ill Chapter 5.

Returning to the question posed at the outset of this subsection, we chose iiot to control for day of

the week in our predictive model of sectioi 6.2, instead including predictor count variables that

explained periodicity. Controlling for Friday does improve iodel performance to a slight degree.

but this is indicative of the improvements that need to be made in future iterations of the model.

The fact that the average work for patients discharging on Friday suggests only one day of work

is moved up fron the weekend to Friday (imore active cases rather than significantly inore work

completed per active case) has important implications for modeling and, Imore broadly. for any

operational reconnnendations. Considering the latter, this is indicative of a request-response cycle

delay. That is. to facilitate the discharge of a patient often requires counuication with outside

entities, such as post-MGH sub-acute facilities. The CM requires a response from the facility, often

not iiinediate, that allows continuation of the current course of action, or requires plan alteration

and a possible repeat of earlier planning steps. Thus. the work boundary we consider the work

completed by CMs and the timing of the work - is influenced by many entities outside of a CMYs

sphere of influence. From a modeling perspective this allows us to further segnient the discharge

window patient population/census iito cases that were active the previous (lay ad cases that were

not. This seginentation is considered further in section 6.1.3, following a discussion of the inadequacy

of knowing the population of aggregate high workload cases for predicting workload ol a daily basis.

6.1.2 Examining the predictive value of a high aggregate workload patient count

Returning to table 6.1, the performance of models 13-16 reveal important iiisights imto the require-

iments for a successful predictive imodel of daily case manager workload. The explanatory power of
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model 13, looking at the daily census count (number of cases, both active and inactive) is virtually
non-existent. Of course, this result is expected and it, in large measure, drove our efforts during this
work. That the census is a poor predictor of workload is already acknowledged, which is why CMs
have varying number of beds they are responsible for based on patient population characteristics.
This was discussed in Chapter 2 and generally accepted benchmarks are used to determine how
many beds a case manager should be responsible for. Whether these benchmarks are applicable to
the CM environment at MGH is an open question, one considered, in part, in the next chapter.

The insights gleaned from the performance of models 13 and 14 are significant in themselves and as
guideposts for how the model in section 6.2 must be improved. Recalling Chapter 4, high aggregate
workload patients (HW) were defined as the top decile of patients by work scores. This 10% of
patients requires 40% of the total work scored over the time periods examined. However, even
knowing with 100% accuracy how many HW patients a CM is responsible for on any given day does
little to facilitate prediction of daily workload. As model 14 shows, even the number of HW patients
in the discharge window does not correlate strongly with daily workload. Finally, though not shown
in the table, knowing beforehand which HW cases will be active on a given day offers minimal
improvement over a model that only uses the number of active cases as a predictor, making no
distinction between HW and not-HW cases. The scatterplots below, showing Pearson's correlation
coefficient, r, and R2 for a one model predictor of daily workload indicates the inadequacy of simply
knowing the HW case count - total, discharge window, and active, respectively - for predicting
daily CM workload.

Admittedly, expecting a one predictor model to have substantial explanatory power for CM workload
is unrealistic, but the more salient point is a model (not shown) with the number of active cases
as the predictor has an R2 of 0.66 in explaining the daily CM workload; a model that segments
the number of active cases into HW active cases and other active cases has an R2 of 0.69 with
minimal improvement in RMSE. These results suggest that the timing of work (active cases) and
general nature of the cases (admit window or discharge window) offers far more power for predicting
workload than identifying HW cases to use as a predictor. At a more basic level, because of
low correlation throughout the range of observed values, a high number of HW cases cannot be
used reliably'as a signal to shift resources from one CM/floor to another even assuming the HW
cases could be distinguished from not-HW cases with 100% accuracy. This result, unanticipated
beforehand, would have directed our work along a different trajectory. Still, the core of the current
predictive model and underlying framework is focused on allowing prediction of the timing of cases
and general nature as an implicit step in predicting daily workload.

There are many reasons why the count of HW patients is only weakly correlated with daily workload.
It should be obvious that, on average, 60% of the daily workload is from non-HW patients. Yet
this does not explain why a large number of HW cases, meaning a number well above, for example,
the average or median, is not more strongly correlated with daily workload. The answer lies in the
nature of the HW classification; the classification is based on aggregate work completed over the
course of a patient's LOS and does not consider the timing of this work. For a different perspective,
the work score allows other metrics to be calculated such as high peak workload, high discharge
intensity workload, or high aggregate intensity workload. Peak workload would be the highest daily
score of workload for a patient during the course of a patient's LOS. Discharge intensity would.
be the total work completed during the discharge window divided by the length of this window
and intensity would be total work completed divided by the LOS. The top decile by one measure
may not be the top decile by another measure as shown in Table 6.2. For example of the 123 HW
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Figure 6-4: The inadequacy of high workload census count for predicting daily workload
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Table 6.2: Shifting inenbership of top decile groups

White 8 White 9

HW 123 40

HW + HP 81 27
HW + HDI 36 12

HW + HI 31 13
HW + HP + HDI+ HI 23 8

HW Top decile aggregate work

HP Top decile peak work

HDI Top decile discharge window work intensity
HI = Top decile work intensity over LOS

patienits on Whiite 8, only 31 would be in the top decile of high intensity patients.

Table 6.2 should not be interpreted as nitcalling H'W sinply measures an LOS effect. HW patients

do tend to have a longer LOS. but as shown in Figure 6-5. the intensity for high workload patients is

also statistically higher than not-HW patients. In this figure HR-Actual refers to a patient. exclusive
of HW patients. that met high-risk screening criteria and could not. duiiring the initial assessimlit.

be ruled out for needig case ianager intervention. LR-Actual patients refer to those patients

either not ineeting HR criteria. or patients meeting HR criteria that were determined to not require
case manager intervention. These categories, in the context of the predictive power of the current
high-risk assessment, are considered further in the next subsection, but, in general. LB-Actual

patients are low aggregate workload patients and HR-Actual patients are medium aggregate workload

patients. The cases considere(d exclude( zero workload cases, patients that had not discharged from

White 8 as of 30 June 2015. an( patients with a first inpatient department or discharge department

different from WVhite 8.

LR-Actual IHR-Actual HW -

0-0
--

*A
c -0

0

R0 

H

LR-Actual HR-Actual HW

n 372 425 123

Minimum 0.17 0.29 1.32
10th percentile 0.58 1.00 2.11
25th percentile 0.76 158 3.00
Median 1.33 2.67 4.11
75th percentile 2.00 4.29 5.57
90th percentile 3.50 6.50 8.50
Maximum 16.00 22.00 27.00
Mean 1.73 3.32 4.84
SD 1.55 2.46 3.24

Figure 6-5: Work intensity of different patient populations
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Table 6.3: Prevalence of a component or subcoflmpolenlt of work as a plurality of total daily work
(holidays and weekends exclude(l) White 8.1 October 2014 - 30 June 2015

Percent of

total days

Admit 16 9%

Discharge 171 91%
Admit 56 30%

High workload 43 23%
High discharge intensity 11 6%

High peak 27 14%

Discharge window active yesterday 25 13%

First day of discharge 35 19%

No designation 15 8%

As a group HW patients have higher work intensity, higher discharge intensity. all(d higher peak
workloads than other patient groups, but not necessaril the highest values for these measures on

an individal basis. Again, as discussed in Chapter 5 most HW patients require the same types
of work, iii similar aiounts per episode, but repeated multiple times. The request-response cycle.

alluded to above, results in a soft cap on the amount of daily work that can be completed for each

case so that, on a daily basis, active not-HWNT cases can impose a similar load as active HW cases.
This is not true for idiosyncratic HW cases that make up a fraction of all HW cases.

Finally, on any given day the type of work that predominates may vary. Table 6.3 illustrates this. In
this table admit window work anl (lischarge window work are mutually exclusive. The other entries

are for components of' discharge window work and are not necessarily mnutually excilsiveAs the

italicized entries are not mlutually exclusive, the suim of these entries can exceed 100%Y(,; for example,
if a patient is in the top decile of peak alid total workload, the work performed for that patient would

be counted for both the High peak and High workload categories.. In the bottom part of the table

a(nlit work is conpare(i to each component, of discharge window work, not the sum of discharge

window work. The percentage is the number of clays in which each component or subcomponent of

work was the largest contributor to total (aily workloa(d out of 187 non-weekend/hiolidays considered.

While adniit window work is rarely the plurality of work compared to total discharge window work.

when compared against subcomponents of discharge window work it is often predominant. The high

peak, high workload, and high discharge intensity refer to discharge work completed for the top

(ecile of patients by these imeasures. "No designation" refers to discharge window work completed

for patients that are not in the top (lecile by any of these measures. The discharge window active

yesterday component an(l its significance is consilered in the next section. Again the percent figure
given is not for the total aniouit of work for each component/subcomponent completed over the total

number of days considered; it is the percentage of days for which that compoinet/subomponent
dominates, a relevant consideration for predicting (aily workload.
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6.1.3 Examining potentially exploitable patterns for predicting daily workload

As on may already appreciate. )predicting the dilly workload of case managers is n( easy task. Tle

immediate standard against which the iodel in the next section was compared was the BMSE and

coefficienit of determination possible when the numiber of active admit cases and active discharge

cases were used as explanatory variables for total work scored on a given day, 12.44 and 0.65
respectively. Even these modest standards proved cisive. although casting the problem in terms

of ciassification was iiore promising given the cumrrent state of the iodel. The underlying phased

framework for the miodel is shown in Figare 6-6. with possible inter-day transitions illistrated. Black

lines indicate either admissions or niovemnent between phases. Red lines represent the discharge

of a patient. with discharges imcreasing the mmiinber of vacant beds on the floor and admissions

decreasing this number. In general. a case. from an iilter-(ay perspective, can enter at any plmase of

discharge plamining. Intradlay. a patient can pass through multiple phases, but our predictive model

assumnes counting the nnmber of cases in each state at 04:00 for predictive purposes so intraday

transitions are not explicitly captured. Based on the reference work modes in Chapter 5, not all

patients progress through all phiases (e.g. reference inode 1 patients remain in the unassessed state

throughout their LOS. reference m1od 2 patients (10 not, progress past, pre-discharge. etc.).

Vacant Beds

Unassessed P--ild
-- * assessed -

cases Icases

. . ----.. - - --- ------------ I

Admit
Window

I.

KF Pre-discharge
cases

requiring CM
intervention

Pre discharge
cases not -

requiring CM

- - -- - -- ----- -- - - --

Pre-
Discharge
Window

Discharge Other
window cam - +- discharge
winiedow window cases

L --- ------------------ 4

Discharge

Window

Figure 6-6: Phased structure underlyiing preliminary pre(lictive modeling

The two potentially explloitable patterns center on cases in the pre-discharge widi(low, distinguishable

based on the cirrent high-risk assessment, and cases in the discharge window active the previous

day group. By convention, a case in the discharge window on a Monday is couiinted as active

"yesterday" if it was active, in the disciarge window. on Friday or the weekend. One of the 1)atteriis

is, in fact, exploitable - the tendency for cases active the previouIs (lay to also be active on the

current day. Distinguishirg patients in the pre-discharge window based on the HRIA did not prove

to be productive for modeling, but this facet warrants a discussion because it touches on the ways

t hat a regressiol lodel a be improved by further segmenting the patient population within each

phase. In fact. the cnrrent preferred model goes beyond the preliminary segnientation of Figure 6-6
by segmnenting the (iischarge window popuihation further. intro(i(ng an FDD (patients entering

1The iodels using the FDD cout are t le exceptionl to the footnlote at t he openlinlg of tils chapter.
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Table 6.4: Percentage of total work comipleted in each phase

First active Discharge Discharge

Pre-Discharge window dischargeday discharge day/ window active windownot
multiple days yesterday active yesterday

White 8 30.2% 69.8% 11.7% 154% 29.0% 13.7%
White 9 32.1% 67.9% 10.8% 15.8% 27. 7% 13.7%

their first active (lay in the discharge window) count and a "Discharge Window not Active Yesterday"
count (DWNAY). The FDD count would have to coime fron a prediction at the end of the previous
busiless clay (before 04:00 on the current day) of which patients will be ready for active discharge

plalig the following day. The DWNAY count is known with certainty. The FDD count would
not be known with 100% accuracy; in fact, it is impossible to say with what accuracy it would be
known. The key to obviating the need for a "predicted predictor" like FDD is greater segmentation
of the pre-discharge window and even nore refined segmentation of the discharge window. This is

coilsidered ill the Ilext sectioni.

Table 6.4 shows the breakdown of work for patients on White 8 and WVhite 9 by each phased census
segient when FDD and DNWAY are included. These anounts differ from Chapter 5 because all

patienlts are considered for the time periods examinled, not. just patients with Ahite 8 / White 9 as
the first inpatient departinent and discharge department. Note that only a very small anount of
pre-discharge work was scored (<1 .1> of total) and is included with adinit work. The similarity in
percentages between White 8 and White 9 is striking.

Considering first the seginentation of the pre-discharge window patients, in theory it is possible to
segmneit HR-Actual patients and LB-Actual patieits. Here the Actual suffix is used to refer to a

patient designation after the CM has coipleted the HR screen and/or the initial assessment. The
LR-Actual patients either fail to meet high-risk criteria or. duriig the initial assessment the CM
deterimines the patient does not require CM intervention. HR-Actual patients mieet high-risk criteria
and umay need CM intervention. Whien we overlay the HW classification we developed for the top
decile of aggregate workload patients with the results of the HR screen and/or initial assessment.
the results are worth ioting, as shown inl Table 6.5 for White 8 and White 9. Iin these tables only
the patients with White 8 (White 9) as the sole inpatient departilent are coisidered.

The imost relevant points in the figure are the lnegative predictive value of the HR screen and the low

precision. That is, ini terms of high aggregate workload (top decile of patients by work score) the HR
screen has a large false positive rate and a very low false negative rate. An even more potentially
useful result dispenises with the HW designation and coisiders the aggregate work required. and
other derived metrics, for HR-Actual and LR-Actual patients. This is shown in Figure (-7 for White
8 patients. Note that the imeasures refer to discharge window work, hence the presence of zero
values.

By any metric the current HR, screen., coumbineld with the ability of the White 8 case manager to
accurately identify patients that do not require case mllanager interventioll, is a powerful distinguisher
of different patiit populations on the whole. This is poteiltially useful because many LR-Actual
pat ients do mlot, progress past the pre-discharge window. Our reasoning for segient ing the pre-
discharge winldiow as such was that a count of patients ill the pre-discharge win(low, segmnented
betweei LR-Actual patients and HR-Actual patients should positively correlate with the nmiiber
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Table 6.5: Ability of current high-risk screen and initial assessment to dist inguish high aggregate

workload patients

White 8 Performance Summary

HR Actual
Y N Recall 0.87

High Neg predicitve value 0.97

Workload N 513 410 F-score 0.24

Balanced Accuracy 0.66

G-rnean 0.62

White 9 Performance Summary

HR Actual Precision 0.21

Y N Recall 0.93

High Y 28 2 Neg predicitve value 0.99

Worlood 107 161 F-score 0.34

Balanced Accuracy 0.77

G-mean 0.75

of FDD patients for a given day: rather than making a direct prediction of FDD, the predictioii

was implicit in the model. Unfortunately, Pearson's r for the correlation between the HR-Actual

pre-discharge window population and FDD is only 0.454 for White 8: the correlation with non-FDD

discharge work is actually negative. Again, the timing of the transition from the pre-discharge

window to the FDD is critical to capture given the percent of total work scored on the FDD or the

first and only (lay of active discharge in Table 6.4, an amount in excess of 25%X . From Chapter 5 we

know that the pre-discharge period is relatively long and latent compared to the admit window aiid

discharge wiilow. Without a finer segmentation the count of pre-discharge patients has limited

value for a predictive model. Ideas about how to segment the pre-discliarge population in a more

granular way are included in the next section. However, only a small amount of work has been done,

to this point, on a refined census segmentation scheime; this is why the FDD variable was included

as a predictor at this stage of model development.

In contrast to the pre-discharge window segmentation, segmenting the discharge window to include

DWAY and DWNAY has useful predictive power, particularly the DWAY category where 29% of

the total work scored occurs. On White 8, Pearson's r between the DVAY count and the number of

active discharge cases for a (lay., other than FDD cases is 0.754, with a similar correlation, 0.712,

between discharge work performed for active cases other than FDD cases. This type of correlation is

highly exploitable for modeling and exists on both White 8 and White 9. The nimiber of contiguous

(lays on White 8 and White 9 is shown in Table 6.6; it is flo coincidence that the percentage is close

to the Pearson r value for White 8. The tendency of cases active the previous day to be active the

current, day is a, consequence of the request-respoise cycle mentioned previously. Even with this

correlation, further segmentation of the discharge window, in general, and the DWAY population,

in particular, would greatly increase the power of the model, as would miore explicit modeling of the

request-respoise cycle.
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Table 6.6: Frequency of contiguous active diischarge days for White 8 and White 9 for patients with

varying niunbers of total active discharge days

White 8 White 9

n % contiguous n % contiguous

2 182 69% 40 75.0%

3 150 69% 54 74.2%

4 162 68% 54 73.1%

5 92 73% 40 65.0%

6+ 246 64% 53 60.3%

Total 832 68% 241 69.5%

6.2 Results of predictive modeling based on linear regression

The results obtained for multiple predictive models. distinguished by the count variables used

for prediction, are provided in Table 6.7. These results are based on a ulodel developed with all

of the non-weekend/holiday data for WNhite 8. Validation set results, both with repeated 60/40

traiining/validation trials for White 8 and with White 8 as a training set and White 9 as the

validation set are considered below. Only a few of the models in Table 6.7 warrant discussion

in terms of performance. A description of the candidate predictor variable codes and response

variables is provided in Tables 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. The results are evidence of support that

the underpinnings of the model. segmenting the patient population by discharge planning phase

to get basic count, predictor variables, are solid and worthy of further development. The model

performs even better at predicting the active daily census, as ninlber of active admuit cases and

active discharge case. in lieu of workload. The concept of the active census is one that may hold great

promise for future mnodeling. Finally. the shortcomings of the model naturally suggest improvements.

First. consider model 1, only ained at predicting adniit work. The performance of this nodel is

comparable to model 10 in Table 6.1. Model 10 uses the nunber of active adimit cases to predict

admit work with an R2 and RMSE of 0.78 and 5.29. Model 1 in Table 6.14 uses a 04:00 count of

lunassessed patients. partially assessed patients, pre-discharge patients, and vacant beds to yield a

model with R2 and RISE of 0.68 and 6.45. All of the coefficients are significant and, as importantly

for extending the predictive model to floors with a different average census, the intercept is not

significant. The mnagnitude of the intercept, relative to the coefficients is. however. potentially

problematic for wider application of the niodel as is.

The relatively good performance of this basic model based on counts illustrates a, point obliquely

broached earlier. The timing of adnit window work should, ultimately. be easier to pinpoint than

discharge window work. This is because initial admit window work typically, but not always, occurs

within the first 24 business hours of admission. Because this is not always the case the count of

unassessed patients. rather than the count of patients admitted (adjusted admit tinie) within the

last 24 hours is used. In contrast the magnitude of adimit window work, dependent as it is on

the direction of the initial CM encounter with the patient. should ultimately prove to be more

difficult to predict, without sone type of automated pre-screening. than discharge window work.

Admit work usually occurs with limited, or potentially erroneous/inconplete. information about

the patient. This limited information is the reason for adnit work, be this work a chart review or
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Table 6.7: Performance measures of OLS predictive models using WYhite 8 data

Candidate Explanatory Variables
Mean

Model Intercept VAC UA PA PD PDLR PDHR DWAY DWNAY FDD Response Variable R2  Adjusted R2  RMSE Response

-4.22 0.94* 3.79* 3.49* 0.43* AdmitWork &68 0.67 6.45 25. W

3.77 0237 0.23 0 82 0-21

2 29.O7 1 Discharge Work 028 a27 16.78 54.41

4.72 0.53 128

49.2* ' ~ ~ * ~ ~ . ~5.74*
3 49.24* 266* 574Total Work 028 0.27 17.81 79.44

4.00 0.50 0.78

15.34* 6.69* 1.47* 5.50*
4 

Discharge Work 0L48 0L47 1434 54.41

* 3-27* 635 5.27 Total Work 0L45 0L45 15.52 79.44

43 0.44 a___ _ __ _ _ 068 -12a5C8

6 2.09* 0.75* 0.97* 0.19* Active Cases not F DD 0.66 0.66 1.62 970
0.52 0.04 0 07 0.06

7 Active Admit Cases 0.65 0.66 1.37 5.19
0.25 0.03 017 _______ _______ _____ ______

8 115 0.90* 0.23* Active Discharge 0.60 0.59 1.24 4.51
0.28 0 05 0.04 Cases not FDD

0.83* Active Discharge .4 O54 1.32 451
09 a______ 065 Cases not FDD

0.25 0.22*
10 004 FDD 0115 0.5 1.57 272

0.09 1 0.FDD 019 0.19 1.52 272

*Signifkantata< a<05
** Sign1fcant at a< a io
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Table 6.8: Description of candidate predictor variables

Variable
Code Description*

VAC Vacant beds on floor
UA Unassessed patients on floor

PA Partially assessed patients on floor
PD Pre-discharge patients (assessed but active discharge planning has not started

PDLR Pre-discharge patients who were assessed as low-risk actual

PDHR Pre-discharge patients not assessed as low-risk actual
DWA Y Discharge window patients With active discharge planning previous day

DWNAY Discharge window patients without active discharge planning previous day

FDD Patients who will enter first day of active discharge planning

*All counts are at 0400 of the same day for which work is scored

an initial meeting with the patient. Of course. currently the inagnitude of discharge work is difficult

to predict but there are many opportunities to incorporate new information about the state of the

patient that call enhance prediction. The basis for these opportunities is considered below.

Model 5 is the current best model for pre(dicting total work with an R2 of 0.45, an RMSE of 15.52.

and a, mean response of 79.44. It bears noting that including a dummy indicator variable for Friday

pushes the coefficient of determination for the iodel above the oft-cited, but ultimately irrelevant.

0.50 threshold for predictive models in the social sciences. The relative RMSE of 20% may preclude

the use of the current model to make accurate operationally useful predictions of case nmanager

workload but, as shown in the next section. the model does allow -reasonably" accurate classification

of high, medium, and low workload days with an intricate method of classifier training. This method

may not be extensible to other floors. ilt even the current regression results and classifier results,
based on simple count variables of census by phase, suggest the core concepts of the model are

sound. The difference in relative performance metrics between models 3 and 5 again emphasizes the
importance of predicting the timing of work: i.e. predicting whether a case will be active oii a given
day. Model 5 incorporates the FDD count variable, implicitly assuming 100% accuracy, while model
3 (or model 2) is devoid of a mechanism to accurately capture the transition of patients from the
pre-discharge window to active discharge planning. Note that the DWAY variable is significant for

all models predicting either total work or discharge work.

Models 6, 7, and 8, predicting active cases not FDD, active admit cases, and active discharge case
not FDD, respectively, are particularly provocative. Rather than casting the problem as predicting
workload. conceptualizing the problem as one of predicting the active census may result in a more

tractable problem. As has been demonstrated, in a, manner we feel is conclusive, predicting the
timing (active case or not active) and general nature of work (admit window work or discharge
window work), is a, necessary, even if only implicitly, condition for predicting workload with the
degree of certainty needed to operationalize a, predictive model. Model 6. for example, allows

prediction of active cases not FDD with a RMSE of 1.62 cases. If a prediction of FDD cases
is incorporated to make a prediction of all active cases the RMSE drops further by an amount

correlated with the accuracy of the FDD prediction.
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Table 6.9: Description of response variables

Response Variable Description

Admit Work Scored admit work for day (admit window*)
Discharge Work Scored discharge work for day (discharge window)

Total Work Total work scored for day
Active Cases not FDD Number of active cases for day except first day of discharge cases
Active Admit Cases Number of active admit cases for day

First Day of Discharge (FDD) Case entering first active discharge day

Active Discharge Cases not FDD Number of active discharge cases for day except first day of discharge cases
Includes <1.1% pre-discharge work

Table 6.10: Performance of OLS models oil various validation data sets

White 8 Wite 8** WNte 9
A N non- weeke nd/holid ay do ta R goea ted triais 

6w 4 0 
Tra in/Va ldation Valda tion

Model Response Variable R2  RMSE Mean R2 RMSE Mean R/R R2 RMSE Mean R/R
Response Response RMSE* Res__nse RM5E*

1 Admit Wcork 0. 68 6.45 25.03 0.68 6.52 25.10 1 01 0.58 12 19 22.73 2 05

2 Discharge Work 0.28 16.78 54.41 0.28 16.14 5292 0.97 0.25 16.62 44.23 1.22

3 Total Work 0.25 17.81 79.44 0.28 1713 79.03 0.97 0.22 22.27 66.97 1.48

4 Discharge Work 0.48 14.34 5441 0.48 1344 53.92 0.95 0.45 13.20 44.23 113

5 Total Work 0.45 15.52 79.44 0.45 1461 7&83 0.95 0.44 17.97 66.97 137

6 ActiveCasesnotFDD 0.66 1.62 9.70 0.66 1.56 9.80 0.95 0.59 238 &92 1.60

7 ActiveAdmitCases 0.65 1.37 5.19 0.65 1.38 5.21 1.00 0.57 229 4.78 1.81

8 Active Discharge 0.60 1.24 4.51 06 1.23 4.58 0.98 0.55 140 414 1.23
cases not FDD

* This refers to the relative RMSE of a vaidation set relative to the relative RMSE of the White 8 models developed with aff of the non-weekend/hoiday data
- Results shown are the average values obtained for the validation set, 10 trials

6.2.1 Validation of the model for White 8 and testing extensibility to other
floors

The iidd-le portioni of Table 6.1-0 shows the validation results (averaged) of repeated trials where
the White 8 data was randolmly split into a training set with 6 0%A of the data and a validation set

of 40% of the data. The deficits of the current iodel were discussed earlier, but the iodel performs

equally as well, identically in fact. on White 8 validation sets.

The rightmost columns of the figure show the perforimance of a milodel traiiied with the entire

noni-weekend holiday White 8 data set and tested on the entire White 9 data set. Iuinediately we

can see something is ainss. This is deinoustrated most clearly in thlc rightmost colinn highlighted

ili yellow. Here we introduice the R/R. R\ISE measure. Given the differenlt mean responses of White

8 and White 9, this is an appropriate measure to conisider as it is the ratio of the White 9 relative

RMSE and the White 8 relative RAISE. Comparable perlformance would]( result in a value close to 1.
The decrease in performance for mnodel 2, nodel 4. and model 8 is partly attributable to the slightly

varying patient popiulation on White 9 compared to White 8 over the time periods examinied, as

discussed in Chapter 5. This influence is slight becatuse the patient population variation is most
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pronounced among patients in the pre-discharge window, a count variable not included in the models.
Note that the models where performance tends to agree concern discharge work or discharge cases.

In contrast, the performance of models predicting total work, admit work, total cases, or active
admit cases is drastically reduced when tested on White 9. This reduction in performance traces
to different work patterns on White 9, as well as a different relative prevalence of work reference
modes, also discussed in Chapter 5. These models all make use of the VAC, UA, or PA variables.
The admit work is delayed, on average, for White 9 compared to White 8. Thus, the value of the
UA coefficient and the VAC coefficient would be decreased in a model tailored for/trained on White
9 data. Similarly, the PA variable, because of the higher relative occurrence of reference mode 7, 8,
and 9 cases on White 9 would assume greater prominence in a White 9-trained model. This is a
dramatic demonstration that, even if the improvements to modeling outlined in the next subsection
are completed, a level of standardization across floors is requisite for a widely applicable predictive
model. The alternative is to train models for a given floor only using data from that floor. This
would eliminate the effect of different work patterns and role boundaries that may exist between
floors.

However, without standardization, model drift is virtually guaranteed. On the one hand, processes
evolve at a different rate and in different directions depending on the floor. Yet, the real reason
standardization is beneficial has to do with all of the improvement initiatives at MGH 4 . These
initiatives could easily change the foundation upon which a model is built. If every floor has a
slightly different model then changes, internal or external to MGH (e.g., an external change could
be healthcare regulation or Medicare changes) would mean all of the models have to be changed.
With standardization, at least between similar floors, this situation is mitigated, to a degree.

6.2.2 Improving regression model predictive performance

There are opportunities to enhance the ability of a model to predict both the timing and the
magnitude of work by incorporating new, relevant information about the patient as the patient's
LOS unfolds. In fact, this should be a much more productive approach, from a predictive standpoint,
than trying to make a single prediction of aggregate work at the outset of a patient's stay. For
example, consider the pre-discharge window, largely devoid of CM activity for a case as per our
definition. The length of this pre-discharge window for HW and not-HW patients is shown in Figure
6-8.

The median (or average) pre-discharge window for both patient groups is non-trivial. Currently,
from a predictive modeling standpoint, the pre-discharge window is essentially undifferentiated.
However, at a minimum there should be an early pre-discharge window and a late pre-discharge
window. Rather than looking at CM activities to distinguish these periods, preliminary investigation
indicates that the occurrence of specific consults, particularly physical therapy, could be used to
separate a patient in a hypothetical early pre-discharge window and late pre-discharge window.
These consults are potentially leading indicators that the phase of active discharge planning (case
entering the discharge window) is approaching. This would allow a two-axis segmentation in the
pre-discharge window along an early/late axis and a HR-Actual/LR-Actual axis. What is more, the

4This is not idle speculation; the change to a new model of case management introduced subtle but discernible
discontinuities into the CM note text data at the heart of our analysis. This limited the amount of historical data for
each floor available for use in our analysis.
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F1igure 16-8: Length of pre-discharge window for HW and not-HW\' patielnts. White 8. 1 October 2014
- 30 June 2015

classificationi of patieuts Ileed hot remain static as new information about the patient's psychosocial

and insurance profile becomes available. A great deal of effort was spent in trying to develop a

iethod to predict a HW patieut ill the early phase of adiinissioni. l\ich imore beineficial for predictive

modeling of daily workload is incorporatilig information as it becoies available. Appendix A briefly
sunnarizes earlier efforts at predicting high workload patients early in admission. These sanie

concepts. because of relatively iMactive periods duirimig a patient's LOS., froi a CM perspective. can
be applied throughout the LOS to refine the prediction of work timing anld lmaglitude.

As one filial illustration, consider an oft-cited obstacle to predicting the aimmounit of work associated

with a patiet. a frequently shifting discharge dispositioi. This change can be because a patiet's

needs change or because a patient's psychosocial characteristics or insurance profile means patient

lleeds must be met iii a manner other than that preferred by the patienit and initially pursued by the

CM. Figure 6-10 illustrates this fact. This figure is iade difficult to read because of the presence
of so many outliers. In fact. these outliers are the key feature of the figure iim that there does not

seemmi to be any well-defined characteristic amoumit of work or number of active discharge days for an

ultimate discharge disposition. However, it is our contention that there is a characteristic amount

and sequence of work for the discharge disposition being pursued at the time.5

Consider the Home-Services (HHHSO) category. These patients typically require a lower level of

CM\ intervention. This fact, at first glance, does not seem to square with the figure's outliers for

this category. The two observations, however, are not contradictory and are easy to reconcile after

an exhaustive readig of CM notes. The outliers for this category are typically patients for which

Another way of stating this assertion is that if all patients with the same ultiniate discharge disposition started
initially along a path to this ultiniate discharge disposition (no shift in the pursuied lischarge plan), the observed
variation evident for each category of nltiniate discharge disposition would be lower. The characteristic anount of
work for the first day of pursuing a type of discharge disposition, for example. would vary iII a narrow range.
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a different discharge disposition (or dispositions) was initially envisioned but whose post-MGH
placement proved so difficult that, eventually, the patient's condition improved to the point that a
discharge home with services was possible. In fact, many of the outliers, particularly in the STSNF
(short-term skilled nursing facility) category may have had partial discharge plans executed for a
number of different discharge dispositions. The point is that, at any point in time the discharge
disposition being pursued could be included in a predictive model, as could outcomes, such as
multiple denials by post-MGH facilities. Incorporating this outcome-based type of information is the
key for near real-time (daily) predictive modeling of CM workload and allows a finer segmentation
of the current census by phase and sub-phase.

6.3 Reformulating the daily workload prediction problem as a clas-
sification problem

As discussed, predicting an accurate score for the daily workload of a case manager is difficult. There
are avenues to improve the current predictive model but, from a near-term pragmatic perspective,
attempting to accurately classify a day as high, medium, or low workload may be a better course
to pursue. A variety of classifiers were examined (logistic regression, knn, random forests, svm,
discriminant analysis, neural nets, etc.) but ultimately a boosted tree-based classifier was chosen.
Since daily workload classification attempts were started relatively late in the process the parameters
of the boosted tree were minimally tuned.6 Fifty weak learners were used with SMOTEBoost as the
boosting algorithm for a standard CART implementation[44][55]. A terminal node was constrained
to have a minimum of 10% of the training set days. The details of the tree are really ancillary to
this discussion as an intricate stratified random sampling procedure offered the greatest benefit to
classifier performance.

Stratified random sampling went well beyond simple stratification based solely on class. The
techniques are admittedly non-standard and some results, particularly with the small White 9 data
set, give reason for pause. As such, the techniques used below should be verified on a larger, novel
data set. The advantage of the linear regression model is its transparency and relative simplicity.
The modifications suggested in the previous section should result in improved performance and the
reason for any performance improvement is easily conceptualized. In contrast, there is a certain
opacity associated with using techniques like hierarchical clustering, boosted classification trees,
synthetic minority class over-sampling technique (SMOTE), and one-side selection in combination.

The sampling procedure began with hierarchical clustering. All variables referenced in Tables 6.1
and 6.7 were used for clustering. Three clusters were formed. The data points (days) in these
clusters were then assigned to six sub-clusters by manual clustering based on the dominant work
components in the cluster from Table 6.3 among admit, high peak, first day of discharge, and DWAY

7with the restriction that a minimum number of high workload cases was in each cluster

6 There is an opportunity to use a wrapper technique for tuning over a range of values for the parameters associated
with the approach described in this section[62][53][80]. Essentially this would entail a grid search to determine the
optimal sampling method for our training dataset. While simple in concept, wrappers can become complicated when
trying to optimize a pair of over- and under-sampling levels.[80][57]

7 This clustering was entirely manual and based on little more than a belief that the SMOTEBoost algorithm could
be applied to a training set of data and result in a reasonably well-performing predicitve classifier. Six sub-clusters
were chosen because this was the maximum amount of sub-clusters meeting a minimum cluster size requirement of
four high workload days per cluster; four was set as a minimum to allow use of the SMOTEBoost technique on each
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The data set was then split into a training and test set by randonly taking half of the high work
days from each cluster (or half I in the case of an odd numiber) for the training set and the
remaining cases for the test set. The days with a classification other than high were similarly split
50/50 among the training and validation set to yield a six strata training set and validation set.

The SMOTE technique was then used on the training set to forn an equal number of synthetic

high workload data points in each strata, assigning composite values of the variables based oii the

five nearest, neighbors, whether high workload or other, of each high workload day. A significant

amount of data mniging was required to naintain the internal consistency of the training data

set. For example, if there were five patients in the discharge window then there could not be six

DWAY cases for a synthetic high workload (lay. The one-sided selection algorithm was then lised to

remove non-high workload (lays in the training set based on Tomnek links and condensed nearest

neighbors[125] [77] [87]. Finally, the boosted regression tree was built, based on the remaining training

data using the full set of candidate predictor variables only (Table 6.7). The process was repeated

for 11 trials. The SMOTEBoost technique ensured some variation between trials despite the small

iminber of high workload days.

With the reservations about extensibility of the stratified sampling procedure duly noted, the

validation results for White 8 are shown in Table 6.11.

Table 6.11: Validation set performance for High Workload Day / Not-High Workload day classifier
on White 8

Performance Summary

Predicted Class Precision 0.73
H L Recall 0.72

Actual H 87 34 F-score 0.73

Class L 32 66 Balan ce d Accuracy 0.84

G-mean 0.83

ROC Curve, AUC (11 Trials)
Average 0.87
Median 0.88
Range (0.81,0.91)

By sonie metrics the classifier performance can be judged quite favorably. The values are suilined
over 11 trials. The real context in which to judge performnance depends on the operational
cost of misclassification. This cost is unlikely to be symmetric. The classifier perforniance is

relatively balanced along the off-diagonal, misclassifying 34 high workload (lays as low workload and

misclassifying 32 low workload (lays as high workload. The 34 nisclassifications are Opportunities

missed where resources could have been reallocated to make a CM's daily workload more manageable.

Conversely, the 32 misclassifications could result in limited reserve capacity being flexed to a floor
that does not require additional resources. In general we can trade off an increase in true positives

only by accepting a higher number of false positives. The "median" ROC curve and lift charts

cluster in forming an augmented training set.
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Figure 6-11: M\edian validation set lift chart ald ROC curve for White 8 two-class classifier

The results of training a classifier with a Wlhite 9 training set and validating on a White 9 holdout

set are shown in Table 6.12, with accompanying mnedian lift charts and ROC curves in Figure 6-13.
The same procedure was iused as describe(d previously, with 11 trials completed. The numuuber of high

workload days oil White 9, was smnaller so the cutoff score was lowered to 90. Still, the White 9 data

set is only 1/3 the size of the White 8 data set (64 days versus 187 days) and the classification, even

augunenting the training data set using the techniques described above, is not likely to be indicative

of performance oi a larger data set; the )erformance oin a larger data set could be better or worse.
This classifier did not exhibit the off diagonal balance of the previous classifier. having comparatively
imore false positives thaiu false negatives. M\ore notable is the instability iln the ROC curve between
trials. The median and average value was similar to the previous classifier but the range, with a
low AUC of 0.59, was much wider. Again, it is difficult to read mlunch into the performance metrics
because of the smuall sample.

Table 6.12: Validation set performance for

on White 9

Predicted Class

H L

Actual H 30 14

Class L 29 202

High Workload Day / Not-High Workload day classifier

Performance Summary

Precision 0.51

Recall 0.68

F-score 0.58

Balanced Accuracy 0.78

G-mean 0.77

ROC Curve, AUC (11 Trials)
Average 0.81

Median 0.83
Range (0.59, 0.93)

Finally, Table 6-13 provides the classification results for 11 trials of a three class classifier with
break points at 60 and 90 to distinguish between the classes. The combined data for White 8 and
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Table 6.13: Validation set performance of a 3-class classifier over 11 trials

Predicted Class
H I M I L

Performance Summary

Overall Accuracy 81.2%
High Load Day Accuracy 74.3%
Medium Load Day Accuracy 72.1%

Low Load Day Accuracy 88.3%

Two-level miclassification rate 3.4%

High as low misclassification 6.9%
Low as high misclassification 2.5%

White 9 was used in a nanner similar to that described at the outset of this section, although three

classes necessitatedl a iiodification of the hierarchical cllstering-based stratified randoim sanpling.
The important practical netric for this classifier is the overall two-class misclassification rate and

the component low-as-high and high-as-low miisclassification. An overall two-class inisclassificat ion

rate of 3.4% was obtained.

Like the regression based iodel. the preliiiary classification results show proimise. However. it is

not as clear whether the classification results. dependent as they were on a complicated stratified

rainloiii saiiipling procedure to properly train a classifier, will extend to novel data sets. Furthermore.

dlassification requires a better calibration of the work score scale to determine exactly what score

constitutes a high workload day. The distribution of weekday scores is shown in Figure 6-13. The

saiie probleii exists for the regression-based niodel but calibration does not have the samie immediacy

since refinements to the model can be made and evaluated relatively independently of the scale. The

simplicity of the regression iiodel is a huge attraction, although the refinenments likely Iieed(led to

improve the niodel to the degree necessary will complicate the niodel marginally. It is probable that

any imiprovemnents will likely translate to faster performance enhancenents for the classifier. At any

rate, both avenues are open for exploration. The final chapter considers imore iinne(liate operational

improvements that may be possible. dependent mainly on the retrospective work score for support

rather than a predictive modeling calpability. Chief amiodng these are the effects of pooling the work

of similar floors between the associated case managers and simple proce(hres that may provide a
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basis for altering the baseline staffiiig aionig floors with differeint patient popullatfionls.
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Chapter 7

Recommendations for Future Work
and Operationalization Roadmap

A number of recommendations for future work in the context of quantifying CM work, and more
accurately predicting the daily workload for inpatient case managers at MGH, have been presented
throughout Chapters 4-6. The most important of these recommendations are recounted, briefly,
below, and focus primarily on ways to improve the prediction accuracy of the daily workload required
for a set of cases.

While the current state of our work does not allow for operational recommendations to be made
with the requisite specificity for immediate implementation, it is possible to move beyond, in many
respects, vague generalities. This allows us, at the very least, to identify the linkages between the
recommendations for future work and operationalization of this work, to provide a roadmap, if you
will, for operationalization.

Appendix B outlines possible ways to use both the workload metric and/or our phased framework
to develop a CM-specific case mix index (CMI). The appendix provides more information about the
case mix index for readers unfamiliar with the term. The concept is relatively straightforward -
the CMI assigns a relative value to different patient groups in an effort to determine how hospital
resources should be allocated among these groups, as well as how many resources patients in a
particular group typically require. As we view case managers and their time as an important hospital
resource, we consider adapting the CMI concept to develop benchmark caseloads for different patient
populations / hospital floors.

Of course, as we have demonstrated in the preceding chapters, even with better, MGH-specific,
benchmark caseloads, sub-optimality in the daily allocation of case management resources is a
virtual certainty. That is, while benchmark caseloads can help ensure an equitable distribution
of workload over an extended time horizon (i.e., on "average"), on a daily basis the sources of
workload variability can have significant effects. In this chapter we introduce a feasible dynamic case
assignment scheme, based on pooling to help limit the upside daily workload variability experienced
by any case manager within the pool. The attenuation can be achieved by balancing the number of
cases in each phase between case managers within a pool.
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7.1 The fundamental importance of the work metric and phased
framework: Suggested refinements

As stated in the introduction to Chapter 4, the foundation of our work hinges on the work metric
developed. This work metric is key to any meaningful current state analysis, as well serving the role
of response variable for analyzing CM note text, explanatory modeling, and predictive modeling.
Given this importance, it is imperative that further refinement and validation of the metric occur,
particularly for making comparisons across floors with different patient populations. The relatively
small sample of cases used to validate the work metric is the primary weakness of the work to date.
There are several reasons for the small sample, chief among them being the time-consuming nature
of reviewing cases. However, involving a larger number of auditors, reviewing a larger number of
cases, to arrive at a consensus scoring system would undoubtedly be more efficient than a protracted
time-motion study approach.

Rather than classifying cases according to how much work they required (e.g., high, medium, or low),
or ordinally ranking a sample of cases by the amount of work required, auditors should explicitly
score the text of cases, with the goal of calibrating the scale for the work metric in terms of time
required. This could begin at the level of component work events, such as phone calls, referrals,
or faxes, but more beneficial, in terms of refining the text-analytical engine that will form the
core for automated scoring, would be scoring at the note-level. This facilitates enhancements to
automated scoring by allowing easier extraction and incorporation of textual markers associated
with a given level of work into the automated scoring procedure. The note type would remain
indispensable as a feature of a text vector to be scored, but consensus scoring of text samples at the
note level decreases the importance of specifying beforehand the dictionary presented in Appendix
C. More accurately, a significant sample of notes scored by a group of case managers provides a more
substantial foundation for any semi-supervised learning, via clustering, used to guide development
of the dictionaries and sub-dictionaries in Appendix C.

There are other refinements that a more substantial audit of cases and scoring of notes may make
attainable. This audit procedure may allow estimation of the effects of having multiple active cases
per day so the effects can be incorporated into retrospective scoring. Some of these effects include
the time cost of switching from working on one case to working on another. The case managers we
observed are adept at switching between cases, but this is not a frictionless process. This could
be an important effect to consider as it likely means that the linearity assumed in developing
the regression-based models of Chapter 6 holds only over a limited range of active cases. Even
more significant is the increased chance of interruption by other members of the care team as the
number of active discharge window cases increases. These interruptions were frequently observed,
but incorporating them into a case score, particularly an automated case score, is difficult. At
the day-level this leads to a downward bias in scoring; at the patient level this similarly leads to
a downward bias in the total case score and, more importantly in the context of daily predictive
modeling, lower daily peak scores for a case.

Another primary benefit that could come out of a directed, larger-scale review of cases is a refinement
of some of the key conventions developed over the course of our work. Chief among these is the
basic phased framework used to identify the phase a case is in, the basic phases being admit window,
pre-discharge, and discharge window. Within these general phases we further pinpointed the state a
case is in, such as UA, PA, or DWAY. Identifying on any given day how many cases were in each
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state forms the core of the current predictive model and will form the core of future predictive
models, whether regression-based, classification based, or otherwise. This segmentation of cases by
phase, in a manner not informed by our early working hypothesis, proved much more beneficial for
predictive modeling than, for example, identifying aggregate high-workload cases. The reason for
this was clearly demonstrated in preceding chapters - the timing of work (is a case active or not?)
and the general nature of the work (which phase is the case in?) goes far in allowing prediction of
the daily workload.

A more granular segmentation of cases, up to a point, would allow even better prediction of daily
workload, both by improving prediction of the timing of the work and allowing a better prediction
of the magnitude of the work. As an example of the former, there may be identifiable phases within
the pre-discharge window, with transitions indicated by sources other than CM notes. As mentioned
in Chapter 5, it may be possible to distinguish between an early and late pre-discharge window
based on the occurrence of certain consults. If distinguishable phases in the pre-discharge window
are identified then it may be unnecessary to predict which cases will be FDD cases during the
upcoming day (although incorporating a prediction of FDD case count will almost certainly improve
a predictive model). Refined segmentation may allow the negative predictive value of the current
HRIA to be exploited for modeling purposes. Furthermore, it is likely a more refined segmentation
would allow better incorporation of the request-response cycle into a predictive model of daily
workload, a cycle which the DWAY state does an admirable, though incomplete job of capturing.

As an example of segmentation that may allow better prediction of the magnitude of work associated
with a case on a given day, a count of patients by predicted discharge disposition could be beneficial.
More beneficial would be capturing the relevant outcomes of the previous day's work on a case.
For example, was a patient/case in the discharge window denied by a facility yesterday? In the
same vein, are there reasons for denial that are important indicators for the work that will be
completed for a case the coming day? Here input from case managers during a review of cases
would be invaluable. Incorporating new information about the state of a case is more useful from a
prediction standpoint than an accurate prediction of the aggregate amount of work a case will take
from admission to discharge.

There are other suggested refinements that are crucial for both assessing the current state and
measuring the impact of any changes. Chief among these are any process improvements of the type
that make it easier for CMs to document the work completed for a case. As discussed, there is strong
evidence that higher workload days are associated with more undocumented work. This seems a
natural consequence of prioritizing efforts given a limited amount of time to actually perform work
and subsequently document this work. In most cases it is easy to infer missing work, though there is
greater uncertainty in assessing the magnitude of undocumented work. By extension, an incomplete
record of work introduces a lot of noise into both automated retrospective scoring and modeling
that depends on these scores. It may be worthwhile to expand or modify the types of templated
notes available to case managers for quickly capturing the majority of work completed for a case
while allowing transmission of key information to other members of the care team. As a start, some
of the non-native note types for which designations were developed in Chapter 4 (e.g., acceptnote,
denynote, treport, etc.) could be made more standard. These additional standard note types would
have the added benefit of making automated phase/state identification in the record easier, as well
as decreasing the error associated with automated retrospective scoring.

It is difficult to gage exactly how serious a problem undocumented work is, but it is enough of a
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concern that it played into the decision to use White 8 as the floor to develop the work netric and

techniques used over the course of our work. CM\ leadership identified the primary White 8 C1\

(responsible for 24 of 26 beds on White 8) as being relatively assiduols in doclunenting work. In

comparison, there seemed to be more undociiented work on White 9, a similar floor to White 8.

This discrepancy can likely be traced, iii large part, to the fact that White 9 had a imiuch larger

anniber of case managers providing notes for the record examined; often White 9 was staffed by a

"float" case manager and this decreased continuity probably had effects on the relative completeness

of the record. Even for White 8 there was some concern that the record miay have become less

complete over time, and particularly in the summer as the primary CM, for example, was on

vacation. As indicated in Table 7.1, there did not seen to be any negative correlation between

a later (late and the amount of work documeinted oi a (lay: slight, but statistically insignificant

positive correlations were identified.

Table 7.1: Correlation between the date and the aimount of work scored by day of the week, White

8, 1 October 2014 - 30 June 2015

Correlation
coefficient p-value

Monday 0.114 0.488

Tuesday 0.167 0.329

Wednesday 0.293 0.070

Thursday 0.001 0.997

Friday 0.079 0.632

The work score is a fundamental metric for allowing comparison between floors with different patient

populations. The metric facilitates simulation of changes, nsing historical data, to see how the

workload for a CM position is affected. Furthermore, and as discnssed in Appendix B, a refined

metric may allow for empirically supported aiid rational M\GH-specific caseload benchmarks to be

developed; that is, the metric can help determine the nnmber of cases/beds a CM. given a patient

population with certain characteristics, should have relative to another CM position responsible

for a patient population with different characteristics. However, it is possible to partially decouple

setting caseload benchmarks fron the work mnetric, under a set, of supportable assnmIptions, by

relying primarily on the number of active days for a CM position over a given interval. "Patient

population characteristics" is an admittedly vague concept, but, based the analysis in Chapters 4-6.

the most important patient population characteristic, that may extend to floors of types other than

that of White 8 and White 9, is how many days a -typical" case is active.

7.2 Staffing patterns: Static (baseline) and dynamic aspects

As set out in Chapter 2, one goal for our work was to:

Developing candidate staffing schemes that incorporate the flexibility required to effec-

tively address variability in a case manager's daily workload aid/or reduce observed

variability
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The current state of the work precludes the overall level of specificity for staffing recommendations
envisioned when beginning our work. However, it is possible to make some specific recommendations
and, where specificity is not possible, to show how our work can be extended to develop staffing
policies allowing the above goal to be realized.

The general outline of the staffing policies suggested by our work would have both a baseline (static)
component and a flexible (dynamic) component. The baseline component is considered more fully
in Appendix B, as it is closely tied to supported benchmark caseloads. Even though we showed that
the daily census is a poor predictor of the daily workload, this baseline caseload is important to
establish. This baseline caseload, or number of beds a case manager is responsible for, if properly set,
provides the basis from which a feasible dynamic element can be introduced; any gross deviations
from a proper baseline will decrease the effectiveness of dynamic operational aspects.

The proper baseline is also important because there will always be irreducible uncertainty in
predicting the daily workload for a case manager because of factors outside of the sphere of influence
of the case manager, and not totally attributable to the case characteristics; these factors can
greatly impact workload on a daily basis. One example of this would be a case with an anomalously
high peak workload. This could occur if conditions align perfectly to facilitate the rapid discharge
of a patient, such as delays in the request-response cycle being much less than typical. Proper
staffing benchmarks will help to mitigate against these unpredictable effects that are noise from a
modeling perspective but that can have very real consequences for a given case manager on a given
day. Supported benchmarks also address, in part, CM complaints about an unequal distribution of
workload.

The following subsection discusses some preconditions that are necessary for the procedure in
Appendix B to have broad applicability. In essence, these preconditions can allow "conversion
factors" to be established to equate a typical case on one floor with a typical case on another floor;
again, typical only has meaning over long time horizons. This subsection is more qualitative in
nature.

The final subsection of this thesis considers the use of pooling, in conjunction with appropriate
caseload benchmarks, to provide the basis from which a dynamic element can be introduced. Rather
than dynamic staffing a "one-switch" dynamic case assignment scheme is considered. This scheme
builds on much of the previous work presented in this thesis and, in particular, the concept of an
active census, the phased framework of Chapter 5, and the fact that, for cases active on multiple
days, the majority of work occurs in the discharge window. This section requires some assumptions
about how CMs experience variability in workload, both upside and downside variability, and why
measures that treat upside variability and downside variability symmetrically, such as standard
deviation or derived measures like a coefficient of variation (relative standard deviation), may not be
appropriate. We examine the use of pooling to make the dynamic case assignment scheme feasible.
In our scheme pooling is used to reduce upside variability by attenuating the level of work required
of case managers, in a pool, on higher workload days.

7.2.1 Determining baseline staffing: Necessary preconditions

Just as there are two components to staffing, a static and dynamic component, there are components
to baseline staffing. One component concerns overall staffing across all floors by day of the week.
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The other component concerns the benchmark caseloads across different floors (Appendix B). The
latter is the subject of this subsection, but the former deserves at least cursory consideration here
and may be a subject worthy of future investigation. To be sure, there is a weekly periodicity
observed in the daily workload for case managers. This has been remarked upon and analyzed at
various points in this thesis. On the face of it, there may be benefits to be gained by allocating
the available CM hours differentially throughout the week. In the simplest incarnation of this
differential daily staffing, in general terms, there would be more CM hours allocated for Monday
and Friday. However, simulating the effects of such a change is not straightforward. The number
of case manager hours to be allocated is finite and allocating hours from Tuesday to Monday, for
example, likely results in a delayed work phenomenon, currently evidenced for admit window work
on Monday, leading to higher average workloads on Wednesday.

It seems plausible that a differential weekday staffing scheme could result in less cyclical weekly
variability in a CM's workload. Again, the exact shape that this scheme would take is difficult
to specify, but some general characteristics can be postulated. Case manager coverage would still
have to be provided for all floors on all days to help facilitate discharges. A smaller number of
case managers, though not as small as on the weekend, would be responsible for a larger number
of floors, though, similarly, not as large as on the weekend. The way to investigate the possible
benefits of such a differential weekday scheme is straightforward, although more than two floors
would have to be used to investigate possible benefits.

For the sake of illustration, consider a pool of four floors with a similar patient population, such
as four general medicine floors. During the course of the week these floors would consume 20 CM
days. Hypothetically, let us say on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, these four floors would be
covered by, again as an example, three case managers, for a total of 9 CM days consumed. This
allows reallocation of 3 CM days to Friday and Monday, so that 11 CM days could be allocated
between the four floors on Friday and Monday, an allocation that could be determined, in part, by
a prediction of the expected daily workload for the floors.

This general type of differential weekday staffing scheme could result in less observed CM workload
variability, but only from a more global perspective. From the individual case manager perspective,
of course, variability increases - weekdays with work are interspersed with weekdays without work.
This statement is not meant to be facetious, as it is a significant factor to consider for CMs used to
a certain schedule and benefits would need to be well supported via simulation to even contemplate
undertaking such a change. Scheduling becomes a more complicated endeavor, particularly with
unplanned absences, though this is manageable. Potentially more problematic is that some positions
would have to either be converted from 8 hours/day to 10 hours/day, and full-time CMs now working
only during the week may have to work on the weekend to have a full-time workweek.

There is also the effect of CM discontinuity from the patient's perspective to consider. That is, at
least in some cases, it seems likely that the rapport and trust established between a case manager
and a patient or patient's family may be important in facilitating the most rapid discharge possible.
The lack of continuity may prevent a rapport from developing or, once developed, may make it
difficult to leverage. The consequences of a lack of CM continuity for a case are certainly worthy of
further study.

Again, there are a number of differential weekday staffing schemes that could be investigated
via simulation, but the disruption to long-established CM position schedules will be significant
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and a lack of weekday CM continuity may be significant. There are other changes that could be

investigated, such as performing more admit window work on the weekend, although it is difficult

to tout potential benefits unequivocally. For example, many patients admitted on the weekend

(beginning Friday afternoon following normal business hours) discharge later in the weekend or

on Monday without ever being screened for high-risk criteria or undergoing an initial assessment.
Presumably these patients would fall into the category of LR-Actual patients described in Chapter
6, but if admit window work is directed to be completed on the weekend this could essentially be
wasted effort for these patients. Also, though the high-risk screen and initial assessment enjoys
a level of standardization, different CMs undoubtedly employ slight modifications in conducting
the HRIA. Therefore, an HRIA performed on the weekend would likely result in some rework by
weekday CMs, either in the form of a chart review or a brief meeting with the patient on Monday,
for example.

Weekly periodicity is certainly one proverbial "elephant in the room" that must be considered when
examining one of the components of baseline staffing. However, much more potentially significant is
the division of available CM hours between the utilization review function and discharge planning
function. Determining the proper allocation of CMs among these two functions is one precondition
for a more definitive determination of benchmark caseloads for the discharge planning function.
Just as some metric is needed to compare the work done by DCP case managers for the "typical" or
average case on different floors to establish benchmark caseloads, so too is a metric to assess whether
the current division of labor between UR case managers and DCP case managers is equitable. From
interviews it is clear that some CMs, primarily DCP CMs, feel the current division is not equitable,
despite the fact that UR CMs have twice the caseload of DCP CMs on average1 . Whether this
is the case needs to be examined in future work to definitively establish the proper caseload for
DCP CMs. Establishing the proper division of CM resources between the DCP and UR function is
necessary to reveal how many CM resources are available to allocate when establishing DCP CM
benchmark caseloads across disparate floors.

Another precondition for determining benchmark caseloads across floors requires a higher level of
standardization than observed during the course of this work. There is no need to belabor this
point, as it was discussed at some length in Chapter 4, but floors have different role boundaries and
processes in which CM processes are embedded. This means that it is possible that the exact same
case could require a different amount of CM work on one floor as compared to another. Efforts are
underway to examine and standardize care team roles, while eliminating redundancies; such efforts
would be beneficial for determining appropriate benchmark caseloads. Relatedly, the role of case
management resource specialist (CMRS) personnel needs to be standardized across floors to allow
benchmark caseloads to be established. On some floors these personnel are well-integrated into
the CM work processes; on others they are not utilized as effectively as possible by the floor CMs.
As the work detailed in this thesis was nearing completion, efforts were underway to standardize
the role of CMRS personnel across floors. Finally, even the information exchange mechanisms on
floors are non-standard. Though we cannot quantify the effect of this type of non-standardization,
observation makes it clear that some information exchange mechanisms increase the time required
of CMs to "track down" information, held by other members of the care team, required to facilitate
discharges.

Admittedly, some of the preconditions for definitive determination of benchmark caseloads are not
entirely within the control of case managers and CM leadership. However, the degree to which

'Attribution of interview statements withheld.
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these preconditions are met increases the confidence that appropriate benchmark caseloads can be
determined. As shown in Chapter 6, a level of standardization is also a prerequisite for a widely
applicable predictive model. The delay in admit window work for White 9 (delayed HRIA for
patients), as compared to White 8 meant that the model incorporating predictors of daily admit
window work (or total work) trained using the White 8 data performed poorly when tested on the
White 9 data. Of course, it would be possible to train models specifically for different floors, but
standardization is key or there will likely be model drift as processes change, over time, at different
rates on different floors.

7.2.2 Conditional dynamic assignment of cases within a pooling framework

Pooling is a typical strategy to reduce variability (or risk when risk is measured by variability). As
Table 7.2 shows, by commonly used measures, such as the relative standard deviation (coefficient of
variation) or quartile coefficient of dispersion, pooling does reduce the variability of the combined
daily workload for White 8 and White 9 in Q3 FY15, as compared to the variability for either of the
individual floors. This is true for all weekdays on both floors. However, as Figure 7.1 graphically
demonstrates, this effect may not be all that significant. In this figure there are two y-axes scaled
appropriately for the level of combined workload (left y-axis) and the workload for individual floors
(right y-axis). Each data point represents the workload for a weekday in sequence from 1 April 2015
- 30 June 2015. The picture painted by Figure 7.9 is equivocal when it comes to the effect of pooling
on total workload variability. In fact, the murky nature of this figure serves as an appropriate
metaphor for the unclear effects of pooling on inter-day total workload variability from a practical
or pragmatic perspective.

In fact, measures like standard deviation, or measures derived using standard deviation, may not
be appropriate for the task at hand. The standard deviation does have some "nice" properties if
one makes assumptions about the underlying distributions, but as a mathematical construct it is
largely divorced from how CMs are likely to experience inter-day workload variability. This is easy
to demonstrate merely by considering the symmetric nature of standard deviation; workloads far
above the average are treated the same as workloads far below the average. Analagous objections
are sometimes raised to using variance as a measure of risk for portfolio optimization; to an investor
upside risk may not experienced the same as downside risk.

A multitude of other measures for the effect of pooling on inter-day workload variability are
arguably as valid, if not more so, than standard deviation (or relative standard deviation) or quartile
coefficients of dispersion. Table 7.3 lists some of these possible measures, including relative mean
absolute deviation, relative semi-deviation for scores above the median, or the coefficient of variation
for the active census. Using basic feature scaling, with values constrained to be between 1 and
3 inclusive, corresponding to a low (1), medium (2), or high (3) workload day, also allows other
measures capturing the effects of pooling to be developed and considered. The number of consecutive
back to back high work days or days above the median could be a valid measure. Of note, pooling
does little to decrease the weekly periodicity in workload; if anything the effect, as captured by
noting the day of the week corresponding to the thirteen highest workload days for the thirteen
weeks in FY15 Q3 is magnified. The count of days falling within a certain number of standard
deviations of the average also reveals the equivocal effect of pooling on inter-day workload variability.

The synergy effect noted at the bottom of the table is, however, provocative. This is the effect
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Table 7.2: The effect of pooling in reducing inter-day workload variability using custoinary Teasres

White 8 AN Mon Tue Wed Thu Fdr

n 64 13 12 13 13 13

Minimum 40.0 59.0 44.0 40.0 48.0 52.0

l0th perentie 54.5 59.4 48.2 44.4 48.0 55.6

25th percentite 62.3 63.5 62.3 60.5 58.5 63.5

Median 78.5 83.0 72.5 72.0 79.0 85.0

75th percentile 90.8 94.5 89.8 88.0 88.5 102.0

90th percentile 106.0 105.2 103,2 93.8 108.2 134.0

Maximum 146.0 108.0 108.0 95.0 111.0 146.0

Mean 78A 81.0 75.0 73.2 77.1 85.5
SD 19.7 16.5 17.7 17.0 19.6 26,4

White 9 AN Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
n 64 13 12 13 13 13

Minimum 2&.00 38.00 29.00 37.00 28.00 48.00
10th percentile 38.50 43.20 31.40 38.20 32.40 48.40

2Sth percentile 51.00 53.50 39.50 49.50 51.00 59.00

Median 63.50 59.00 55.00 63.00 64.00 86.00
75th percentife 85,75 77.50 63.75 88.00 85.00 95.00

90th percentle 98.00 109.00 97.00 97.80 94.00 99.60

Maximum 127.00 127.00 109.00 99.00 98.00 100.00

Wecn 66.97 67.08 . 55.50 67.31 64.77 79.23

SD 21.59 21.94 20.62 21.06 21.25 19.52

Pooled AN Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

n 64 13 12 13 13 13
Minimum 91.0 97.0 99.0 91.0 103.0 111.0

10th percentme 111.0 104.2 102.9 93.4 106.2 111.0

25th percentile 127.5 124.5 117.3 125.0 124.5 141.5

Median 145.0 151.0 132.0 147.0 140.0 159.0
75th percentile 160.0 175.5 144.8 162.0 152.5 187.0

90th percentile 184.0 113.8 150.9 176.0 194.2 227.2

Maximum 238.0 187.0 153.0 184,0 209.0 238.0

Mean 145.4 148.1 130.5 140.5 141.8 164,8

SD 29.1 27.7 15.9 26.5 27.2 36.6

Relative Standard Deviation
AD Mon Tue Wed Thu Fr

n 64 113 12 13 13 13

WhIte 8 0.25 0.20 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.31
White 9 0.32 0.33 0.37 0.31 0.33 0.25
Pooled 0.20 0.19 0.12 1 0.19 , 0.19 1 0.22

Quartile Coefficient of Dispersion

AN Mon Tue Wed Thu Fd

n 64 13 12 13 13 13
White 8 0.19 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.23

Whrte 9 0.25 0.18 0.23 0,28 0.25 0.23
Pooled 0.11 0.17 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.14
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Table 7.3: Alternate nieasuires of the potential effects of pooling

Relative Semi-I Relative SD
Deviation I Active Census

Feature-scaled
H/ML Days

Back to Back
HW Days

Back to Back Days
Above Medan

SD Distance Coints
< 1/1-1.5 / > 1.5

Top 13 Days

White 8 0.20 0.22 0.23 / 31/21 3 17 48/ 6/10 Fri/Mon - 8, Other - 5
White 9 0.27 0.27 0.31 17/27/20 4 16 43/16/5 Fri/Mon - 7, Other - 6
Poded 0.15 0.19 0.21 /34/18 4 14 43/13/8 Fri/Mon - 10, Other - 3

"Synergy effect of 27 days (16 for Mite 9, 10 for White 8, 1 for both floors)

Relative
MAD



whereby a high workload (lay for White 8 (White 9) and a low workload day for White 9 (White

8) lead to a combined inediuin (near average) workload day. The effect can also occur when two

inedium days, or one average and one imie(iumii day, leads to a feature-s(aled low workload (lay. This

is not a standard netric but it does point to how pooling should be used not as a mechanism to

form the basis for a rediuction in total inter-day workload variability, but as a imecianisim to allow

attenuation of the magnitude of high workload days. Figure 7-2 illustrates this imore clearly.

15

White 8 S0
u

20 40 60 80 2 4
Daily Work Score

White 9 rs
a

5

10

5

20 40 60 80 100 ' 42
Daily Work Scam

White a White 9
Dynamk
Pooling

LOP
n 64 64 64

2sth percentile 62.3 sL0 63.8

Median 72.5

75th percentile 80.0

90th percentile 92.0

Maximum 119.0

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 120
Daily Work Score

Figure 7-2: The use of pooling as a basis for rediciing the inagiitude of high-workload
variability)

days (upside

.Im Figure 7-2 the distribution of daily work scores for White 8 and White 9 is shown, as is the
distribution if we consider White 8 and White 9 as a single unit with two CN\s available for

(overage. In the accompanying table the right most colunmn is labeled as the dynainc pooling limit

of performance (LOP). This is the anmount of scored work that each of the two case iamagers would

have if it could be divided in half. The entries highlighted in green show where the dynamic pooling
LOP is less than the quartile cutoff point for the individual floors.

The dynaunic pooling LOP is, of course, a theoretical limit. WAork is not perfectly divisible between

case managers. Yet. it should he possible to approach the dyiiaiic pooling LOP with a "one-switch"

dynamiic case assigment scheme (ISDCA). The mechanism of the 1SDCA is simple and involves

managing both components of the active census. active admit window cases and active discharge

window cases. For the first coniponent. oi a given (lay the nunber of unassessed patients is divided

among the two case managers. This is the initial assignment of the case. The "one-switch" occurs.

or may occur. when shifting responsibility of the case from one C1\I to the other as a case enters the

discharge window to maintain as (lose to an equal split as possible of cases in the discharge window.
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The performance of the 1SDCA scheme needs to be simulated and this is the next phase of work.
The "one-switch" is not cost-free, as there is some work required for a CM to become familiar with
a case that is newly assigned as it enters the discharge window on the FDD. Pooling itself is not
without a cost because potentially more care team members need to be coordinated with. This
means information exchange mechanisms will have to be more fully developed. In theory the notes
authored by various members of the care team, and accessible to all members, should be an efficient
information exchange conduit, although in practice there is still some improvement that needs to
occur in this area.

Though not without costs, the costs are not substantially different than a weekend case manager
taking over from a weekday case manager to facilitate a weekend discharge. The mechanism is also
elegant in its simplicity and relies primarily on the assumption that cases, when active, require
similar amounts of work; high aggregate workload cases are usually just active more days, a feature
addressed by the balancing mechanism. Consider, at the median level of daily workload for White
8, the LOP indicates a potential reduction in daily workload on the order of 30 minutes (using the
admittedly imprecise imputed time value of 5 minutes per unit work score). At the 75th and 90th
percentiles the potential time savings can be estimated as exceeding one hour.

Of course more work needs to be done in terms of assessing the feasibility and simulated performance
of the 1SDCA scheme. Yet simple pooling based balancing of active census components should
have measurable benefits. There are other benefits in shifting the upper end of the daily workload
distribution to the left. This allows more time for CMs to spend with patients; the lack of time to do
so was frequently cited as a complaint among case managers. Establishing appropriate benchmark
caseloads will make a 1SDCA more effective. Furthermore, the more refined segmentation suggested
to improved predictive capabilities can be used to develop a better active census balancing scheme.
Finally, an enhanced predictive capability can be used to indicate when any additional available
case manager resources should be "flexed" to a pool of 1SDCA floors.
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Appendix A

Identifying Probable High Workload
Cases: Developing an Improved
Screening Tool

Much of our early work during this project stemmed from a reasonable, but incomplete, hypothesis.
As explained in Chapter 4, the top decile of patients using our work score accounted for 40% of
the total work scored in case manager progress notes. The work completed for these high workload
(high aggregate workload) cases is, thus, an important component of the total amount of work
completed by case managers and (significantly) disproportionately higher, on a per case basis, than
work completed for the remaining 90% of cases.

On an "average" day, of course, this means that 60% of the work completed by case managers is for
non-high workload cases. Yet, we hypothesized that the proportion of high workload cases for a
case manager position would not be equally distributed across a given time horizon. That is, we
hypothesized that on some days a case manager's caseload would contain a greater number of high
workload cases. As Figure A-1 shows, this part of our hypothesis turned out to be true.

We further surmised that a caseload containing a greater number of high workload cases should be
strongly correlated with an increased daily workload. Furthermore, by tracking the high workload
census component of a case manager's workload we believed we could identify a reliable signal for
shifting any available case manager resources, such as any reserve case manager capacity or case
management resource specialist personnel, to deal with a predicted high workload day. If floors
were pooled, our reasoning continued, then it should be possible to balance the number of high
workload cases among pooled case managers to decrease the workload variability, in particular
extreme fluctuations in upside workload variability, experienced by individual case managers on a
daily basis.

As we demonstrate conclusively in Chapters 5 and 6, this chain of reasoning proved to have limited
power, both for predicting daily workload and in guiding the development of staffing policies and
mechanisms to effectively manage workload variability. Even if one can predict with 100% accuracy
on the day of admission that a case will be a high workload case, this prediction says nothing about
the timing of the work for high workload cases. That is, the prediction of a high workload case
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refers to a high aggregate workload over the course of a patient's LOS.

More effective than differentiating cases comprising a caseload on the basis of predicted workload

over the course of a LOS was differentiating cases as active or inactive on a given day, and then
further differentiating active cases using the phased framework in Chapters 5 and 6. This scheme

of differentiation also allows development of staffing schemes introducing a dynamic element, such
as the 1SDCA scheme in Chapter 7. Rather than balancing the number of high workload cases
between case managers, which may or may not be active on any given day, we propose balancing
the number of cases by phase in the discharge planning plane and show how this balancing is more
effective for managing workload variability.

In some respects our early work can be understood as an attempt to develop a better high-risk
screen and initial assessment (HRIA). As shown in Chapter 6, from a negative predictive value
standpoint, the current HRIA is noteworthy - if a patient either fails to meet high-risk criteria or,
upon initial assessment, the case manager determines no intervention is required, the case has less
than a 3% chance of being high workload. However, the false positive rate is very high - many

patients that either meet high-risk criteria or who cannot be definitively ruled out as requiring case
manager intervention ultimately require little work from a case manager. Our initial work sought to
develop a classification tool that maintained the sensitivity of the current HRIA (identifying high
workload cases) while also increasing the specificity (decreasing the number of false positives). The
results of classification would then be used as an input to our predictive model for daily workload.

As discussed above, and in great detail in Chapters 5 and 6, a refined HRIA has limited utility
for facilitating accurate prediction of the daily workload for a case manager. However, a refined
tool of this sort could identify patients where more focused early intervention could be beneficial.
Within the CM department at MGH two case manager clinical specialists are tasked with assisting
on especially difficult cases. From interviews with the specialists it is clear that early identification
and subsequent intervention can have a significant impact on the total amount of work that must
be completed for these cases[9]. The current state of our work does not allow quantification of the
benefits of early intervention in difficult cases, but this is likely a valuable area of future research.
Based on our exchanges with case manager specialists and the case manager leadership team we
speculate that an improved HRIA tool would need to focus not on the top decile of cases by workload,
but on the top 2%-5% of cases by workload for floors similar to White 8. As an anecdotal aside,
preliminary work in this area indicates these extreme high workload cases can be identified with
a much lower false positive rate, as compared to top decile cases by aggregate workload, and a
sensitivity in excess of 97%.

Even if an improved HRIA has limited utility for predicting daily workload, the explanatory power
from this line of research could result in significant benefits for the case management department at
MGH. For example, if end-of-life (EOL) issues prove to have significant predictive and explanatory
power when looking at the total work associated with a case, then results of this sort could indicate
the need for (i) specific types of training for case managers at MGH, (ii) a modification of the MGH

dyad model of case management that more clearly codifies and delineates the role of social workers,
or (iii) even be used as support for certain types of reorganization[123]. Though this is just an

example, the point should be clear - identifying which combination of factors lead to high workloads
for a cases can inform decisions about requisite training for case managers and role boundaries.

Our early work was also beneficial in developing the techniques used to effectively cope with
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iinbalanced learning issues arising from inany of our sub-problem formiulatiois. Our use of teclili(qlies

like SI\IOTE(see Chapters 3 and 6) were refined in the context of developiig an iimproved HRIA.

Figure A-2 and Table A.1 provide a flavor of the suite of machine learniiig and sampling techinques
employed (iring this phase of our work. Though a full discussion of Figure A-2 and Table A.1 is
beyond the scope of tins thesis. it bears notiig that a iuilti-step featuire selection process was key to
this plase of our work in order to avoid overfittiig training set data. It should also be emipliasized
that iicreasing the size of the data set does hot lessen the necessity of judicious selectioii of features
for inclusion in an explanatory or predictive modell. Our imbalanced learning problem. coupled with

the desire to achieve high sensitivity and specificity (or balanced accuracy) iiieans that, relatively
indepenident of the sample size. research efforts will always have to conteiid with issues iore typical
of high p (dimensions or features). low n (saiple size) probleis.

- l Undersample
Step 1: Soft feature * e. ot-on Oersample
selection

DATA SET g Undersample
1200Sbvations Stratified , *0 O versaple

130 High Workload Cases Random
076 LowSampling (SRS) Multiple iterations,

140 features selected

Step 2: Sampling to counter
class imbalance issues

Undersample
-Uns gTomk SMOTEMultiple iterations to get

s TomelnksSandE balanced training set
0 ~CNN W

Step 3: Hard feature selection

bs1 S. I Penalized A Multiple iterations followed
SRS Logistic by hypothesis-based

-is I Regressi , sselection to get 120features

Figure A-2: Overview of sampling and iaclhine learning techniques used for feature selection when

pre(dictilg high workload cases

We are able to offer soie words of aution for future researchers developiig retrospective explanatory

mlodels for case features and featuire( interactions driving total workload for a case. Our work. justr as

other work reviewed in Chapter 3, indicates that psycho-social factors, more so than clinical factors.

are key determinant s of the work associated with a case. In the data sets available. the presence or
absence of these factors was deteriiined by anl examination of case managers. particularly HRIA

text. However, there is evidence that the prevalence of factors we identified as key indicators for

high case manager workload were under-reported, ini case manager notes, for low aggregate workload

cases. This under-reporting has the effect of making certaiii factors seeiii more indicative of a high
workload case than if the same type information was routielv recorded for every case. As indticated

This statement lholds even if algorithins with inherent feature selection iechanisims are used. such as penalized
logistic regression or classification trees. The crux of the issue is that high workload cases can he as different from
each other, in feature space. as they are from low workload cases: this greatly increases the chances of overfitting a
training data set unless intelligent sampling techniques are used to train a model with a more general bias.
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Table A1: Overview of steps used for trailling adl testing classifici used ill predicting high workload

Cases
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Ctcalrvaed by tigs poit 6 h

by the negative predictive value of the ciirrnutk HRIA, when case managers ote that a case is
unlikely to repilre a high-level ofcase manager intervention they are usuallsy right. However. once

case mnanagers miake this dletermninationl then less information is likely to be recorded for a case.

As an example. cognitive deficits or b~ehavioJral prob~lemls seem to Ihe indlicative of high workload
cases. However, these factors are only indllicative of high workload cases in combination with, or

interactlonl with, other factors, siuol as the neecd to be placed inl a sutb-acutte facility uipon (disciharge
from NIGH. When case nagers review a cas. if o'itve deficits or livioral problems exist but

it t clear to the case iiager that the patient il he safe to dislcharge home then these case fictors

may not be indoicated inl the case notes. Similarly. as a case p)rogr esses andl more notes aJre writtenl.
factors often reseit froi the otset of a case are eveiitiall documteted as all exlaation for wNe

a patient is difficult to hiscarge. InI a readin n of the notes these, comiplicating factors may appear as

emlergenit whenl, InI fact, they were p~resen~t at the oultset. Ill some cases other (lata sources. such as
those briefly discussel at the coiicliisi o0 of this aplensix, all be used to complete tihe feature set for

a case. However, it seems highly probal that featiues are fi higo workload cases orbinat l cases.

One solution to this problem, frou a (ata coipleteness stadpoint. woul l be relyiriyng every field
of the HR.A siowih in Appendix D to b e (locmeicted. Froi a workload/operational standxpoisut
this is not acceptable ms it fails to leverage the olserved experience and Judgement of at least sons
easye inIdiatgers IlI identifyig cases not e(Silal.lislg case raager insterve ntion. This worlml greatly
increase the ocumentatiom tworkloa of case managers e id the valdue, having iore )pl1te (Lta for
bu)lildIing explanmat ory modls, wvhile of intecrest for researchers, likely, oloes not justify the cost. This is

One( reaSOll wh1y soiie dlocumientationl requirenments have beemn relaxedi (e.g.. there I's 110 reqmireilieit
1(r an HRIA of patients aoliitted and discharging over the weekend). Fro m a predictive standpoint

improvements to otr ,odel ritlie iln Chapters 6 and 7 soimile allow leveraging of the negative
sredlictive vluss of t e current HRIA. Furthermore d it may be possible to construct a more omplete

data set of case features from other solrces, s ch as clinical notes and osult, notes/orders not

wvrittens by ase ina dagwers.
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A final word of caution concerns codifying either binary features or the definitions for features with
three or more levels. For example, what is the definition of a cognitive deficit? Does this mean
only some type of organic dementia or does it include short-term memory loss or traumatic brain
injuries? Similar questions could be asked about behavioral problems or a decreased cooperation
feature. How many levels are needed for behavioral problems? Does a patient requiring mechanical
or chemical constraints, exhibiting documented non-compliance with a treatment program, or having
a propensity for leaving the hospital against medical advice get coded as a behavioral problem or
are these better considered as distinct categories? If distinct categories, given that interactions
among case features are more important than any main effects, a very large data set is required.
These types of categories, even if coding for modeling suggests an objective factor, are often rooted
in subjective evaluations by members of the care team that may vary between practitioners. This is
to say nothing of the fact that many case features depend on self-reporting by the patient or family,
another potential source of under-reporting.

The phased framework of Chapter 5 eliminates many of the problems that an incomplete case feature
set can introduce; our conventions introduce less ambiguity into the data set used for modeling.
This approach facilitates predictive modeling of daily case manager workload, but at the cost of not
being able to identify, at a granular level, specific case features impacting workload for a given case.

We were primarily concerned with an improved HRIA for the purpose of identifying a high aggregate
workload case as early in a patient's LOS as possible. As discussed, this type of early identification
at the individual case level is not required for prediction of a case manager's daily workload, nor is
it necessary to inform development of staffing schemes that decrease the more onerous effects of
daily workload variability. In our early work we identified four general points (or periods in the case
of 3 and 4 below) during a patient's LOS when the prediction of a high aggregate workload case
could be made:

1. Before any HRIA by the case manager

2. Immediately following the HRIA

3. Following the HRIA but no later than the first active discharge window day

4. After the first active discharge window day up to discharge day

These points were distinguished by the information usually available at each point. For example,
at point 1, basic data would be available, such as the age of the patient and where/what type of
facility the patient was admitted from. The predictive identification of a high aggregate workload
case becomes problematic, especially after point 2, because information discovery at a later point
means some work for a case has already been completed.

The sample size was 1200 patients discharging from White 8 between 1 October 2014 and 30 June
2015. Figure A-3 shows some of the 215+ case features, typically available at each point, which were
identified as potentially important indicators of a high workload case 2 . The scale was developed,
primarily for illustration purposes, by constructing an odds ratio for a case being high workload if a
feature was present as compared to if a feature was absent. The top decile of cases by our work
score were designated high workload cases.

2The SCSX scores are described in the main text. Other features shown that may not be recognizable as encoded
include FTT (adult failure to thrive), IVABXDuring (patient require IV antibiotics during his LOS), and NotIndADL
(not independent with the activities of daily living such as feeding, bathing, and grooming).
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Table A.2: Composition of social complexity scores

SCS3 SCSz SCSi
iCMP iCMP iCMP

Social work order (initiated by any) Social work order (initiated by CM) Social work order (initiated by CM)

Lack social supports insurance Issues (initial assessment) insurance Issues (initial assessment)

Homeless Homeless Homeless

Not in dependent IADL and A DIL Not Independent iADL and ADL (initial assessmef Presents with altered mental status

Cognitive deficit Cognitive deficit Substance abuse

Guardianship/legal issues Guardianship/legal Issues FTT

Substance abuse Substance abuse Psych history (initial assessment)

Insurance Issues (initial assessmentor emergent) Decreased cooperation Diabled ( <65 years old)

Decreased cooperation Behavioral Issues More than two admissions last six months

Behavioral issues FTT Transfer from facility

End of life Psych history (initial assessment) Readmit < 30 days

FF1 (Failure to thrive) Diabled ( <65 years old) 75+ years of age

Psych history (initial assessment) More than two admissions last six months Lninsured, International, or worker's comp

Diabled ( <65 years old) Transfer from facility Active services at time of admission

More than two admIssions last six months Readmit < 3 days
Transfer from facility 75+ years of age
Transfer to facility Uninsured, international, or worker's comp

Readmit < 30 days Active services at time of admission
75+ years of age
Uninsured, international, or worker's comp
Active services at time of admission

For binary features, Fisher's exact test was llsed to test the 1iull llyp)othesis that the (dds

ratio[41] [31] [88] of being a high workload case. with a given case feature and without the case feature.

was equal to one. A mneasure of relative importance was created as -10*log10(p-value) from this test:

this is the scale shown in Figure C.4[88]. This relative iueasure is more representative of feature

importance than the odds ratio directly, and more succinct than odds ratio confidence intervals. The

p-value is influenced by the prevalence of the case feature in our sample -- a very rare case feature

with a large odds ratio (and correspondingly wide confidence intervals) will have a larger p-value

than a more connnon case feature with a more modest odds ratio of higher statistical significance

(smaller p-value). In the case of the latter the smaller p-value results in a larger relative importance.

A relative importance of 13 corresponds to a p-value of 0.05. while a, relative importance of 157

corresponds to a p-value less than 2.2E-16: small p-values lead to rejection( of the null hypothesis.

For case features with more than two levels. a chi-squared approximation was used in lieu of Fisher's

exact test.

As stated. a complete discussion of each of the factors in Figure A-3 is beyond the scope of the thesis.

The takeaway froin the figure is that some case featuires identifiable in the available data sources

are associated with statistically significant increased odds of association with a high workload case.

The "+" factors shown (e.g., cognitive deficit + facility) indicate the case had sonme feature and

allmission t post-\GH facility was required.

One type of factor deserving further explanation is the SCS factor, a social complexity score. We

created this score as the unweighted smn of the number of binary features shown in Table A.2 present

for a case. The different SCS scores (SCSI. SCS2. and SCS3) were based on features typically

available at the different points during a patient's LOS. These scores do not consider interactions

amoing factors. but even the unweighted snums provide a statistically significant indication of a high

workload case. Each score had four levels based on the quartile demarcations for the suirms. lany of

the factors in the social complexity scores reflect the high risk criteria currently screened for.
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Table A.3: The absolute prevalence of some features anmong high and low workload cases

Insurance Issues

Initial Assessment

Insurance Issues
Emergent

Cog+Beh+Psych

Cog+Beh+Psych+Fac

N 1012 137

Y 36 is

Low Work High Work

N 994 84

Y 54 68

Low Work High Work

N 1043 145

Y 5 7

Low Work High Work

N 1043 145
Y 2 7

The class imbalance problem means that even a case feature that increases the odds of a high

workload case still yields a high level of false positives. For every feature investigated. with the

exception of legal/guardianship issues. there were more total low workload cases than high workload

cases with that feature. One way to address these problems is by placing more emphasis on the

interactions between coibinations of case features. Table A.3 denionstrates some important points

about our efforts to develop a nore refined HRIA.

In the first entry in the table, the odds ratio for being a high workload case when insurance issues are

identified in the initial assessment as compared to when these issues are not present is a statistically
significant (a=0.05) 3.1. Yet, there are 2.4 times as many low workload cases as high workload cases
with insurance issues identified during the initial assessment. Identification of high workload cases
improves as the LOS of a patient progresses, as indicated by the second entry ill the figure. When
we consider emergent insurance issues identified during active discharge planning the odds ratio

iiicreases to 14.9 and a greater number of high workload cases exhibit the emergent insurance issue

feature than low workload cases.

As shown in entries three and four, combinations of factors may allow even better discriminationi
between likely high workload and low workload cases. If a patient has a cognitive deficit, a behavioral
problem, and a history of psychiatric problems the odds ratio is 10.1: if this patient also has to go
to a facility the odds ratio of being a high workload case increases to 25.2. These odds ratios are

statistically significant (a=0.05). Of course, entries two, three, and four in the table mean some
work has already been completed for a case. Also, as the number of features in a combination is
increased there are fewer cases exhibiting the interactions; this makes it difficult to train a classifier
without a large sample size or a training data set with carefully simulated dlata.

Our method to deal with the small sample size revolved around the feature selection algorithml

presented in Figure A-2 and Table A.1. and extensive use of the SMOTE technique to train a
boosted tree classifier. The results of classification. oi an unadulterated test set, at each of three
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Table A.4: Performance of boosted classification trees on test sets at (lifferelit point in a patient's

LOS

Low Workload

High Workload

POINT 2+

PREDICTED Low Workload

CLASS High Workload

POINT 1

Low Workload

High Workload

ACTUAL CLASS

Low Workload High Workload

409 12

10 49

ACTUAL CLASS
Low Workload High Workload

401 16

18 45

ACTUAL CLASS
Low Workload High Workload

385 31

34 30

"points during an LOS (dist ingllisiable by the case featiur-es typically revealed at that point) are
shown below in Table A.4. The point 2+ designation indicates thel use of features extracted from
data, sources other than case manager notes (see below): these features are sometimes available
before the initial assessment and sometimes during period 3 so "typically revealed" is a difficult
descriptioll to support for these features without further analysis.

Bather than reporting performance metrics for these classifiers (as il Chapter 6) we consider the

performance more generally, in comparison to the current HRIA. Point 4 and Point 2+ classification
correctly identifies 80% and 73/ of high workload cases, respectively. with false positive rates below
5%. The existing HRIA, as discussed in Chapter 6, identifies 87%-93% of cases that will require a
high workload. but, 79%-86% of the total cases flagged with the current HRIA are "low- workload
cases (cases not in the top decile of cases by our work score). a substantial false positive rate.

The performance of the Point 1 classifier pales by comparison. identifying just under 50% of the
high workload cases, with an 8.1% false positive rate. However, the performance of this classifier is
actually quite remarkable given the limited number of features used for classification only basic

features available before an HRIA was completed were included. If the feature set were expanded
using an automated search of available health records, including searching for persistent features

(such as a permanent cognitive deficit or a history of falls), this type of classifier could prove useful

for autoniated pre-screening that eliminates some of the work for case managers. The problem with

the Point 4 and Point 2+ classification is that it occurs later iin the LOS. However, these classifiers

could likely be improved with future work to form the basis for explanatory iimodels as discussed
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previously in this appendix.

In addition to the data sources identified in Chapter 2 that were key for the work described in the
chapters-proper of this thesis, other data sources were utilized in our attempts to identify/predict
high aggregate workload cases. These sources of data include those derived from the physician order
entry system. Among the data available from this system are the date and types of consults ordered,
reasons for the consult, discharge orders, restraint orders and reason, diagnostic studies ordered for
a patient, and tubes required by the patient. Obviously this is important clinical information but
the notes also contain information that supplements the psychosocial factors/features for a patient
revealed by case manager notes. The inclusion of certain consults in the record proved to be a useful
case feature in our early work on predicting high workload cases. Certain consults, such as physical
therapy, may also be useful as a leading indicator for a patient's entry into the discharge window
(FDD).

The suitability of certain consults as proxies or high-level indicators for a patient's psychosocial
profile was also examined during the course of the work described in this appendix. These consults
included social work, addictions, and psychiatric consults, as well as information contained in
restraint orders. MCCM data was also used in the work aimed at predicting high aggregate workload
patients. This data indicates which patients are iCMP patients and which patients are homeless,
both of which may be important psychosocial factors for case managers to consider.

In spite of the caveats with the data sets we used in an attempt to develop a "better" HRIA, this line
of inquiry has value. Some of the problems with incomplete data can be overcome by leveraging other
data sources, primarily the actual text of notes written by other members of the care team. Also, in
many of the cases we examined, patients had case manager case notes from previous admissions;
these notes could be mined for retrospective analysis purposes and for assisting a case manager in
completion of initial screening/assessment work. That is, it may be possible to automatically screen
patients for the presence of both persistent features and features that necessitated admission. In
the case of the latter admission documentation for a patient could conceivably be automatically
analyzed (text-analytics) to facilitate assessment.
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Appendix B

Refining Relative Caseload
Benchmarks with a Case
Manager-Specific Case Mix
Index(CMI)

The paramount importance of the timing of work associated with a case, in terms of predicting the
daily workload for a CM position, is introduced in Chapter 5 and discussed extensively in Chapter
6. This importance is encapsulated in the concept of an active censusi.

The active census concept was extended further by designating a case as an active admit window
case or an active discharge window case based on the nature of work completed for a case on a given
day. The HRIA is clearly admit window work, while meeting with a patient to, for example, get
post-MGH facility choices and place a subsequent referral, is clearly discharge window work. The
demarcation between admit window work and discharge window work is not always as stark; some
cases (described as "combo" cases) have admit window work and discharge window work documented
in the same note. With these cases it is possible to apportion the documented work into admit
window and discharge window work when manually reviewing cases; i.e., reading through case notes.
Automatic apportionment of work components for "combo" cases is not always straightforward.

The concept of an active census is a powerful concept, both for predicting daily workload and as a
basis for cross-floor comparisons if certain assumptions hold. The power of this concept is augmented
when overlayed with the phased framework developed in Chapter 5, distinguishing between active
admit window cases and active discharge window cases. As described in Chapters 4 and 5, the
note types, both native header notes and non-native header notes, mark the transition to an active
discharge window case.

For floors in which similar types of work are completed in the admit and discharge windows it is
possible to reasonably compare the work done between floors over a given time horizon by a simple

'As explained in the preceding chapters, the designation of "active" is a minor misnomer because there is often
some low level of work associated with a case on a daily basis, such as discussing a case in rounds. The work score for
a case does not account for this type of work.
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count of total active admit window days and total active discharge days. The underlying assumption
is that the number of active days drives the workload for a CM, daily or over any interval chosen.
This assumption can be extended by assuming cases have one active admit day and a variable
number of countable active discharge days in the record.

The utility of the active census concept can be demonstrated easily when considering floors with
ostensibly similar patient populations like White 8 and White 9. Of course, "ostensibly similar"
is another assumption that may not hold at all times. For example, when considering the total
amount of work scored for White 8 and White 9 in Chapter 5, there was less work (scaled) than
expected for White 9, attributable in large measure to the disproportionately high number of "zero"
workload cases and 'home with no services' (HNOS) cases on White 9, compared to White 8, during
Q3 of FY 2015.

Yet, these types of differences do not matter greatly when using the active census count for
comparisons between similar floors. For White 9, the HNOS cases and "zero" workload cases would
not contribute to the count of active discharge days over the interval examined. The similarities (or
differences) that matter more include the activity ratios (Chapter 5), the aggregate amount of time
cases spend in each phase (Chapter 5), the percentage of total scored work completed in each phase
(Chapter 6), and even the contributions to total scored work by high, medium, and low aggregate
workload cases (Chapter 4). On these measures White 8 and White 9 were shown to be remarkably
similar, as should be expected. Table B.1 documents further similarities, by considering the activity
ratios; the number of active, active discharge, and inactive days as a percent of the total number of
such days; and the average number of active, active discharge, and inactive days for high, medium,
and low aggregate workload cases on the two floors.

The agreement between the floors is striking. The only marginally statistically significant difference

(a= 0.10) is with the average number of inactive days for high aggregate workload cases (top decile
by work score as the convention was presented in Chapter 4).

Table B.2 reveals further similarities between White 8 and White 9. This table shows the variability,
as measured by the standard deviation, in the number of active and inactive days for different
aggregate workload case groups. Though not important for the discussion at hand, implicit in an
examination of these tables is the fact that, given the greater number of inactive days compared to
active days, the timing of work, as captured by the concept of an active census, must be exploited
to accurately predict daily workload.

Taken in totality, the preceding discussion in this section, as well as the identified similarities in
earlier chapters, the assumption that White 8 and White 9 are the same in dimensions that matter
from a CM work perspective is well-established. The similarities between White 8 and White 9
help facilitate inter-floor comparisons of the total amount of work completed over a specified time
horizon. In fact, the number of active discharge window days can form the basis for a CM-specific
measure analogous to the case mix index (CMI).

While a discussion of the CMI is beyond the scope of this work, the basic concept and uses of the
CMI is simple to grasp[26] [47] [17] [23] [36]. The CMI attempts to capture the average complexity of
cases on a floor of the hospital, or in an entire hospital. This complexity is most closely associated
with the clinical complexity of cases, as measured by the amount of hospital resources required by a
patient during their hospital stay. Each patient has a weight assigned, retrospectively, based on
the diagnostic resource group (DRG) that is coded for the patient. This DRG weight considers
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Table B.1: Comparing the activity ratio and active/inactive days for high.,
aggregate workload cases on White 8 and White 9

Aggregate Counts
Active Active Inactive Activity

n Days Discharge Days Days Ratio

Low Workload 737 737 178 1969 27%
White 8 Medium Workolad 369 1020 703 1448 41%

High Workload 123 737 606 976 43%

36%

Low Workload 235 222 36 679 25%
White 9 Medium Workolad 117 346 218 470 42%

High Workload 40 249 194 292 46%

36%

Percent of Column Total

Low Workload 30% 12% 45%

White 8 Medium Workolad 41% 47% 33%

High Workload 30% 41% 22%

Low Workload 27% 8% 47%

White 9 Medium Workolad 42% 49% 33%

High Workload 30% 43% 20% 1

Average Days

Low Workload 1.00 0.24 2.67

White 8 Medium Workolad 2.76 1.91 3.92

_ _ High Workload 5.99 4.93 7.93

Low Workload 0.94 0.15 2.89

White 9 Medium Workolad 2.96 1.86 4.02

1 High Workload 6.231 4.85 7.301

Table B.2: Standard deviation of active and inactive dlays
workload cases on White 8 and White 9

for high, medimn, and low aggregate

White 8 White 9
Workload Active Days Inactive Days Active Days Inactive Days
High 2.92 9.07 3.13 9.07
Medium 4.08 0.96 6.02 0.96
Low 3.55 0.63 3.08 0.65

I
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Table B.3: Correlation of various DRG weights and the -Plus one" count with case work score

ERG Weights
APR20 AP21BC AP21NY APR26 MS Plus one

A]l cases (1176) 0.29 0.24 0.28 0.29 0.27 0.92

All non-zero cases (1113) 0.27 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.26 0.92

diagnosis (odes, procedure codes, discharge disposition, age, gender, and other factors. Each of

these components may similarly be composed of a number of factors; for example, diagnosis codes
consider complications and comorbidities (CC) or major complications and conmorbidities (MCC).

There are a number of different DRG schemes, and coding diagnoses and procedures correctly, and
in the correct order, takes a certain anmount of skill to ensure proper reimbursemnent, based in part
(sometimes large part), on the DRG and associated weight[16].

Again, this is just a brief overview of a potentially complicated procedure done by DRG coders
that glosses over details not relevant to this discussion. The end result, however, is a DRG weight.
The baseline weight for a patient is 1.0; any weight less than 1.0 is meant to represent less than
average hospital resource utilization while a weight greater than 1.0 represents greater than average
resource utilization. For example, consider the Medicare Severity (MS) DRGs. A lung transplant

has an MS-DRG weight of 9.3550. pneunmonia (no CC/MCC) a relative weight of 0.7906, and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease with an MCC a relative weight of 1.1924[16]. The CMI is an average
of the DRG weights for all patients over a given interval.

Now, there is an assumption that the CIl work required by a case may not be adequately reflected
in the CMI. This is a reasonable assumption considering the number of psycho-social factors, not

necessarily captured by a clinical-comnplexity based weight, that impact on the CM workload for a

case. In fact, as Table B.3 shows, the correlation coefficient between the various DRGs tracked for

NIGH patients and the work we scored for cases is low. The rightmost entries for these columns,
designated "Plus one", show the correlation with a count of a case's active discharge window days

plus one (lay (assumed one active admiit window (lay). The cases considered were those in which

patients had White 8 or White 9 as the only inpatient department where CM work was documented

or could be inferred. The correlation is shown including and excluding "zero" workload cases.

As an aside, as shown in Table B.4 the correlation between the various DRG weights for a case are

not always strong. Lack of perfect correlation is expected as the various DRG weights are calculated

differently to consider, exclude, or emphasize certain elements for a patient. For example, AP-DRGs
include a more granular DRG coding sc(hemne for non-Medicare patients, especially newborns and
children, while APR-DRGs incorporate more refined measures for severity of illness and mortality
risk in addition to resource utilization? [36]. Still, the correlations should give one pause when
considering when and how to make use of the DRGs available in the MGH data sets.

The series of scatterplots in Figure B-5 make the consequences of the correlations detailed in Table

B-3 clearer from the CNM perspective. The APR26 DRG weight was chosen as the abscissa in panel 1
because of the larger, but still low, positive correlation witi the scored work. The agreement between

the "Plus one" count and the scored work would, of course, be made even stronger by explicit
incorporation of the higher work associated with an active discharge window case as compared

to an active adnit window case. Clearly., the "Plus one" measure could form a valid basis for a

CM-specific CMI for similar floors. This is not particularly useful in itself but there is a way to
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Table B.4: Correlations between DRG weights for the cases examninecl

APR20 AP21BC AP21NY APR26 MS

APR20 1.00 - - -

AP21BC 0.63 1.00 - -

AP21NY 0.62 0.92 1.00 - -

APR26 0.90 0.65 0.63 1.00 -

MS 0.68 0.76 0.72 0.68 1.00

make comparisons between floors with seemingly disparate patient populations. One method would

use the work score to get an average value for an active discharge day for different, floors and a

count. of active discharge days in the record. Yet, this may not be necessary to make comparisons

with the goal of establishing benchmark caseloads across different floors.

Consider an oncology floor, Lunder 9, in comparison to White 8. ledical complexity may be a

larger determinant in the amonnt of work required of a Lunder 9 CM for a given case. However, if

the consequence of this medical complexity is more active (ischlarge window (lays rather than more

work per active discharge window day. then the coinit-based method is still valid. For the purpose of

establishing benchnark caseloads across floors it is plausible that if Lunder 9 cases have more active

discharge window days, often because of shifting discharge disposition targets, this fact. is more

immediately significant for staffing decisions than why Lunder 9 cases have more active discharge

window days[5]2. This is plausible, in part, because of the limitation frequently imposed oi the

anount of work that can be completed for a case on any given day because of the delays introduced

by the request-response cycle. Furthermore. target discharge dispositions may be characterized

by change oi a day-to-day lasis. rather than an intra-day basis. However, accurately predicting

daily workload would still have to consider why a case is (still) in the discharge window. Thus

establishing caseload benchmarks, while related to the work score used to predict daily workloads,

may be a different, problem, and simpler. than predicting daily workload.

Two facts bear noting. First, the note count in the record cannot be used ill all cases to get an

accurate count of the active discharge window days for a patient. As described in Chapter 4. this is

primarily because of missing notes that have to be inferred and notes that document mnltiple (lays
of work. Still, the concept of an active census, while not sufficient for predicting workload on a daily

basis, may be aii important concept for establishing benchmark caseloads between floors. Different

types of floors need to be examined to confirm or deny this in future work. Second, a measure

such as the "Pls one" count, or even the work metric itself., depending on how modeling occurs,

could suffer from issues related to endogeneity or, more problematic, oinitted variable bias. Chief

amiong the omitted variables could be the skill/experience of the case manager ini handling cases
with specific attributes. Some case mainaigers may be more proficient at expeditious facilitation of

discharges of a certain type thaii either other types or in comnparison with other case managers for a

given type. Too, the work aid nunber of active discharge clays for a patient could depend oi factors

not completely attributable to the patient or factors outside of a case manager's sphere of influence.

2 During at least three ineetings with CM leadership one of the nursing directors made the statement that more than

10%7c of the patients on an oncology floor would be classified as high workload. The reasoning behind thi s statement

was that discharge dispositions clange often for oncology patients. If this is true then the predictive model developed

based on examination of cases on general medicine floors should still he extensible to oncology floors. What is more. a

measure like "Plus one" would allow meaningful comparisons between, for example, White 8 (general medicine) anld

Lunder 9 (oricology) over a specified time horizon.
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Appendix C

Word Dictionary and Sub-Dictionaries
Used for Analysis of Case Manager
Note Text

The dictionary and sub-dictionaries used in the construction of the text feature vector for each of
the case manager notes examined is provided in Table C.1. A count of each of the different word
categories (e.g., cdword) formed one field of the feature vector. The count of all dictionary words
provided another field of the feature vector. This aggregate word count is essentially the relevant
length of a note from the perspective of automatically scoring workload. Chapter 4 provides a
complete description of the text feature vector used in automatically scoring cases, retrospectively,
based on the text of case manager notes.
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Table C.1: Bag-of-words (BOW) dictionary and sub-disctionaries

Stand-Aone words
met / meeting

spoke /spoken / speak
refer / referred / referral / referrals

Secondary words
call / called / calls / calling
phoned
fax / faxed

working
find /finding
investigating
check / checked / checking
addition / additional
meet

Other words

form

paperwork
submit/ submitted

letter

documentation
pfs
hold

notes

message
email
apply /applied / application

complete / completed

order

voucher

Home wrds

delivery/ delivered / deliver

order / ordered / orders

Transportation Words
schedule / scheduled
reschedule / rescheduled
taxi

cab

bus

ambulance
car

van
ride
arrange / arranged
book / booked
transport / transported / transportation

Consent words
agree / agrees / agreed / agreement / agreeable
amenable

consent / consents / consenting

aware
accept! accepts / acceptable
willing/ willingness

acknowledges

Preference words
want / wants / wanting / wanted
wish /wishes

hope / hopes
desire! desires

prefer! prefers/ preference
interest / interested

like/ likes
choice / choices / choose / chose

Repeated words
need / needs / needed
require! requires / requiring/ requirement

provide! provided

Commurication / duration words
inform / informs / informed / informing
confirm / confirms / confirmed / confirming
tell /tells/telling/told

say / says / said /saying

discuss /discussed / discussing / discussion

inquire / inquired / inquiring

per

report/ reports / reported / reporting/ reportedly

conversation / conversations

encourage / encouraged

state / stated / states

clarify / clarified / clarifies / clarification
communicated

relate ! relates / relating/ related

relay / relays / related

shared

wonder /wonders / wondering

voice / voiced / voicing

verbalized / verbalized

reveal / reveals / revealed

rectify! rectified

advise / advised / advisement

obtain / obtained

reiterate/ reiterated

Sentiment words type I
refuse / refuses / refusing

resistant

reluctant

insist / insists / insisting / insisted

disagree / disagrees / disagreement

object/ objects / objected / objecting

discouraged

unwilling/ unwillingness

Tria-ger words
cancel / cancelled / cancelling
decide / decided / decision

elect/ elected /electing / elects

offer / offers / offered / offering
hear / hearing/ heard

reject/ rejected/ rejections

consider / considering/ consideration

reconsider / reconsidered / reconsideration

talk / talking / talked
tour /toured / touring
request / requests / requesting / requested

recommend / recommends / recommended

give / gave / gien
accept / accepted

deny/ denied /denial / denials

decline / declined

Sentiment words type 2
concern / concerns / concerned

complain / complains / complaining/ complaint

tea ry
vorry / worried / worries
fear / fears / fearful

afraid

stress / stressed

cverwhelmed

Sentiment words type 3
upset

frustrated

accuse / accuses

adamant / adamantly
stubborn

angry

dissatisfied / dissatisfaction



Appendix D

Case Management High Risk
Screening Criteria and HRIA2 Initial
Assessment Template

The criteria used to screen for high-risk patients are provided in Figure D-1. This screen is required
within 24 business hours of patient admission. Like acuity, high-risk is a multi-dimensional concept.
High-risk patients could be high-cost and/or high-volume patients[69]. In the context of our work,
and in line with the use of the high-risk screen at MGH, high-risk refers to patients that may require
case manager intervention.

Table D.1 shows one template used for the initial assessment, the HRIA2. The initial assessment is
completed by case managers for patients, meeting high-risk criteria, within 48 business hours of
admission. Even when the HRIA2 is used instead of, for example, a free-text narrative assessment,
only a subset of questions typically have answers for a patient.
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High Risk Screens
ED/EDOU/SSU High Risk Screen:

" Admit from Post Acute or a Need for High Tech Home
LTC Facility Care or Complex Home

* ED visit within previous 72 Care Plan
hours 9 Non Contracted Provider

* Frail Elder * Other (Psych. Pedi, etc.)
" Frequent ED Visits 0 Potential need for
* Homeless placement in
* iCMP Patient Rehab/LTAC/SNF
" Inability to Ambulate a Readmission within 30
* Need for High Tech days

DME/VNA a Terminal Illness
a Uninsured

All patients must be screened for High Risk within 24 business hours of
admission

AllAdult Inpatient Services:
" Frail Elder
" Over Age 75

" Primary Caregiver

Acute Psych HR Screen:
* Chronic Menta l Illness
* DMH. Psych, VNA,

Community,
Intensive/Private CM

* First Break Psychosis
a Multiple Psych

Admissions
" Patient with unclear

decision making
" Patients with active

medical issues
* Suicide attempt or active

suicidal ideation

Obstetrics HR Screen
* Adolescent
* Baby and Mother to be

separated
* Cognitive limitations
* Minimal

supports/resources
* No or minimal prenatal

care
a Post partum hemorrhage
* Preeclampsia
* Preterm Baby
a Substance abuse

Adutt Inpatient Ser ice HR Screen
" Actual or Potential

Guardianship Issues
" Actual or Suspected Abuse
" Diagnosis with Mandated DPH

Follow-up
a Disabled (Medicare <age 65)
a Exacerbation of Chronic Illness
a Failure to Thrive
" History of falls
" Homeless
a Insurance issues
" International patients
" Lack of Social Supports
a Ne w or preexisting cognitive or

functional deficits
" Patients receiving non acute

Services Prior to Admission
a Potential Need for Post Acute

placement/Complex Home
Plan

" Terminal stage of illness
" Uninsured
" Unplanned readmission within

30 days

Pediatric HR Screen
" Children with multiple

insurance policies
" DCF Involvement
" Developmental Delays
" Emancipated Minors
a Inbound Acute to Acute

transfers
* Multiple congenital anomalies

Case Management Documentation
Minimum standards for CM documentation:
" All patients: HR screen documentation within 24 business

hours of admission.*
" For patients that meet HR an Initial Assessment must be

completed within 24 business hours of the HR screen.
* Documented CM discharge planning update at least

every 7 days.
" Documentation must include:

" CM evaluation of post discharge needs
" Patient/respon sible person communication
" Patient choice
" CM contact information for assessment/

reassessment
0 Responding Clinician

* Documentation of Non acute providers at discharge
'Exception: patients admitted and discharged over the
weekend do not require a HR screen. They do require CM
evaluation of LOC.

initial Assessment Template:

Source of Information
Family Social

o Living Situation
o Type of housing

* Functional Status
o AD Ls

" Ambulation
* Assistive devices

o iADLs
a HCP

Services/ Supports
o VNA
o DME

o Community Services..etc...
a Transportation

* Meds/ Pharmacy
a Insurance / Financial
* PCP confirmed

* Barriers to Discharge/Outstanding needs

* Preliminary / predicted Discharge plan
o Potential barriers that impact safe

transitions of care
* CM discharge planning/ next action.

a

Figure ID-1: High risk screening criteria
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Table D.1: HRBA2 initial assessieiit template

SEQ NO. QUE STION ANSWER ANSWER
CD

I 1 Reasor u atle to compete H P screen vr 24 tus r ess Mrs I, - A Char! Not A, a atle

10 1 Reason unable to complete H R screen v/in 24 business hrs FSS Fri Sat. Sun-. day ,eekend 0 nly

10 1 Reason unable to complete H R screen Win 24 business hrs PDICISCH Patient Discharged pror to C .
Re ,1e w

10 1 Reason unable to complete H P. screen v/in 24 business hrs RANS ransfer from 4nother U-,

10 1 Reason unatle to complete H R screen /in 24 business hrs ORKLO A Z o 6A Load Issue

20 - -------- E C HIGH RIS K SC RE E N---

20 2 ED Patent )dentikcatcin CON SUL- Consult

30 2 E C Patient dentifcation. E DIS ECIS

20 2 EC Patent dentification ROUTiING Rounding

30 2 E C Patient odentfcativi PRIOR 1r Wor1 kst/Pnonty Census

40 3 ED High Risk Screen iSelect ALL that apply 75 RS 75 'Years Old -INAC1V47ED

40 2 E C High Risk Screen (Seled ALL that apply, ADl1PA 4dmit fnom Post-A4ute or LC Faabt

40 E C High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply ED72 E C Vs t 'ithin Prev ocus 72 H rs

40 2 E C High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply F RAIL Frai Elder

40 2 E D High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply, F RE QE D Frequent E D Asits

4C 2 ED High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply H OA E LE SS Homeless

40 2 E C High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply AABUL Inability to Ambulate

40 E C High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply. H"I Need for High- ed DMEVNA

40 2 E C High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply H-CH CP Need fr HighTech Home Care or
Complex Home Care Plan

40 2 E C High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply N OP Non Contracted Provider

40 2 ED High Risk Screen fSelect ALL that apply NOT HR Not High Risk - NONE -
INAC1IVATE D

40 3 E D High Risk Screen (Seled ALL that apply OTHER Other (Psych, Pedi etc:

40 2 E C High Risk Screen (Seled ALL that apply PN P Potential lNeed for Placement in
RehabLVAC'SN F

40 2 EC High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply. RE AD.1-'-0 Readmission .thin 30 Days

40 2 ED High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply E RMIN AL Terminal Itness

40 E D High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply NOIN SUR Uninsured

40 2 ED High Risk Screen iSeled ALL that apply CIAPCv 4, CMP Patient

E0 4 ED Interventions iSelect ALL that apply; ADIDIV Admission Diersion

E0 4 ED Irterventions (Select ALL that appy COM PLEX Complex Care Planning

-7 E C Irterventions iSelect ALL that apply. 10 Initial Inpatiert Assessmert

E0 4 ED lrterventions iSelect ALL that apply; LOC LOC Assessment

50 4 E C Interventions iSelect ALL that appy; F AC ILME C Mediatoons/Prescnptions
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50 4 E D Inter.entions 'Seled ALL that apply N H_ Need for H ign 7ecn DMEMA

50 4 E D Interventions Seled ALL that apply, NOINT No Inter.ention Required

50 4 E D Interventions iSeled ALL that apppy NONE None

50 4 E D Interventions iSeled ALL that apply til Nursing Intervention iCounsel
Education, et c

50 ED Interventions (Seled ALL that apply RE FE R Refer for Consult-Other

E0 4 E D Interventions iSeled ALL that apply, REFE RPFS Refer for ConsuLitPFS

50 4 E D Interentons iSeled ALL that apply. RE FE RSS Refer for Consult-Social Ser.ices

50 4 E D Interventions iSeled ALL that apply. RANS Transportation issues

60 5 E D Discdarge ADA compieted for patient discharged from the
E D7

70 6 E D H igh Risk Screen completed ty

80 7 Date ED High Risk Screen completed

90 8 Patient meets ED High Risk Screen at ED Admisson'
iRE QUIRED for ED patients

100 - ----------- ACUTE CM HIGH RISK SCREEN--

170 15 Acute CM High Risk Screen completed by

180 16 Date Acute CM High Risk Screen completed

190 17 Patient meets Acute CM High Risk Screen at Admission'
(REQUIRED for Acute Patients,

200 18 Patent readmitied vAthin last 6 months. the IA completed at
t hat tim e vas reoeved V. ill you document vth the Readmrt
Template'

210 - ---- INITIAL AS SE SSMEN -- -

215 19 Preadmisson Comment

220 20 Information obtained rom C ICC Case M anagemeint'Care C oordination

220 20 Information obtained tim CA Community Agency

220 20 Information obtained from FA Famiy

220 20 Information obtained from FR Fnend

220 20 Information obtained from LG Legal Guardian

220 20 Information obtained from MD MD

220 20 Information obtained from MR Medical Record

220 20 Information obtained fvm P Patient

220 20 Information obtained fom RN RN

220 20 Information obtained from SO Significant Other

220 20 Information obtained from: S Spouse

230 21 Please enter H eath Care Proxy name if knovx

24 22 Please enter Guardian's name if knovn

250 23 Can the patient read and vifte -Please descnbe if applicable
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260 2-1 Prinary language, mterpreter neededused -Please desrite if
applicable

270 2c If admited from another acuteinon-acute faolity, please speofy
facility name

230 29 SNF)74F Comments nie bed held, onvate pay. etc

290 ------------ Ling Anrangements------

300 27 P ermanent liing situation ALF Assisted Living Facility

300 27 P ermanent living situation E CH ElderytDisabled Housing

300 27 Permanent liring situation FH Foster Home

300 27 Permanent irving situation GH Group Home

300 27 Permanent Irving situaton. H Homeless

300 27 Permanent Irving situation Incarcerated

300 27 Permanent liring situation IH Independent Housing

300 27 P ermanent f.ng situation NH N ursing Home

0 27 Permanent it. -ng situation RH Rooming House

300 27 Permanent irving situation S Shelter

?00 27 Permanent lrvng situation UH Unstable Housing

?10 28 S of stars to erter into home

320 29 # of stairs inside home

330 30 Any devices to help negotate stairs CL Char Lilt

330 30 Any de-oces to help negotate stairs E Elevator

330 30 Any devices to help negotate stairs H R Hand Rails

330 30 Any devices to help negotate stairs R Ramp

340 31 Bedoomis location 1 1st Floor

340 31 8edoom(s location 2 2nd Floor or Higher

340 31 Bedroom(s location 6 Both

3E0 32 Bathroomis; location 1 1st Floor

350 32 Bathroomis location 2 2nd Floor or Higher

350 32 Bathroomis location B Both

= 33 Home setup comment dSed/bath location DM etc

370 34 With vhom does patient live vAth AC Adult Childiren

370 34 With vhoom does patient ire vAth NO Aone

370 34 W ith vkom does patient Irve vwth F P Foster Parentis;

370 34 With vbrom does patient Irve vAth F Friendis,

370 34 With Miom does patient live vAth GP Grandparentis

370 34 Wih dhom does patient live vAth I, C M. inor Children

370 34 With vom does patient irve vAth O R Other Residents
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370 34 With .*Aom does patient ive mth P Parentis,

370 34 With vom does patient ir.e vAh PSO Partner Sirimcant Other

370 34 With whom does patient live vwth PE Peti s,

370 34 With wom does patient k.e vAth PC Private Caretaker

370 34 With whMom does patient live vAth R Roommateis,

370 34 With vkiom does patient live vh SI Sitlings,

370 34 With vtiom does patient live wAth S Spouse

380 3 If anyone depends on patient for care, please descnte

390 36 Oescribe patient's vork/education status idisabled full/part
time, retired. student etc

400 -- --- Functional A.ssessment----------

410 37 Indoor motility at basehne 8B Bed Bound

410 37 Indoor motility at baseline C Cane

410 37 Indoor motility at baseline C R C rutches

410 37 Indoor motility at baseline FA Fumiture Aalking

410 37 Indoor mobility at baseline I Independent

410 37 Indoor mobility at baseline L S W.oton::ed Scooter

410 37 Indoor mobilty at baseline PC A Primary C aretaker Assisted iPedi

410 37 Indoor mobility at basehne W Aalker

410 37 Indoor mobility at baseline WB Aheelchair Bound

420 38 Outdoor mobiity at baseline GB Bed Bound

420 38 Outdoor mobility at baseline C Cane

420 38 Outdoor mobility at baseline CR Cnutches

420 38 Outdoor mobdity at baseline I independent

420 38 Outdoor mobility at baseline VS Motonzed Scooter

420 38 Outdoor mobility at baseline N A Non Aibulatory

420 38 Outdoor mobility at baseline P C A Primary Caretaker Asssted iPedi

420 38 Outdoor mobity at baseline i Walker

420 38 Outdoor mobity at baseline WC B %heel Chair Bound

42 38b Mobility Comment

430 39 Is patient independent vath ADLs'

440 40 Feeding FC Fully Dependent

440 40 Feeding G7 G--ube

440 40 Feeding I Independent

440 40 Feeding J- J-Tube

440 40 Feeding NA Need Assistance

440 40 Feeding SF Specbal Formulas PG
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440 40 Feeding -PN

450 41 oileting FO Fully Dependent

450 41 -oileting I Independent

450 41 Toileting. Needs Assistance

460 42 Bathing/grooming FC FuLy Dependent

460 42 Bathinggromng Independent

460 '2 Bathin g9rooming 1A Needs Asistance

470 4? Cressing FC FLlly Dependent

470 4 Cressing Independent

470 4? Dressing J Needs Assistanoe

430 Comment on 4Ls atove

490 45 P atient is independent ith ILACLs'

SOO Financial management ipay bls' CU P Does Not Perform

500 46 F inancial management ipay bills7" I Independent

500 46 Financial management ipay ills N4 Needs Assistance

510 47 Shopping 1Does Iot Perform

510 47 Shopping Independent

510 47 Shopping N4 Needs 4istance

520 4Z House keepntlaundry CNP D oes Not Perform

520 48 House k eeping/laundry Independent

520 4Z House keepinglaundry 1 4 Needs Asststance

520 49 1eal preparation ZNP Does Not Perform

530 49 1.eal preparation I Independent

50 49 V eat preparation NA Needs Assistance

540 50 Medication administration CNP Does Not Perform

540 50 Medication administration I Independent

540 50 Medication administration 114 Needs Assistance

550 51 Comment on 1ADLs above

560 - -------- Continuum of Care----------

570 52 Who vil assist patient at discharge

530 52 Usual mode oftransportation 4 Ambulance

50 52 U sual mode of transportation C Disabilrty The Ride

530 5 Usual mode oftransportation F FamihyFrpend

530 52 U sual mode oftransportation I'l V ediceid e g P- 1

530 53 Usual mode of transportation PC PutIicTransportaton (Bus. Train7
etc

50 52 Usual mode oftransportation S Self

I
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580 53 Usual mode oftransportation -C axvCat

590 54 Does patient hav.e transportation to home at discharge & for
follow up appts> P lease descnbe

600 cc Does patient have PCP and is name correct)

610 56 Please descnbe plan to address incorrectno P CP

620 57 Is the health insurance corred and adequate to co.er potential
DC needs)

60 58 H ealth insurance comrnent/Speaty C ase .anager if knovi

640 59 Prescnption coverage H I Health insurance

640 59 Prescnption coverage H S1 Health Safety tiet

640 59 Prescnption coverage IIPD Medcare Part C

640 5& Prescnption coverage t1one

640 59 Prescnption coverage PA Presciption AdvIatage

640 59 Prescnption cov.erage U Unknfo ar

640 59 Prescnption coverage VA Veterans Aministration

650 60 P rescnption comment 6 e Diffculty O taining Meds. etc

660 61 flame. location and phone numberis of phamacies used

670 62 ACTI in-home ser.1ces and agences list if kno'wn Ie V!,A
DME Respiratory Elder Ser.1ces. Ha,.en etci

680 6? INAC.rvE home ser.ces lst ifknowvn

690 64 lnpatent SNF;RE HA37on Aoite aclties and type list if
. 1no .

700 65 OtherOP Serwices/CommunityAgenoes ACH 4duft D ay H eafth

700 65 OtherOP Ser.icesiCommunty Agenaes C C hem o

700 6 Other OP Ser.1ces/Communiry Agences CB Commisson for the Blind

700 65 OtherOP SeriocesCommunity Agenoes CDHH Commission forthe Deaf and Hard of
H earing

700 6E OtherOP Ser.icesCommunity Agences CCI Community Case M. anager

700 65 Other OP Ser.icesiC ommunity Agences C M Courmadin Management

700 65 OtherOP Ser.ies/C ommunrtyAgences DC S Dept ofDevelopmental Ser-ices

700 65 OtherOP SerocesiC ommunrty Agences D M D ept of Mental H eafth

700 65 O ther OP SeraicesCommunty Agences C Dialysis

700 65 OtherOP SercesC ommunty Agences E I E arty Intervention

700 65 OtherOP Sero.cesiCommunty Agenoes 1"H M ental Health

700 65 Other OP SericesiC ommunity Agences NA Not Applicabie

700 &c OtherOP Ser.ioesiCommunty Agences PTOT PTiOT

700 65 OtherOP Ser4cesCommunrty Agences P CAS Personal Care Aftendant Ser.1ces

700 65 OtherOP SercesiCommunity Agences R Radiation

710 66 OtherOP Ser.icesCommunrty Agenoes Additional Comments
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720 - ------ -- Anticpated DC Plan- -

720 67 1dentifed barriersconcerns related to discharge C47P Compliance vAth NeededTreatment
Plan

720 67 Identiled bariers.concerns related to disdarge CPHODV Current or Past Hx of Domestic
I ~Violencie

720 67 Identifed barriers.concerns related to discharge IS Immigration Status that may Impact
Access to DC Servies

720 67 dientifed tamers/cncerns related to discharge IC Inadequate Insurance Coverage to
CoverLikely DC Needs

7f0 67 Identiled amiersi/cncerns related to discharge ISS Inadequate Social Supports to
Support Likely DC Needs

720 67 i dentiled barriersiconcerns related to discharge PCI Potential Capacty Issue vAth No
Offoal Altemate Deosion Maker

720 67 f dent led bariersoncerns related to discharge SEN Speoalty Equipnent Needs i e
Bariatncs. etc;

740 68 lssues'problems- additional information

750 69 W11 refer to 4 Admrtting

750 69 WilI refer to C Chaplamcy

750 69 W ill refer to F C Finanoal Counseling

750 69 W ill refer to H H a.ven

750 69 Will refer to N utnt ion

7-0 69 Will refer to S Sooal o'.cr.
760 70 E ;TIain reason for each referral ato ve

770 71 W% ill request M C o rder for 0 0-

770 71 WAl request V C order for P PT

770 71 WIll request lD order for P C Paliatrve Care

770 71 Will request lD order for PH Physiatry

770 71 Will request MD order for PS Psychiatry

770 71 Will request 1D order for S Speech

780 72 P reliminary discharge plan A H AcUte Hospital

7ST 72 P reliminary discharge plan 5TH Bridge to Hospice

780 72 P reliminary discharge plan H H ome

780 72 P relimmary discharge plan HWS Home With Services

780 72 P reliminary discharge plan HOS H ospice

780 72 P reliminary discharge plan IRF Inpatient Rehab Faclrity

780 72 P reliminary discharge plan L-AC Long 7erm Acute Care

780 72 P relimnary discharge plan N RE Need to Re-E valuate

780 72 Preliminary discharge plan 0 C Outpatient Care

780 72 P relimmary discharge plan RILTC Return to Long en-i Care

780 72 Preliminary discharge plan S Shelter

780 72 P reliminary discharge plan SNF Skilled Nursing F acility
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780 72 Preliminary discharge plan. UD7 Unatle to Cetermine at This Time

780 72 P reihminary discharge plan VII! Visiting Moms

780 72 Prehminary discharge plan WIC Women Infants and Children

790 73 Sunmary Comment supporting current Level of Care and
projected transitional goals

800 74 Plan discussed vAth team: A' llD iscuss vth ~eam

800 74 Plan discussed vAth team Yes - Cscissed -ath eam

810 75 P atienvfamly agree vith prelimnary discharge plan)

820 76 I f patient/family does NOT agree vith preliminary discharge
plan. please describe

830 - -------- Psych Specalty Questions-----------

840 77 Name and phone numben s ofP syJiatnerapis n

850 78 Please list PH PiOP if kno ,-

860 79 Please list inpatient detox if k novin

870 - ---- PedO B Spealty Questions ------

HO0 80 I s a car seat available7

890 81 Any hiory of compound meds?

900 - -- ------- Atteation-----------------

910 82 A ssessment started by

920 83 Date started

930 84 Assessment completed by

940 85 Date completed

950 8 E dded by

960 87 E dded on

970 88 1isc lnfo: include Pnmary Contad (vill print on Scut Census
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Appendix E

Discharge planning and utilization
review: Case manager positions and
associated caseloads

The DCP case manager positions and number of assigned beds are shown in Table E.1; Table E.2
provides comparable information for UR case managers. This is a composite view, constructed
by examining daily weekday schedules for the month of May 2015. During the course of our work
52-53 case managers staffed the numbered positions on a typical weekday. On weekends, 5-6 case
managers provided coverage. The case manager positions also had one of seven case management
resource specialists assigned for support as indicated in the tables. Color-coding is used to highlight

case manager positions with assigned beds on more than one floor of MGH.
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Table E.1: Discharge planning case manager positions at MGH

Case Manger Case Manger

Building Floor Service Position Beds CMSU So Building Floor Service Position Beds CMSU Suppo rt

BlkcE 6 Transplant 1 21 Ellison _ __Obstetric- 10 14/6/16 3
11 Ellison 14 Bum unit / Plastics 3

Blake 7 Medical CU 3 7 2 2

Medical 

~nb 

CLI 
______

Ellison 16 
2

I 5 Medicine 27 30

4 4 Ellison 17 Pediatrics
Blake 8 5 4 Ellison 1Pediatrics 11 24

C________ _ ardi ac sirger IC U Ellison 19 Thoracic sur e 20, / Medicine I10. 28 30 7
Blake 10 Neonatal CU 3 Lunder 6 NeuroICU 4
Blake 11 Psychiatry 8 24 4
Blake 12 ICU 4 Lunder 7 30 4

Blake 13 Otatetrics/SC N10 21/24 3 1_Neur_ _

Blake 14 Labor/Delivery 10 3 Lunder 8
Gray./Bigelow 6 Pediatric ICU 14 Neuro 32 21

Gray! Bigelov 7 Shortstay unit 12_isLunder 9 33 2.24

GrayBgel 9 Respiratory acute care 10), Medicine 11 13 is Oncolo
Gray/Bigelow 11 Medicine 14 25 _--___Lnr_ 4
Gray/Bigelow 12 ED observation unit is 14 1 Oncology 35 22

Emergency Dept 16 Phillips 20 Medicine 326

Gray/Bigelow 14 Vascular 1_17 27 7 Phillips 21 J Gynecology 4 20 I
I cer I1 91Mcie liI ri 25 I 1

PACU i8

Ellison 4
E___sn_ 4 Surgical ICU 18 6

13 24
Ellison 6

Orthopedics 127) ./ Urology 19 -

is 12
Ellison General surgery (34 / Urologyl2 21 24

22 29
Ellison a 1 Cardiac surgery 130) / Intervention6 l2

72 4
Ellison 9

Medicine: Critical care unit 24 4

Ellison 10 Mdedicine: Step -dlmn unit 2I 2 6/E
EIIiscrn 11

Ellso 11 MAedicine: Cardiac intervention 24 29

26
Ellison 12

Ellison 1

I-I 20~
White

White

7 1

6
Ortho 1281 / OMF 121
-- _______ I

General surgery 37 24

White 8 38 24,
Medicine

White 9 Medicine 40 25 2

White 10 Medicine

White 11 Medicine 41 24 2

A SNF waiver

B Late day bed offer

C Crtho/RAPT

D Psych consult

Elilison Surperv 11Mi ,Medicine 17 '0rtho 12 F 197 Phillins

20
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Table E.2: Utilization review case manager positions at MGH

Ca se Manger Case Ma nger

Building Floor Service Position Beds CMSU Support Building Floor Service Position

B lake 6 Transplant 1 21 Ell ison 13 Obstetrics 10

Blake 7 Medical CU 2 18 2 Ellison 14 Bum unit/ Plastics 15

Blake 8 Cardiac surgery ICU 2 18 Ellison 16 Medicine

Blake 10 Neonatal ICU 3 18 3 Ellison 17 Pediatrics 3

Blake 11 Psychiatry 9 24 4 Ellison 18 Pediatrics 3

Biake 12 iCU 4 18 4 Ellison 19 Thoracc -surge ry (10) / Medic ine (10)

Blake 13 Obstetrics/SCN 10 21/24 3 Lunder 6 NeurolCU 5

RAke 14 Labor/Deiliverv 10 3 Lunder 7 Neuro 16

Gray/Bigelow 16 Pediatric ICU 3 14

Respiratory acute care (10) /Medicine

Gray/Bigelow 11 Medicine

Gray/Bigelow 14 Vascular

Ellison 1 4j Surgical ICU
Orthopedics (27) / Urology (9)

Lunder 8 Neuro 16
Lunder 9 Oncology 17

I 2 I Lunder
7

936
11 36

Ellison 7 General surgery (34) / Urology(2) 4 36
Ellison Cardiac surgery (30) nterention (6) 1
Ellison J9 Medicine: Critical care unit 13 16

Medicine: Step-down unit

Ellison j111 Medicine: Cardiac intervention

Ellison 112 Medicine

10
1I 2 1-ud

I Phillips 20

Oncology

Medicine

17

Phillips 21 Gynecology 18

Phillips 22 Surgery (10)/Medicine (7)/Ortho(2) 19

White 6 Ortho (28) / OMF (2) 11

White 7 General surgery 9

White 8 Medicine 2

White 9 Medicine 5

White 10 Medicine

White 11 Medicine 1

Gray/Bigelow 9

Ellison 6

Ellison 10

I I I
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